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The Mahavamsa is a Pali epic written about the sixth century A.D. 
in Ceylon. Its chief source was an old Sinhalese chronicle, which 
formed a part of the old Sinhalese commentaries on the Pali Canon. The 
Sinhalese chronicle seems to have been based on the older ballads in 
the Dlpavamsa written by different persons during the early centuries 
of our era. These chronicles are indebted for some of their material to 
the Jatakas, the Alokavadana, some parts of the Pali Canon, and the 
Sinhalese commentaries on them.
After the death of the Buddha his teachings and the rules he laid t
down were collected. They were amplified and added to as time passed.
The first centre of Buddhism was Rajagaha, and then Vesali. Next it 
spread westwards to Kosambi, and from there north-west to Mathura and 
Kashmir and south-west to- Vidisa and Ujjein. In course of time, though 
the continuity of the tradition was maintained, Buddhism in each new 
place became modified according to environment and influence of new 
teachers. Thus arose the different schools. The Theravadins, who went 
to Vidisa and Ujjein, reached Ceylon in the time of Asoka. They occupied 
caves at Mihintale, Vessagiri, Isurunruniya and other places. Before 
long the thupa built to the south of Anuradhapura^ and the Bo-tree in 
the Mah&meghavana became centres of worship.
The V&adas, a tribe .tin to the Irulas of South Inaia were the first 
settlers in Ceylon then callea Tamhapanni. They retreatea to the 
mount.ins when new peoples who spoke an Aryan iialect occupiei the 
north-west, the south-west, ana the territory waterea hy the Malwatte ■
Oya and the MahavAligaftga. Many of the new-comers belonged to the 
Sinhala tribe, which gave its name to the people and then to the island 
Mantota was their chief port and Anuradhapura became their chief town. 
When Buddhism was brought to Ceylon the. Sinhalese king was Tissa. He •. 
and his successor supported the new religion.
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Chapter I.
I 1 I T R 0 D P C I I 0 H ,
Introduction,
The Mahavamsa as a literary work has been dealt with very
fully hy Prof, Geiger In his work: "She Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa,"• •
He diBousses also its value as a historical work hoth in this 
hook as well as in his Introduction to the iEhglish translation of
the Mahavamsa,• •
i.
According to Prof. Geiger's Introduction to the translation 
of thejllhvsj (p*Z), at the close of the fourth century A,D, there
was a sort of ohronlole of the history of the island from its
♦
legendary beginnings onwards. It was part of the Atthakatha or the 
old commentary * literature pn the Buddhist canonical writings, which 
formed the basis of the later Pali commentaries. It was, like the 
Atthakatha, composed in Old-Sinhalese prose probably mingled with 
verses in the Pall language, this Atthakatha Xhvs existed in the 
Xahavlhara and in other monasteries, but the various recensions 
differed in details. The ohronlole originally came down from the 
arrival of Mahlnda in Ceylon, and was continued most probably down 
to the time of Mahasena, with Whose reign both the Dipavamsa (Dpvs) 
and the Xhvs come to an end. The Dpvs composed at the close of the 
fourth century A,D, presents the first clumsy redaction in Pali 
verses. It is the Mhvs of the ancients referred to at the 
beginning of the Mhvs, The Mhvs is a new treatment of the subject,
but shows greater skill in the employment of the Pali
language* It is a more artistic composition and makes a
more liberal use of the material contained in the original
work. The historical introduction to the Samanta-plsadika
(Smp) is based on the $pvs# but it is made more complete with
additions which could only hare been drawn directly from the
Atthakatha. The Mahavamsa Tika ( X T )  gives further information
from the original work#
Oldenberg# who edited the Jpvs in 1879^*3 of the
opinion (p#6) that the author of the Ipvs borrowed from the
Atthakatha,not only the materials of his own work but sometimes
the mode of expression and even whole lines# word for word.
"In fact," he continues, "a great part of the 3)pvs has the 
not
appearamce*of an independent continuous work# but of a 
composition of such single stanzas extracted from a work or 
works like that Atthakatha; many of the repetitions and omissions 
Which render some chapters of the Dipavamsa almost illegible# 
we may account for not by the inadvertence of the copyists, 
but by this peculiar method of compilation." He further adds 
that the I>pv3 and the Xhvs "are indded in the main nothing but 
two versions of the same substance# both being based on the 
historical introduction to thd great Commentary of the
<a
Mahavihara. Each work represented, of course, their common 
subject in its own way, the Dipavamsa following step by step 
and almost word for word the traces of the original, the Mahavamsa 
proceeding with much greater independence and perfect literary 
mastership. Die Dipavamsa, as regards its style and its 
grammatical peculiarities, betrays the characteristics of an 
age in which the Sinhalese fifst tried to write in the dialect 
of the sacred texts brought over from India; therar are passages 
in the Dipavamsa which remind us of the first clumsy attempts of 
the ancient Oerman tribes to write Latin. Die Mahavamsa is 
composed very differently. Its author masters the Pali grammar 
and style with a perfect ease which cannot have been acquired 
but after fruitless attempts, and whish may be compared with the 
elegant mastership of Latin composition by which the Italian 
poets and scholars of the renaissance excelled. She turning-point 
between the ancient and the modem epoch of Pali literature in 
Ceylon is marked, no doubt, by the great works of Buddhaghosa, 
which were not less important from a literary than from a 
theological point of view.n
Pramke (J.P.T.S. 1908 - 1909, p.l) refused to 
believe that the Dpvs, the Smp and the Mhvs were based on any
1ancient chronicle. He held the view that the authors of the 
Smp and the Mhvs based their works on the Dpvs ? and that the 
Dpvs, in the absence of any sources "must he considered as 
standing unsupported on its own tottering feet." Franke first
expressed his views in Literarishes CentralhlAtt, 1906, No.37,
v ■' ■ w
column 1275. What he found impossible to believe was* that Mahinda
brought the AtthakathS. with him, and that the material in the
Dpvs dealing with the history of Buddhism in India and the
establishing of Buddhism in Xntla Ceylon went back to his time.
The following year he made a closer examination of the Dpvs and
its relations to the Smp and the Mhvs in the Wiener Zeitschrift
f.d. Kunde des Morgen t> (Vol. XXI, p.203 and p.307). He quoted
passages from the Pali Canon to indicate the sources of numerous
verses in the Dpvs, and showed that in language it was influenced
much by the Buddhavamsa (Bu), the Cariyapltaka, (Cp) and the. •
Jatakas. He also expressed the view that not only was the 
author of the Dpvs strongly influenced by the ideas of these 
works,but also that the Dpvs was only a batched compilation of 
Pali quotatl ns of these and other works of the Pali Canon.
A study of the Chronicles leave no doubt that at least 
certain parts of the Dpvs, such as the accounts of the Councils, 
the chronology of the Indian kings, and the Buddhist Missions,
. *
do not stand on their own tottering f eet^ but are either 
h&sed on other records or are supported by inscriptions* It 
is also equally clear that there was a sort of chronicle in 
Old-Sinhalese which was made use of by the authors of the 
Smp, the Mhvs 7 and the M T. Die Tiews of Frnnke, however, 
cannot be dismissed altogether, A, closer examination and a 
comparison of the Dpvs, Smp and the Mhvs, show that though 
their contents deal with the earliest period of the history of 
Buddhism in India and the establishment of Buddhism in Ceylon, 
the accounts themselves belong to a periid much later than the 
time of Mahinda, and that it is worth considering how far the 
Dpvs is based on a written work*
In the Dpvs itself nothing is said about its sources,
but some passages in it are quoted in the K T as said by the
 ^ 1 
ancients (Tenahu porana)* One of these passages, the first
three lines of the Dpvs, says: "listen to me. I shall proclaim
« 1 ' .!
the history of the coming of the Buddha to the island, the 
coming of the relios and of the Bodhi-tree, the coming to the 
island of the doctrine (sasana) and the teaching of the 
collections and of the teachers, and the coming of the chief 
of man*" It is evident that the contents of the Dpvs are 
much mdre than these* It does not deal merely with the visits
of the Buddha, the bringing of the relics and the Bodhi-tree,
the bringing of Buddhism, the Pall Canon, and the Atthakatha,
• «
and the coming of Mahinda, but also with the kings of Ceylon
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and their activities.
In the Smp there are three quotations from the 
sayings of the ancients. The first quotation (p.62) gives a 
list of the Theras of Ceylon who handed down the Vinaya. This 
list is not given in the Dpvs, but it appears on p.2 of the 
Pari vara. Die second and the thihd passages (pp. 70 - 71) deal 
with the coming of Uahlnda, and they are also found in the Dpvs. 
On pp. 75 - 76 of the Smp there are some- more quotations, but 
they are said to be from the Dpvs. They deal with the relations 
between Asoka and Devsnsmpiya Tissa, a subject which is not 
included in the contents recorded in the first three lines of 
the Dpvs. All the quotations from the sayings of the ancients 
in the M T do not occur in the Dpvs. In the Vis&ddhi Magga and. 
the Pali commentaries also there are quotations which are said 
to be sayings of the ancients. They deal with various subjects 
and are by no mean»s limited to historical matter. The quotations 
are usually in verse, but prose passages are not unknown. In the 
Sadhamma Samgaho (J.P.T.S. 1890 p.57) verses, which occur also
|0
in the Culavamsa, dealing with events of the fifth century A.D., 
are called sayings of the ancients* Hence the sayings of the 
ancients do not seem to have referred to any definite work but 
to any statement which was considered old* Nevertheless it is 
strange that the author of the Smp should call sayings of the 
ancients two passages found also in the Dpvs and call others 
quotations from the Dpvs. The author of the Mhvs also refers to a 
work of the ancients (I. 2) Hut he refers nowhere to the Dpvs it­
self.
Oldenberg, though he believed that the Dpvs was baseA
on the Atthakatha. was also of opinion that it was not a continuous 
• •
work but a composition of single stanzas extracted from a work or works
like the Atthakatha. He also attributes the repetitions and omissions • *
to this peculiar method of compilation. The Dpvs is undoubtedly 
a compilation. The contents are not the work of one composer 
and different parts have been composed at different times. This 
is evident from the variety of style. Some passages, .if inter­
polations are omitted, are free from irregularities in metre and
#u
mistakes in grammerf while others are irregular in metre and 
grammatically weak. Some, like the accounts of Panduvasudeva,
Abhaya, and Pandukabhaya>a?|d parts of the story of Vijeya, give 
only a summary of the story. Other accounts like the visits of the
%
wBuddha and the ‘bringing of the Bodhi~tree; are narrated in greater
detail* Some at least of the double accounts seem to he derived from
two different sources* She accounts of the Buddhist Councils show 1*nil
that the first accounts belonged to one group and the second accounts 
* ' - v .--
to another* She memorial verses explain how some of the stories were
remembered before the ballads themselves were composed* Some parts
such as the account of the life of the Buddha, seem to have been baaed
on Pall prose passages of the Canon* Some accounts have one part in
one metre and another part in another metre* It is often qjxite d e a r
that couplets have been introduced to connect such independent ballads
or parts of ballads* Some passagmes give only speeches without any
mention of the speakers, while others which give the speakers seem to
represent a more developed form of such verses* Host of the sentences
•
which are expressed in a single line, many lines consisting of epithet 
only, many lines occurring in sentences which are expressed in three 
lines, many lines either grammatically or metrically wrong, and many 
lines, which obviously consist* of oommentarlal matter, seem to be ^  
later additions* ^
Hence the Ppvs does not seem to be a clumsy attempt at composition 
in Pall verse at the dose of the fourth oentury JL*B«, bpt a 
compilation of ballads or verses of the ancients, which belonged to 
different periods of time* It is also significant that the word Dpvs 
occurs nowhere in the work, and it seems to bo due to the fact that it
Is not the oomposition of a single author hut a compilation of versei 
on different subjects* Perhaps the oldest verses dealt only with thoc 
subjects enumerated at the beginning of the Dpvs. To this was then 
added the stories about Asoka end the Ceylon Icings end the activities 
of Mahinda; end in this final form the work was called the Dpvs. filer 
Is no reason to doubt that these ballads existed In a written fora In 
one or more Atthakatha. Perhaps there were more then one version of 
them as the quotations in the Smp end the MT often differ a little 
from those In the Dpvs text. It is difficult to say whether the 
ballads themselves were based on a written work. The Old-Sinhalese 
Atthakatha is no longer available, and not enough is known about it 
to draw any definite conclusion. Hor is it possible to say anythin! 
about the aholer of the Dpvs as it is neither the oomposition of one 
men nor belong to one definite period.
According to the author of the Smp (p.2) the sources of hiB work 
were the Mahatthakatha, the Mahapaocari, and other A$$hakathas such 
as the Kurtmdi* The reason for writing this Pali work is that the 
explanations in the language of the Slhaladlpa were of no use to the 
bhlkkhus on the continent (dipa). The old chronicle, therefore, was 
a work in Sinhalese and the Pali verse quotations in the Smp probably 
existed in it..
The author of the MT (p.25) says that the Mhvs is the equivalent 
of the Porana||hakatha/ idiioh belonged to the MahAvihara, but the 
latter, unlike the Mhvs, was a prose work in the Sinhalese dialect.
nHe also adds that the Xahivamsa of the ancients referred to in 
the Pali Xahavamsa is this work>«nd that it contained the faults 
of over-condensation, prolixity, and repetition. Ihe language of 
this work, as also the early inscriptions show, could not have heen 
very different from Pali, as the author of the H 7 says the Xhvs 
has the correct Pali word pavaklchiml instead of the Sinhalese word 
vakkham^i, which occurs in the Pali Brupavamsa.
Both ths Smp and the Xhvs were based, therefore, on the same 
work. This, perhaps, explains why the accounts in them are so 
similar, and hardly ever contradict each other. The Xhvs certainly 
gives more information about most matters dealt with in the Smp, 
but its accounts are only an expanded account of the material in 
the Smp, It is most likely that the additional material was in­
cluded in the Atthakatha aftvr the Smp was composed.
Prof. Geiger is of opinion that the Smp is based on the 
$pv8; though the author of the Smp makes it clear that he followed 
a Sinhalese work. The Smp is certainly closer to the Dpvs than the 
Xhvs both in language and in the order of events, but many parts 
of the Dpvs, however, belong to an earlier strata of tradition 
than those of the Smp and the Xhvs. It mentions fewer places 
visited by the Buddha, It makes no mention of Tissa, the brother 
of Asoka, and says that Asoka killed all his brothers. Sumana is 
not the son of Samghamijkta but of her sister. It knows of a
“t
western sea-route from India to Ceylon but not of an eastern 
sea-route like the Smp and the Mhvs, The author of the II T
e
never refers to these differences “between the Dpvs and the Mhvs,
though he is careful enough to note all differences between* the
Mhvs and other works such as the Smp and the Atthakatha* of the
• •
Mahavlhara and the Uttaravihara, If the Dpvs was based on the
Atthakatha written in Sinhalese, there would have teen some
• • w  ■
traces in the Atthakatha of the older tradition which is• «
represented in the Dpvs; and it is strange that the author of the 
M T makes no reference to them at all.
It is most likely that the oldest ballads of the Dpvs 
were based on an oral tradition and were recited from memory at 
first. They were then either written down separately or were 
put together by some person. Then someone else utilising these 
ballads wrote down this historical account in Sinhalese prose, 
making revisions and additions wherever necessary according to 
the light of later knowledge, and generally keeping to the order 
of the old verses and Ats language whenever possible. The author 
of the Smp also kept as far as possible to the order and the 
language of the Sihalatthakatha in composing his work, and also 
included additional material which he found in other works,-The 
fact that he quotes t e n  the Dpvs shows that a work called the Bpvs
co­
existed at the time; thongfe it may not hare been so complete 
as the present work. The verses he quotes as sayings of the 
ancients probably were also quotations in the Sinhalese account. 
Hence the oldest work is a collection of the greater part of 
the ballads in the Dpvs* Then came the Sihalatthakatha Mahavamsa* 
This was followed by the Smp and the Mhvs,
According to Prof,Geiger the next work connected with
the history of Ceylon is the Mahavamsa Tika, the Yamsatthappakasini,
• * •
The word tika came into use in Sanskrit for a commentary in the
ninth century A,P. In Pali it is always the name for a sub-
commentary* The Pathama-Paramatthappakasini, for instance, is the
Tika to the Atthasallnl, the commentary to the DhammasaAgani*
Ho Atthakatha or Commentary of the Mhvs, apart from the
M T, has been discovered so far. The author of the H T sometimes * ,
speaks of the ancient Mahavamsa of the Sihalatthakatha, sometimes• • #
*• .■ > «.*•. /'.• *y ■ i r  j
of the Atthakatha, and sometimes of the Mahavamsa Atthakatha,, • • • •
The passages he quotes, however, are not sufficient to draw a
conclusion as to whether these refer to one or more works, or
whether the Mahavamsa Atthakatha was a distinct work from the
• •
Sihalatthakatha, He also mentions a Dipavamsa Atthakatha, but • • » •«
this work is no longer available. Therefore it is possible that
the M T was preceded by another work called the Mahavamsa
Atthakatha,• •
f t
The V T is a rery valuable work for the study of the Mhvs#
It not only gives one some idea of the main source of the Mhvs,
the Sihalatthatkatha, but also refers to many other works that 
• • ^
existed at the time* The additional material it gives, and the
sources to which much of it is traced, gives one some insight
how the early traditions grew, andhow the aofounts when once
written down oame to be amplified*
Some parts of the Ceylon tradition can be traced to
still earlier works* The Jatakas including the Cariyapitaka seemal
*
to have been the chief source of the verses and the writihgs,
which the authors of the Dpvs, the Smp, and the Mhvs utilised*
They are also the accounts that have influenced most the language
of the Dpvs. Some of the stories and episddes in all the three
works such as those of Vljaya, Pandukabhaya and Migrodha have• •
been either borrowed from or have been based upon them, while 
many an account has been amplified with details found in them*
It is difficult to say whether the writers of the ballads 
of the Dpvs knew the Asokavadana, though they seem to have been 
aware of some of the storlev contained in it* A considerable 
portion of the material in the Smp and the Mhvs, however, seems 
to have been borrowed from it directly or indirectly. The 
Asokavadina is also a work which has grown with time* Mew episddes
nhave been added to It and the accounts that existed originally 
have been amplified. The Smp and the Mhvs show that the later 
forms of this work ware known in Ceylon.
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After the Jatakas, the work that influenced the language 
of the Dpvs most was the Buddhavamsa, and some details in the 
Dpvs can be traced also to it. The Ba, like the Jatakas, is not 
a historical work but a work of imagination. It shows that at 
this time the practice of using an imaginative or historical 
account of one person as a model for describing the lives of 
others had come into vogue. The attempt made in the Mahapadana 
Suttanta is carried out more fully here.
The infuence of many other Buddhist works also can be seen 
in the Ceylon traditions. The chief of them are the Commentaries9 
the Mahavagga and the Cull&vagga of the Yinaya Pltaka, and the 
Mahaparinlbbina Suttanta.
For reasons already given it is not possible to give a 
definite date to the Dpvs. Some parts of it,like the visits of 
the Buddha, may belong to the first century B.C. while the 
predictions about the buildings of the Mahavihara may be later 
than the Smp itself. The references in the Dpvs to the marking 
of the boundaries of the Thuparama derived from the Simakatha 
and to the writing down of the Pall scriptures are clearly 
interpolations even in the Mhvs.
The language of the Dpvs shows that most parts of It 
hare heen Influenced by the Bu and the Cp. hut unfortunately 
no serious attempt hav yet heen made to fix the dates of these 
works. Perhaps it will not ho fay wrong if it is concluded 
that the hallads of the Bpvs belong to a period ranging from 
the first century B.C. to the fifth century A.D.
The j&ep Introduction seems to he a work of a single 
person. It is quite possible there are many interpolations 
in it. b&t it is more difficult to detect them in a prose 
work. There is no doubt that it belongs to a period earlier
<y~
than that of the Mhvs. If according to tradition it isAwork 
of Buddhaghosa it belongs to the fifth century A.D.
It is more difficult to fix the date of the Mhvs. It 
is a work later than the Smp. but seems to be earlier than the 
Suma&gala Vilasinl. In the Sumangala Vilasinl. unlike the 
Smp but like the Mhvs. Moggallputta Tlssa tells Asoka. if he 
wants to be a kinsman of the religion he must let his son or 
daughter enter the samgha. but the account of the funeral
e
ceremonies in it is a more developed form than thosv of the Sap 
end the Mhvs. as the funeral ceremonies.according to it. 
lasted two weeks; and the offerings to the reliws went on for 
another week.
In the M T the author of the Mhvs is always oalled
acariya though sometimes other theras are mentioned by name 
(p*29); hut at the end of the work (p,502) in a badly constructed 
passage, which seems to be a later addition, the author of the 
Mhvs is said to be Mahanama of the parivena built by the 
commander of the troops, Bighasanda. According to the Mhrs XT, 
212-213, Dighasandana was the commander of the troops of 
Devanampiya Tissa. He built a pasada for Mahinda and this pariyena 
called the Dlghasan das enapati-pari vena, was a part of the 
Mahayihara?and was the home of renowned men. According to the 
Culavamsa XXXVIII, 16, the uncle of King Bhatusena lived in this 
pariyena, but there is nothing to show that his name was 
Mahanama, A thera by tfce name of Mahanama is mentioned in 
Culavamsa XXXIX, 42 but according to the readings given by 
Prof, Cteiger he lived in Dighiftana or Dighana parivena. Therefore 
these two theras need not be the same. Even if the author of the 
Mhvs was a thera called Mahanama, it does not help one to fix 
the date of the Mhvs. Perhaps Professor Oeiger is not wrong in 
placing it in the sixth century A.D,
There is also no definite evidence to fix the date of the 
M T. It cannot be earlier than the seventh oentury A.D, as King 
Dathopatissa II is mentioned. On p.294 M T mentions the
Mahabodhivamsakatha. If this work is the same as the Mahabodhiv-
. . . . . . .  - •
amsa the M T is later than the tenth century A,ID, The Pali 
• ♦
Thupavamsa, written about the middle of the thirteenth oentury,
mentions the M T, and the author of the M T did not know of the• •
later addition to the Mhvs (Dpvs and Mhvs, p.34). The style of 
the M T is quite different from the earlier Pali commentaries, 
and shows strong influence of Sanskrit. Therefore Professor 
Geiger is perhaps correct when he places it between 1000 and 
12 50 A.D.
II.
At the present day an account of an event written even by 
a contemporary writer is not necessarily considered accurate, 
and in judging his work on^iust take into account his life and 
character. Any critic of his work must know momething of his 
powers of observation and judgement, the range of his knowledge, 
and the extent to which his inferences are influenced by his 
past experiences. tHien it is so difficult to judge the work of 
a contemporary writer it is clear how much more difficult it 
is to Judge the accuracy of statements handed down by tradition* 
Often it is difficult to notice the changes a tradition undergoei 
during the course of centuries. Sometimes there may be very 
little evidence to detect how much°ft has been forgotten and 
how much has been added to it, ot whether it has undergone a 
complete transformation as a result of it passing throggh 
different types of minds.
1.1
It has also to be remembers A that those who wrfete down 
tradition in past ages were hardly ever seekers after a literary 
reputation, and had less reason to be careful like modern 
writers. They did not consider i# wrong to borrow from other 
accounts without making any acknowledgement. They did not 
hesitate to correct statements which seemed wrong to them or 
to add details which they thought had been omitted* They had no 
books of reference to verify their statements9 or maps to make 
sure of the ysaitilin: positions of places or the distances 
between them. Numbers meant little to them and they did not 
think it wrong to insert them where they were lacking or to 
alter them if necessary. Moreover it is possible for a writer 
of a later time to give to his sources a meaning quite different 
from that which their authors had in mind. He may take literallj 
a purely imaginative work of a poet or interpret a story in 
fiction as history. For instance, it is very likely that the 
oldest ballads, the contents of which are given at the beginning 
of the Dpvs, were merely works of imagination, especially as th< 
writers of. them seem to hake been influenced strongly by the 
ideas of such works as the Jatakas and the Buddhavamsa. Their 
authors could not have h u m  meant them to be historical ballddSi 
There is no historical ftomdation for the stories of the visits 
of the Buddha. Mahinda could not have come by air to Ceylon.
i - v
Ihe bringing of the collarbone of the Buidha from Sakka, who 
did not belong to the world of men9 cannot be conceived as an 
actual event* The story of the bringing of the Bo-tree does not 
seem to be historical* It is not difficult, however, to understand 
why in later centuries these accounts were taken for actual events* 
At the time the Ceylon chronicles were written down there was no 
scientific investigation of the laws of nature, and miracles were 
only wonderful events. The Buddhists at this time believed in the 
omniscience of the Buddha, the supernatural powers of arahants, 
in destiny, and the influence of non-human agencies. According to 
their ideas there were a number of upper-worlds and the beings of 
these regions were similar to human beings in many wayB and were 
able to commufilcate with and influence the actions of the beings 
of this world* Therefore it is not strange that they took for 
facts the visits and the predictions of the Buddha, the flight of 
Mahinda, the obtaining of the collar-bone of the Buddha from 
Sakka, and the part played by the nagas and the devas during the 
bringing of the Bo-tree.
Further a story composed to express an abstract idea 
in a concrete form or a story narrated for the purpose of 
edification may be taken for an actual historical incident* The 
story in which Asoka is told by Moggaliputta Tissa that he cannot 
be a kinsman of Buddhism unless he allows his own begotten son to
enter the Sam^ia, expresses a deep spiritual truth, hut it is 
perhaps no more historically true than the well-known verse, 
St.John III. 16: "For Gk>& so loved the world that he gave his 
only begotten son that whosoever belleveth An Him should not 
perish but have eternal life.” Many accounts such as these seem 
to have been connected with historical persona to make stories mor< 
real. On the other hand many legends, such as that of Tlssa, 
have also been transformed to teach religious truths.
Historical truth in the past has been sacrifice also to
make a story more vivid or more interesting. Details with regard
to places, as those in the story of Yijaya, certainly make them 
more real. The speeches attributed to Devanampiya Tlssa and 
Mahinda make the aeeounts more dramatic. The story how IXxtthagamaa 
when a boy expressed his dlssatisfastlon with the occupation of 
Ceylon by the Tamils, must have appealed to a people of a later 
age who constantly suffered at the hands of Tamil invaders.
Another habit in ancient times was to attribute to a
person certain actions already related about others. The life of
Migrodha in the Dpvs and the Mhvs seems to have been constructed 
in this way. It was also the practice to model the story of the 
life of a person or an event on others already well knQwn. The 
early 14r£e of Hagasena, Moggaliputta Tlssa, Dasaka, and 
Buddhaghosa seem to have been based on such a model, and the aoc
of the acceptance of the Mahavihara seems to hare been based
edification and of effect has not been peculiar to the Buddhists* 
The Jews attributed the Pentateuch to Moses to give it authority 
and a venerable antiquity. They tried to impress upon others the 
Importance of certain events by connecting them with existing 
statements in the Scripturesf by inventing predictions, and by 
associating them with earthquakes and voices from Heaven* The 
Christians traced the genealogy of Jesus to King David andjbhen 
to Adam, and connected his birth with the appearance of a special 
star. The Buddhists seem to have been influenced by similar ideas* 
They credited Buddha himself with most of the works of the Pali
Canon. They attributed to him predictions about the future of 
Buddhism. They traced his genealogy back to the mythical king 
Mahasammata. They associated great teachers of Buddhism with the 
great Emperor Asoka, and great events with earthquakes and other 
tuxusual events.
It must also not be forgotten that the main object of 
the author of the Mhvs was not to record the history of Buddhism 
or the activities of kings. He did not write a history but an epic 
Just as Milton wrote the Paradiae Lost to reveal the ways of Cod 
to man, the author of the Mhvs wrote his work to produce serene
on the account about
The sacrifice of historical truth for purposes of
joy and religious emotion in the hearts of pious people* According 
to the U y (p.31) the Mhvs is so called because it deals with such 
subjects as the visits of the Buddha* When people are told about 
the Buddha and what he did in Ceylon serene joy is produced in 
their hearts* They are roused by religious emotion when they 
realise the impermanence of life by hearing of the deaths of the 
Buddha* his disciples and the kings* Hence the aim of the author 
of the Mhvs was to proclaim not historical but religious truths.
His chief object was not to record history but to edify people.
Therefore it is not strange that the Mhvs contains very 
littke history, and if anyone is disappointed with it as a hiatorica 
work* it is not the author of the Mhvs that is to be blamed.
Chapter II*
YAKKBIS, iflQAS. AHD OTHER HOW-HPMAH BEIHQS.
Yakkhas and Nagas and other 
Non-human Beings.'
There are many references to the yakkhas in the Mhvs.
The first account of them (I. 21) is found in the story of 
the Buddha!s first visit to Ceylon.
The customary meeting place of the yakkhas was the 
Mahanaga garden on the river bank?and once when there was a 
great gathering the Buddha came and hovered over the place of 
the MahiyaAgana thupa. He struck terror in their hearts bya
rain, storm and darkness, and they begged him to release them 
from these terrors. He asked for a place to sit down and they 
even offered him the whole island. Then he seated caused the 
Giridipa to come near to them and, when they had entered it, he 
made it return to its own place.
The Dpvs account differs in details. There were not only 
yakkhaa but also bhutas, pisacas, rakkhasas, and avaruddhakas. 
The Dpvs makes no reference to the Mahanaga garden but makes 
clear what the Giridipa means. It is not the central part of 
Ceylon, but another island which is described in detail.
In %Mhvs V 266 Asoka is said to have sent two yakkhas to 
assemble together all the bhikkhus on the earth in order to
decide the true doctrines#
The next reference to the yakkhas is in the story of Vijaya
(Tll#9)#When Vijaya landed in Ceylon with his followers (a
yakkhini,an attendant of Kuvanna,appeared in the form of a
Mtch#One of the men followed her thinking that dogs are found
only where there is a village#He came to a pond and saw her
mistress Kuvanna,who sat at the foot of a tree spinning like
a woman hermit#After he bathed and drank .Kuvanna could not
/ • •
devour him because o# the magic thread,which he refused to 
hand over#She then seized him and hurled him into a chasm#
The rest of the seven hundred too came here and she treated 
them likewise#
Vijaya,when he was addressed prince by her,knew her to be
A
a yakkhini.Then he drew his bow and caught her in the noose 
about the neck; and threatening to kill her with his sword, 
demanded the men#She in fright offered him the kingdonuThen 
she restored the men and showed rice and other food that had 
been in the ships of those traders whom she had devoured#She 
afterwards assumed the form of a sixteen year old maiden and 
Vijaya made her his wife#
At this time the daughter of the chief of the yakkhas was 
to be married at the city of the yakkhas called Sirlsavatthu,
and Kuvanna helped Vijaya to kill the yakkhas who we re gathered 
• #
together but were invisible.
Later, when Vijaya married a princess from Madhura, Kuvanna
• *
is sent away with her two children. She is taken for a spy by
the yakkhas and is killed. The children then fled to Sumanakuta,
and the brother took the sister for wife and their descendants
are the Pulinda of Malaya#
This story is not found in the Dpvs, and. the lateness of
it is also evident from the mention of Sumanakuta (Adan^s Peak)^
which is nowhere mentioned in the Dpvs. Moreover this contradicts
the story of the Buddha!s visit, according to which all the
yakkhas were expelled to Giridlpa.
The origin of this story which is like that of Circe, may
be traced to the Valahassa Jataka (196) which deals with the 
the_____ _
story ofAyakkhinia who lived in Tambapanni. The references to the
dog as a sign of the existence of a village, the devouring of
human beings by yakkhinis, rice and other food, ships of traders # • •
who were devoured, and Sirisavatthu are all reminiscent of this 
Jataka•
In the story of Pandukabhaya it is said that the herdsman• •
Citta and the slave Kalavela, the attendants of Gamanl, were. .
put to death and were reborn as yakkhas. They then kept 
guard over Pandukabhaya while he was in his mother*s womb.
When Pandukahhaya was "being taken to Lvaramandalaka and was 
in danger of "being killed "by his uncles,they caused a great 
hoar to appear and thus saved him from death*
Pa^jLukabhaya also received assistance during his campaign 
from a yakkhini named Cetiya.She dwelt near the pond TumhariyaAgana 
on the Lhumarakkha mountain, and used to wander in the form 
of a mare with a white "body and red feet*Pandukahhaya took a 
noose and tried to capture her* hut she fled without making 
herself invisible.She circled the pond seven times,plunged 
into the MahagaAga,came out of it, and ran again round the 
Ehumarakkha mountain seven times*Then she circled the pond 
three times more and plunged again into the river near the 
Kacchaka ford*Here the prince seized her hy the mane and also 
a palm-leaf wfrich turned into a sword.He threatened to kill 
her} hut she hegged him to spare her, and offered to conquer the 
kingdom for him.He then went hack to the Lhumarakkha mountain 
riding on the mare.Later he followed her advice with regard 
to the war and rode on her when fighting*
After he occupied Anuradhapura he placed KaJ.avela on the
and
east side of the city,the yakkha Cittaraja at the lower end 
of the Ahhaya tank. The slave-woman who had helped him and was 
rehom as a yakkhini he settled at the south gate of the city*
In the royal precincts he placed the yakkhini in the form of a
i{
mare. He had sacrificial offerings made to them and others 
annually. On festival days he sat with Cittaraja on a seat of
equal height and had a play which incorporated celestial and human
*  —  —
being^ . Pandukabhaya, who had yakkhas and bhutas for fid.ends,
enjoyed his good fortune with Kalavela and Cittaraja who were 
visible.
The story of Cetiya is 'Similar to that of Kuvanna in many
respects. Both, like the yakkhas visited by the Buddha, lived near
a pond. Both when threatened with death offered to secure a
kingdom. In other details too there are many similarities. In the
R&javaliya it is said that Kuvanna transformed herself into a
mare and Vijaya rode on her when fighting the yakkhas.
In the Ghata Jataka (454), which seems to be the basis of
the story of Pandukabhaya,, it is a donkey that helps and not a mare
According to the Uttaraviharatthakatha (M T p#202) Pandukabhaya.. . ..
after capturing Cetiya went first to her dwelling and lived with 
her for seven days. Afterwards he stood at the entrance of the 
cave called Cittapassa and caused her to see the people and 
made her gladden them before he returned to the camp.
The change was perhaps partly due to the influence of 
the Padakusalamanava Jataka (432). According to it the queen of 
Brahmadatta, king of Benares, was born as a yakkhini with a 
face like a horse. She dwelt in a rock cave in a vast forest 
at the foot of a mountain and used to catch and devoir men who
went from the East to the Western border.
Other Jatakas too seem to have influenced the story of 
Pandukabhaya. According to the Ayoghara Jataka (510) a yakkha 
is said to fear a palm leaf. In the Sutana Jataka (398) there 
there is an instance of a yakkha being settled at the city gate 
and offerings of rice being made to him. According to the 
Kurudhamma Jataka (276) every third year, in the month of 
Kattika, the kings used to hold a festival called the Kattika 
feast. During it they Used to deck themselves out in great 
magnificence and dress up like gods. They stood in the presence 
of a yakkha named Citt&raja, the king of many colours, and 
shot to the four points of the compass arrows wfeathed ih 
flowers and painted in divers colours. This king then, in 
keeping with the feast, stoSd on the bank of a lake in the 
presence of Citt&raja and shot arrows to the four quarters.
The Kattika festival is referred to in Jatakas 118, 147, 
and 527, and it seems to have some connection with sensual 
pleasures It is significant that CittSrSja in the Mhvs is 
also connects! with a lake.
In the accouht of the Buddhist Missions (XII. 20), when the 
thera Majjhantika converted the naga king and eighty-four
3*
thousand nagas it is said that many yakkhas,gandhabbas and 
kumbhandakas came into the refuges and the precepts of duty.
But a yakkha named Pandaka with the yakkhini Harita his wife 
and his five hundred sons obtained the first fruit of sanctification 
The Smp gives the yakkha as Paficaka and does not give the
name of the wi£e,The 35|ivs makes no reference to these incidents,
f _
In^Mhvs XlV,7,Bevanampiya Tissa when he is addressed by
the name Tissa imagines Mahinda to be a yakkha as no one bora 
in the island would have called him by name.
In Suvannabhumi whenever a boy was born in the royal palace
•  •  A
a rakkhasl used to devour it,When the theras Sona and Uttara 
went there a prince was bora-and when the rakkhasi appeared 
with her retinue the thera Soya created twice as many rakkhasas 
and the rakkhasl frightened fled.
In the Smp the story of the rakkhasi is almost identical 
with that of the Mhvs but in the 32|ivs the story is not given.
It is only said that they conquered multitudes of pisacas^and 
that Majjhima with others converted the yakkhas of the Himavant.
There is a similar story in the Jatakas,According to the 
Ayoghara Jataka(510)both the sons of the king of Benares were 
devoured by a yakkhini as soon as they were bora,
# t
According to Mhvs XXXV1,82 a yakkha known as Ratakkhi cameA A
to Ceylon and made the eyes of people red. If the people saw 
one another or spoke of the redness of their eyes they died 
immediately and the yakkha devoured them, "HU. k.ne,
— =— The kittg. made the yakkha come to him hy his merit and 
asked him not to devour his subjects,The yakkha wanted people 
of one region for food,The king refused to give up a single 
one except himself,The yakkha then prayed for an offering, 
and the king ordered offerings to he made everywhere in the 
island,
 ^ C-V/O,
The nagas even play a greater part in the Mhvs tales,The
a
first account of them is found in the narratives of the visits
of the Buddha( 1.44) ,In the fifth year of his Buddhahood the
Master saw that a war was about to take place between the Nagas
Mahodara and Cftlodara,uncle and nephew,and their followers,
4 Mahodara was a king in the naga kingdom in the ocean that
covered half a thousand yojanas,His younger sister had been
married to the naga king on the KannavacLdhamana mountain,and
their son was Culodara,His mother had inherited from her father
%
a splendid throne of jewels.Now the uncle wanted to make war 
on the nephew for this gem-set throne.To prevent this fight 
Buddha visited Nagadipa.
^The Buddha frightened them and they paid him reverence.
He then preached the doctrine that begets concord and they gave
up the throne to him*The Buddha came down and seated on the 
throne refreshed himself with celestial food and drink provided 
by the naga kings.After that he established in the refuges and 
in the moral precepts eighty kotis of snake spirits on land 
and sea.He also planted there the rajayatana tree as a memorial
and gave it and the throne to the naga kings to pay homage to them*
Baring this visit the naga king Maniakkhika of Kalyagti,: 
Mahodara1s maternal uncle,invited the Buddha to visit his 
dwelling-country,and three years after the Buddha visited 
Kalyani.He sat upon a precious throne seat under a canopy decked 
with gems raised upon a spot where afterwards the Kalyetpi cetiya ^  
was built,^nd the naga king served him with celestial food.
• * 4\. '* *'S •
The Tfivs is not in full agreement with the.Mhvs with regard
M  M
to these visits*The Mhvs says that the Buddha came tp Nagadipa 
but does not refer to la&ka or Tambapanni* The EJvvs mentions 
these names but does not refer to Nagadipa*Fuptfoeg It -gaya th*t
. m  c K,
tho throng-ooat was plaood between the two islando( dipai * Voroee- 
which in a different metre, give more details which are> A '
not found in the Mhvs*
The story of this conflict between the two Naga kings is 
not peculiar to the Ceylon chronicles*The Tamil poem Manimekalai 
deals with it,but the details again vary.The battle takes place 
in the sea-girt land of Manipallavam and the kings come from the 
southern regions(Ancient Jaffna p.8).
There are references to the nKfps also In the legends about 
Asoka. At his consecration (7. 26) the rittgas brought out of 
the naga kingdom stuff coloured like the jasmine blossom and 
without a seam, celestial lotus-flowers, eollyrlum and unguents* *« 
Dpvs VI. 8 adds fragrant powder for washing the head*
tfce. „
In Mhv* Ve87 Asoka la said to have sent tor Xfth&kala 
of wondrous might, who had beheld four Buddhas and had lived 
through a kappa, and had him brougrt fettered with a chain of 
gold* Asoka made him sit on a throne under a white canpoy, paid 
homage to him with various flowers, and bade sixteen thousand 
women to surround him* Asoka then bade him make an Image of the 
Buddha and the ifiga king created a beauteous figure of the 
Buddha endowed with the thirty-two greater signs and brilliant 
with the eigity lesser signs surrounded by fathom-long rays of 
glory and adorned with a crown of flames*
The Smp gives the same account with a little more 
descriptive detail. The Dpvs (VI.13) has only one couplet 
about him, and makes no reference to the crratlon of an image*
In the Divyivadlna, p.392, In the aooount of Asoka'a 
pilgrimage, it is said that Asoka visited the spot where 
the ffigarCja KAllka had praised the Buddha. There the
4
Bags showed himself to the kings and answered his query
as to the appearance of the Buddha.
This account seems to he closer to the account in the 
Dpvs, while the story in the Smp and the Mhvs appears to he a 
more developed form of it.
In the account of the conversion of the different countries 
(XII.9) it is said that at that time in Kasmira and G-sndhara 
the naga king called Arawala caused a hail-storm to fall upon the 
ripe crops and cruelly overwhelmed everything with a flood.
The thera Majjhantika went there and performed miracles such as 
walking on the surface of the water of Aravala’s lake. The 
nagas infdrmed their king ahout it, and the naga king, full of 
fury, brought divers terrors to pass. The thera hy his wondrous 
power brought all these terrors to naught and preached to the 
humbled naga king, who with eighty-four thousand nagas, gandhabbas, 
yakkhas, and kumbhandakas were converted. Then the lord of the 
nagas made the thera sit upon a jewel throne and stood near fanning 
him.
The Smp relates the same story; but the Dpvs merely says 
that the thera appeased an enraged naga and released many people 
from the fetters.
According to the Asokavadana (L.E.A.p.340) Madhyantika 
went to the kingdom of Kashmir, where a grwat naga lived. He sat 
down there, crossing his legs, and, thinking that he would not be
3 r
able to subdue the naga -unless he provoked its anger, 
he entered into acstasy and made Kashmir tremble. The 
naga in anger caused lightning and thunder, and produced 
a hail-storm, Madhyantika then entered into samadhi
and prevented even his garments from being spoilt. He 
changed lightning and thunder into a great shower of 
lotuses. The naga then caused a shower of weapons and 
these the Thera changed into the seven kinds of jewels.
The naga then caused great trees and rocks to fall, and 
the Thera changed them into food and clothing, Next the 
naga caused a heavy downpour of rain for seven days and 
seven nights, and the Thera caused the water to go to the 
ocean, Next the naga tried to b u m  the Thera by sending 
out fire from his mouth, but the Thera transformed the 
fire into pearls. At last the naga by his magic power m cx 
made several thousands of nagas appear and these the Thera 
dhanged into garudas. Then the naga, frightened, asked 
Madhyantika what he should do, and he was advised to take 
refuge in the three gems. The naga next asked what 
Madhyintika wished to do, and Madhyantika asked for the place
where he was. The naga refused at first; hut when 
he heard of the prediction of the Buddha, he inquired 
how much land the Thera needed. Madhyantika asked for 
enough land to sit, and sat cross-legged, filling the 
kingdom of Kasjnnir with his hody. Tho naga then asked 
why h«. needed so much land, and the Thera said he hdd as 
companions five hundred arahants. The naga then gave 
him the land, and Madhyantika led a large number of men into
Kashmir and founded towns and villages.
Thai account is somewhat similar to the 
story about the naga king Apalala, whom, according to the 
Vinaya of the-Mula-Sarvastivadina, the Buddha himself 
converted when he visited Kashmir in the company of the
yaksa Vajrapani (Journal Asiatique 1914, Tome IV p. 510).
When the Bodhi-tree (XIX. 19) was being
brought to Ceylon it is said that the nagas practised magic
to get the Bodhi-tree, but the theri Samghamitta took the.
form of a supanna and terrified them. Then they, with•.
the permission of the theri, took the tree to the realm 
of the nagas, and, after worshipping it for a week and 
offering it the kingship of the nagas and other manifold 
things, they brought it back.
The account in the Smp is the same hut that iri the I^ tvs 
is more elaborate and detailed.There is,however,no reference 
to the attempt to take it away or to Jheir offering it the 
kingship of nagas.On the other hand the Ifyivs mentions the 
flowers that were offered.lt also adds that the floor of the 
naga world is covered with gems,pearls and crystals,and in 
it there were also gardens and tanks with various flowers.
In the account of the building of the Maiiathupa(XXXI.17) 
it is said that the thupa, in RamagSma was destroyed by the 
overflowing of the Ganges,but the urn with the relics, rea'chdd 
the ocean and stayed there in the two^fold divided waters 
on a throne of many coloured gems surrounded by rays of light. 
The nagas seeing it went to the naga palace Mfcjerika and 
informed the king Kalanaga.He thereupon brought the relics 
to his palace and built over them a thupa made of all kinds 
of jewels^
(sonuttara beihg asked to bring these relics plunged into 
the earth and soon appeared before the naga king.The king 
unwilling to give the relics made a sign to his nephew 
Vasuladatta ,who went and swallowed the urn.Then he went to the
foot of Mount Sineru and lay there coiled in a circle.Three
hundred yojanas long was the ring and one yojana was his
measure around. ke_ c h ^ c l y o o e l x  **>.1
Next-ho eroatod many thouoandr -ho-fvda- and b»3rghed> forth smoke 
and fire,Then he created many thousands like himself and
made them lie ahout in a circle^
('The naga king tried to satisfy thw thera hut the latter 
continued to press for the' relics,At last the naga king asked 
the thera to take them away thinking that they were quite 
safe with his nephew,The thera immediately created a slender 
arm,and stretching the hand straightway down the throat of the 
nephew of the naga king took the urn with the relics,Then he 
plunged into the earth and rose up in his cell,When the nagas 
realised that the urn was lost; they lamented and came to the
hhikkhus who gave them a few relics.
In the Pali Dictionary "by Rhys Davids and Stede the meaning 
of the word yakkha is discussed at length, Ac cor ding to PSli
• ' O ' l -  ly V * . f V j t e . l*\£
Commentators a yakkha is oite to whom a sacrifice of expiation 
or propitiation is given»T&ey^-are-non~human aafreU-in many 
respeots -r^seffihl^-^thje-~3ro41^^iha^ae-,Usually they are kind 
to human beings and act as tutelary deities ,but some of them 
are referred to as cruel and dangerous,They are generally 
associated with the sea or silent lakes.
Professor Vogel deals exhaustively with the nagas in 
his work on Indian Serpent 16re,The world of nagas according
to Hindu ideas lay far beneath the human world ;and was the
lowest of the seven nether regions.lt was not a place of
darkness or of terror;but an abode of delight and a place of
fabulous wealth.It could be reached through peaks of mountains,
caves and water-holes.NSgas are sometimes divided into those
who dwell on the ocean and those who dwell on the mountains.
They like the yakkhas are commonly believed to inhabit lakes,
pools,rivers and springs,and sometimes certain islands are
referred to as their dwelling places.They are always
associated with Jewels and precious things,and often gem-set
thrones are mentioned in connection with them.
The yakkhas and nagas are often referred to: along with
devas,devatas,supannas,g^andabbas,rakkhasas,pisacas, and
kumbhandas.The devas are not human beings but beneficial ..
deities,and like other spirits might have been human beings
t t j i
in a previous existence.The bhummaddvas lived on earth and 
others in the upper worlds.Devatas are spirits who are associatel 
with trees,water and mountains.Sometimes the word deva is
tv
also used instead of devata.The ^andabbas are a kind of 
demi-gods who inhabit the CatumaharaJika world.Two of them 
mentioned in the Mhvs are Paftcasikha and Timbaru.§upannas
u t r t /
like the garulas are winged creatures and seen^to—havo b-een 
feared by the nagas.Kumbhandas,pisacas,rakkhasas,bhutas, and
asuras are other non-human beings classed with the yakkhas 
and nagas*
The upper worlds are Catumaharajika,Tavatimsa,Yama,Tusita 
NimmanaratifParanimmitavasavattI and Brahma-and the chiefs of 
these are the Maharajas,Sakka,Suyama,Santusita,Sunimmita, 
Vasavatti and Mahabrahma respectively*
The four maharajas or lokapalas are Ehatarattha,the lord
of the gandhabbas,who was the ruler of the East*Vdrulha,the king
u.
of the kumbhandas,who ruled the South.Virupakka,the king of the
nagas,who ruled the West,and Kuvera or Vessavana,the king of
the yakkhas,who ruled the North.Therefore according to BudcUkAit
ideas yakkhas, nagas, gandhabbas and kumbhancLas belonged to the
first of the upper worlds*
Sakka is also called Purindada,Maghava, Vasa va, Sahas akko,
Sujampati ;and Kosiya.Uppalavanna aeoording to ProftGoiger is
a name for Visnu.
• *
In early Buddhist literature yakkhas and nSgas do not 
seem to have ever meant human beings*They seem to have possessed 
some human qualities and could be converted by the Buddhaf< 
but they are always considered as non-human beings (amanussa) 
quite distinct from men (manussa)* There seems to be also no 
support for the theory that they were aborigines who were
worshippers of spirits or serpents.
Professor Vogel refers to the views of James Fergusson 
who thought the Nagas were an aboriginal race of Turanian 
stock,inhabiting northern India that worshipped serpents, 
C,F,01dham who considered them to be totemistic peoples, 
and Oldenberg who believed them to be demoniacal beings 
were like wolves who often appeared in human shape,After 
dealing with all these three views he says: "The Nagas 
may occasionally assume human form,but they do not belong 
to the human world. Theirs is the Nagaloka wherever that 
mysterious realm of snakes may be located,They are 
decidedly unhuman (a-manusha), and in Buddhist writings 
they are frankly classed as animals,"
Chapter III»
THB VISITS OP THE BDDDHA.
f t  .
The Buddha and His Visits to Ceylon*
The first chapter of the Mhvs from theAverse firve is 
devoted to a short sketch of the life of the Baddha and to an 
account of his visits to Ceylon. His meetings with the previous 
Buddhas are fully dealt with in the Buddha vaipsa. This work 
obviously is not an historical account. It is undoubtedly a 
late work and its beginnings are to be seen in the Mahapadana 
Suttanta of the Dlgha Nikaya, where there is an account of the 
six buddhas previous to Gotama Buddha. The Mhvs probably leaves 
out ,the first three Buddhas because Gotama had no connection 
with them.
Some of the details, bow ever ^ connected with the visits, 
do not agree with the Buddhavamsa Commentary. It is possible that 
the author of the Mhvs is indebted for his list to the Nidana-katha 
or even to the Atthakatha itself, which, according to Jataka3 
Vol. I. p*44, gives a similar list. The Dpvs makes no reference 
to the homage paid by Gotama to the previous Buddhas^fcfeough it-' 
has been very much influenced by the Bu and refers in other 
places to the three Buddhasy Kakusandha, Ko^agamana and Kassapa.
It deals with the same period of the life of Gotama Buddha as
the Mhvs, but gives more details in some things and less in
%
others. Neither TJruvela in Magadha, as the place of enlightenment,
*7
nor the number of the Bhaddavaggiyas Is mentioned. There 
is also no indication of the dates of his enlightenment or of
his visits to LaAka. On the other hand it mentions the defeat
of Mara, the names of the seven places that he spent the seven 
weeks, the conversion of the eighty kojis of beings at
ESranasi, the conversion of Kondanna, Bhaddiya, Vappa, Mahanama
<L
and Ass^ji on his preaching the Anattalakkhaija discourse^ 
ihe name of his residence at BarSnasI Isipatana, the four friends 
of Yasa and the fifty youths, the name of the grove of the 
Bhaddavaggiyas KappSsika, and the fact that the AAgas and the 
Magadhas were those who prepared the sacrifice.
The Dpvs also says that when the Buddha surveyed the 
world after his enlightenment he saw the beautiful island of 
LaAka as a fit place for noble persons and thought that the 
yakkhas } bhutas} and the rakkhases should be expelled and IaAka 
should be inhabited by men. Then follows a prediction abont 
the Councils, Asoka, and Mahinda. The account of this prediction 
is unsatisfactory and is perhaps a later interpolation.
The Mhvs makes no reference to this^ burfe only says that 
the Buddha knew that in LaAka his doctrine would shine in 
glory and that the Yakkhas had to be driven forth.
* t
r*\a.^e. Uj rtTe.
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The MahSvagga (I. v.12) aannot refers to thing survey^a-e» it
A
took place soon after his enlightenment and not four weeks later* 
The Dpvs account is clearly not a .continuous one, and 
does not refer to all the incidents recorded in the Mahavagga, 
though some parts of it show the influence of the langaage of 
this work* There are also facts not recorded in the Mahavagga 
such as the defeat of Mara, the seven places visited after the 
enlightenment, the number of the beings converted at I&reugasi^ 
and the name of the grove of the Bhaddavaggiyas#
As it is pointed out elsewhere, all these facts not 
mentioned in the Mahavagga appear to be interpolations or are 
found in a quite different. It is not possible to say
which of these parts are olde^as the Dpvs originally seems to
AJL
have been a number of independent ballads and memoritor verses# 
The defeat of Mara, the seven places visited after the 
enlightenment, and the name of the grove of the Bhaddavaggiyas 
are mentioned in the Jataka Nidanakatha# The number of beings 
converted at Baranasi is borrowed obviously from the Bu*
Dr. E.J.Thomas in uThe Life of Buddha as Legend and 
History” deals with the records about the life of the Buddha# 
Whatever value ohe may attach to the Mahavagga as an historical
document, there can be no doubt with regard to the visits to
rtc. C
Ceylon, there is no record of them in tho Pa 13r~ Canon or even 
of the predictions about the Councils, Asoka, Vijaya and
ftje. «^c|<^ ^
Mahinda. Even the name Tambapanni accurs only in Vol.I. 155
•  •  A
and in the Valahassa Jataka (196)^,
LThe account of thewe visits to Ceylon formed a part 
of the Porana which dealt with the visits of the Buddha and 
the coming of the relics, the Bodhi-tree, the "teaching of the 
collections and of the teachers, the sasana, and the chief men^
^Stories of such visits are not peculiar to Ceylon.
There are similar tales connected i?ith Mathura and Kashmir.
At Kashmir he subdues a naga and predicts the apostleship of 
Madhyantika and the building of thupas (Journal Asiatique,
1914. Vol.II. pp.495 - 522 and 538 - 540).
There is not sufficient evidence to decide whether the 
stories of the expulsion of the yakkhas and the pacifying of 
the nagas arose in Ceylon or were borrowed from elsewhere and
fKL
adapted to suit Ceylon. In^Maijimekalai the island referred to 
in the conflict of the naga kings is Manlpallavam and not Ceylon. 
The prefix mani is contnon in naga names. In Buddhist accounts 
there are the names Maqlkaij^ha, Maijichuda and Ma$ibhadraka,
and Manipallaram seems to be quite a suitable name for an 
island of the nagas* Fa-hsien refers to an island near 
Ceylon where mani beads (fine pearls)?used for rosaries, are 
found• Aooopding-to the Dpvs -the-nS^ae plaoed the thyo»e 
botwoen the dip*- and^ne-t-itt—OeylrQ»>*
In Buddhist literature there does not seem to have 
existed a definite idea as to Nagadipa; according to Sussondi 
Jataka (360) when King Tatnba was reigning in Benares and the 
Bodhisat was born as a Ga ru da; Nagadipa was Serumadipa* In 
Akitti Jataka (480), when the Bodhisat was b o m  as Akitti, he 
went from Benares to Kavira pa^ana and then by air to Karadipa; 
which was in the neighbourhood of Nagadipa; but at that time 
Karadipa was Ahidipa (the island of the snakes)* In both these 
accounts there is a reference to a tree, in the Sussondi Jataka 
to a Migrodha tree and in the Akitta Jataka to a fcSra tree*
These perhaps explain the reference in the Mhvs to the 
rajayatana tree,which is also called khirapala or tarayana. 
Perhaps the story as found in Manimekalai is an older foxmi and 
was later adapted to suit Ceylon.
In the Valahassa Jataka (196) Tamba pannidi pa is 
mentioned?and the yakkhinis who lived there are said to have 
wandered along the sea-shore from Nagadipa to Kalyani. The first
visit of the Buddha was to expel the yakkhas. The second visit 
was to Nagadipa and the thiird to Ralyaiji. Since Ralyaiji 
and Nagadipa were definite places in Ceylon, it is possible that 
this Jataka helped the development of the legendswhich are 
similar to those of Kashmir*
The accounts of the visits are valuable from an 
historical point of view on account of the names of places 
mentioned. In the account of the first visit the Mhvs mentions 
the Mahan a ga garden and the Mahiyaflga$a|thupa. This Mahanaga 
garden must have been near Mahiyangana, but it is no more referred 
to in the Mhvs, and the Dpvs makes no mention of it at all. The 
Dpvs , how ever, refers to the Mahiyangana thupa, but it seems to
fa c^xre~j><r_
occur in an interpolated M n e and perhaps there was no reference
}>©ortol*or
to a place in the original account.
The Mhvs adds further information about the 
Mahiyadgaijathupa but the part played by the deva Mahasumana of 
Sumanakufca and the thera Sarabhu cannot be historical#
In Mhvs •25 Jamtukolavihara is said to have been in 
Nagdipa, and since the yakkhinls In the Jataka are said to have 
wandered from Nagadipa to Kalyani, Nagadipa probably fomed the 
Northern or the North-west part of Ceylon.
i*\ itt
In the account of the third visit^Sumanakutaf Dlghavapl
f *
cetiya, the Mahameghavanarama, the place of the Bodhi-tree, the 
Mahathupa,the thupa of the Thuparama,the Siiacetiya,and the 
Kalyani cetiya are mentioned. In the Dpvs it is not cldar whether 
the places mentioned are later additions as this part seems to he, a 
mere compilation,hut there is no mention of Sumanakuta,the Thupanima 
cetiya and the Si la cetiya. There is a reference to a Maha thupa 
before the Buddha leaves Kalyani and it is not clear whether this• j
Thupa refers to the Kalyani cetiya, the Thuparama cetiya or the
Maha thupa built by DutthagamanI. The Smp mentions the Thuparama
cetiya and the Kalyani cetiya besides the Maha thupa, but makes no
reference to Sumanakuta and the Silacetiya. It is strange,however,
that the Smp adds further Mutiyaftganacetiya,which is not referred to
in the Mhvs and was situated in Badulla, The Burmese Mss. of the
British Museum Orient 3570 and 1027 also add Mahiyaftganacetiya. For
Mutiyangana there are also^iadings Mutuflgana and Mudungaaa. These 
• • •
two names of tetiyas may be later additions,
- It is striking that neither the Dpvs nor the Smp refers to 
Sumanakuta. It has been suggested (Ceylon Journal of Science Vol.II. 
Part I.p.64) that Sumana or Saman is the same as Samantabhadra,one of 
the eight principal Bodhisattvas of the Mahayanists.If this is so, 
the worship of the supposed footprint of the Buddha on Adam's Peak
Chapter IV>
THE GENEALOGY OP THE HJDDHA.
The Genealogy of the Buddha*
The genealogy of the Buddha le given in chapter II of
the Mhvs^and though this account is less complete than the one
in the Dpvs there ia hardly any disagreement* In the passages
dealing with the first twenty-eight Icings the only discrepancies
are in the names Angirasa and Suruoi, for which the Dpvs has
An^tsa and MahZrueiJ hut these are not contradictions* After
this the Mhvs gives only a list of the numbers of the prinoes
who ruled till Makhadeva, while the Dpvs gives the name of the
last king of eaoh line and the town where each dynasty rei&ied*
The Dpvs also gives the names of the two sons of KajaraJanakay
and the names of the sixteen kings who ruled after Vijaya, the
last of this dynasty* There is# however, no mention in the Dpvs
of YasodharS, the daughter of Jayasena and wife of Atfjana,
Devadahasakka and his children Arfjana and KaooZna, the wife of
Slhahanui DangapVni and Slkiya Suppabuddha, the sons, and Iftyl
and Pajapatl, the daughters of Anjana and the wives of Suddhodana;
t
AmitS,the wife of Suppabuddha, and PamitI, the daughters of 
sThahanu; Devadatta and Shaddakaocana, the wife of prince 
Siddbattha, who wire the children of Sakha Suppabuddha*
The names of the kings omitted in the Mhvs are given in 
M T (p.80) which gets them from the Slhalaffhakatha; but thdre 
are, has ever, a few differences* For Samba la vasabha, Purindada,
ri
Sitthi, Bbaddadeva, Buddhadatta and Dlpamkara, the M T  gives 
Kambalavasana, Munindadeva, Sippi, Hatthideva, Samuddadatta and 
Diva Aka ra respectively. The town of the Aocima dynasty according 
to the M \ is Kusavatl, but none of the readings of the Ppvs3 
Pakula, Kapila, Baku la, Sakula, Pagula and Saga la, agree with it, 
while for Vajira, Ka^jjagoccha Rojana and Malitthiya the M y 
gives VAjiravutti, Kannagotta, Romanama and Tamalitti. For the 
later kings Navaratha, Bilaratha, Olttadassl, and Atthadassl 
the M 7 has Bharat ha, Vi la rat ha# Clttaraiysi and Ambaraiysl .
Perhaps Siffhi or Sippi of Arl^hapura may be the same as King 
Sivl of AriJJhapura of the Jatak&s, as the father of Sanjaya 
was another King Slvi. The Visjtaiu Purana IV. 12, like the 
Dpvs, gives Navaratha as the father of D&sapatha. The Mhvs of the 
UttaraVihara (M J p.86) adds that the youngest of the line of 
Slhassara was Bhapusakka, his descendants were eighty-two 
thousand, and the youngest was Jayasena.
With reference to the immediate predecessors of the 
Buddha who are referred to more fully in the Mhvs, the M J  says ^  
the meaning should be well understood after examining this well 
In the manner of the A^kak&tha and making It free from oonfuslon. 
From this statement one may infer that the information given In 
the Mhvs was in the A$$hAkatha and that It was^more clearly 
or fully expressed.
Parts of this genealogy can be traced to the Pall
Canon Itself• In the Agganna Suttanta (D.III. p*93) the Buddha 
deals with the first beings and relates the story of Mahasagpnata 
who beoame the first king* In the Ambattha Suttanta (D.I.p.92) 
the Buddha, explaining the origin of the Slkiyas, says that King 
Okk£liRfin carder to eonfer the sovereignty on the son of his 
favourite queen, banished his elder ohlldren Okldamukha, Karandu, 
Hatthlnlya
In the Makhadevasutta (M*II*p*78) it Is said that King 
Makhadeva of Mi t hi IS had eighty four thousand descendants and 
that Him! was the last of the line and that HimiS son was
Buddha Is made to say that KUslnSrS was onee the royal city of 
Mahasudassana under the name of Khsivatl* This account is further 
developed in the Mahasudassana Suttanta (D.XX*p*169) •
the Buddha Sujata he was the universal ruler Antalikkhaeara 
(XXIX*11), at the time of the Buddha Slkhl he was the king 
Arindama (XXI* 9), In the time of the Buddha Vessabhu he was the 
king Sudessana (XXII*11) and in the time of the Buddha Tlssa 
he was king Sujata (XVIII. 9)
In the MabSparinibbana Quttanta (D.II.p • 146) the
According to Bu the Buddha says that in the time of
cr
In Cp*I*IV*l* King Mahasudassana of KUsSvati is mentioned, 
in I.VI• 1* Nimo of Mlthila, in I*VXIX*1« Sivi of the eity of 
Arittha, in I»VIX*1 a prinoe Canda, in X*IX*11* King Vessantara, 
and in X*IX*29 his son J81i, and in X*X*20 - 21 the Buddha 
says that Mahasudassana, Nimi, Can da and Sivi were himself*
This genealogy can even more directly be traoed to the 
Jatakas* The Mandhatu Jataka (258) gives all the names of the 
earliest kinga* It is said there that in the early ages of the 
world there lived a king named Mahasammata and his descendants 
were Roja, Vararoja, EalySna, Varakalyffqa, Uposatha and Mandhftta. 
The Oetiya Jfftaka (422) also gives these names but adds to the 
line Varamandhffta, Cara and Upaeara (also called Apaeara)# It 
also points out that MahSsammata lived in the first age for an 
asafflkheyya and reigned over the kingdom of Ceti in Sotthivatl*
In the Mlml Jataka(541) the g?tha 99 gives a list of kings, 
two of whose names occur in the genealogy of the Buddha I 
Dudipa, Sagara, Sela, Mucalinda, Bhaglrasa, 
UsInara,Atthaka, Assaka, Put thuj Jana •
In another gatha in the same Jitaka there are the names
i t
Bharat ha and An gi rasa
v The Ohata Jataka( 454) refers to two kings by the name of 
Sagara and a king of the same name is also mentioned in the
Bhuridatta Jataka (543)* In the Aditta Jataka it la said that 
a king named Bharata reigned at Rornva in the kingdom of 
Sovlra, and at the end the Buddha says he himself was King 
Bharata. An Angtrasa is mentioned In the Sarabh&dga Jataka (522). 
Aeoording to the Suxttei Jataka (489) a king oalled Suruoi 
reigned In Mlthila, and hla son was also oalled SurSel. In the 
same Jataka King SurCfcI is also referred to as Ruoi and It is 
also mentioned that his son was MahSpanada. The same parentage 
is also given In the Maha pan! da Jataka (264) • In the 
Culladh&mmapSla JKtaka (358) the Bodhisat is said to have been 
b o m  as the son of MahffpatSpa, king of Benares. A king Sudassana 
who ruled at Bus a vail is mentioned in the Mahasudassana 
Jataka (95) where the Buddha says he himself was Mahasudassana.
The Bhuridatta Jataka (543) mentions another Sudassana,who was 
the son of King Dhatarattha. According to the Sonaka Jataka 
(529) the Bodhisat was b o m  as the son of the Magadha king who 
ruled at Rajagaha and was given the name of Arindama. King 
Brahma da tta of Benares Is mentioned In the Sarabha-Mlga Jataka 
(483) and in the Bhuridatta Jataka (543) 9 and a Brahma da tta $ king
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of Kampilla ,1s referred to In the Mahaunmmga Jataka (546) * 
According to the Sadhlna Jataka (494) the Buddha was b o m  as 
King Sadhlna of MlthllK,and according to the Makhldeva Jataka (9)
was also once Makhadeva* In the Hixni Jataka (541) there are 
more details about Makhadeva • He ruled over Videha and lived in 
Mlthila. Eighty-three thousand nine hundred and ninety-eight 
princes of his family renounced the world* Then he himself was 
b o m  as Himi and his son was Kajarajanaka • According to the 
Samanassa J3t*k& (505).a king oalled Renu ruled over Kuru from 
the city of Uttarapaffoala, and in the Khsa Jataka (531) the 
Bodhisat is said to have been b o m  as the son of King Okkaka 
and was called Kusa• The Dasaratha Jataka (461) says that 
Dasaratha was king of Benares and Rama was one of his sons* He 
was succeeded by Eftiaratha, and the Buddha says he himself was 
Rama* King Okkaka is also mentioned in the Jambu Khadaka 
Jataka (294)* A king Slvi is mentioned in the Indriya Jataka (423) 
In the Sivi Jataka (499) and in the ftnmadantl Jataka (527) it is 
said that the Bodhisat was b o m  as the son of King Siri of 
Ari$$hapura and was also given the name of Sivi* According to the 
Vessantara Jataka King Sivi of Je tut tare had a son oalled 
San'jaya* His son was Vessantara and his son was Jail*
There seems to have been a definite tradition about the 
earliest kings* The list from MahSsammata to Mandhata is^not only 
found in two Jatakas and DAI p *258 but also in the MahKvastu 
(1*348) which belongs to the Vinaya of the Mahfisaijghikaa of the 
Lokottaravada School and in the Dulve, the Tibetan translation o
(>1
the Vi nay a of the Sarvastivadina* The Mahavastu, how ever, omita 
Roja and Vararoja while the Dulva does not give the name Vararoja*
Cara and TJpaoapa are. included both In the Cetiya Jataka (428) and in 
the Dulva. Varamandhita,though givm in the Cetiya J£ taka, is not 
found in the Dpvs,the Mhvs,the MahSvastu or the IXxlva. The next king 
Cetiya given in the Dpvs is not found in any of the other.lists, and
it is significant that in the Atthakatha of the Uttaravifcara there
.
vas also no mention of Cetiya (M T p.80) and the dynasty therefore,
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consisted of twenty-seven kings. It is possible that by some error the 
name of the Jataka crept into the lists of the Dpvs and the Mhvs* 
After Upacara the Bumaftgala-Villain! gives Makhadeva while the 
Mahavastu says there were many thousands, of kings after Mandhata and 
proceeds to deal with the family pf Xksvakn. Bockhill (The Life of 
the Buddha p.9) gives the names Karumant and Upsakaxumant,but 
unfortunately does not give the kings between Upak&rumant and 
Mahef varasena, the great-grandfather of Iksvaku,though they were 
given in the Dulva* He mentions, how ever, some of the places in. which 
they ruled as Vhranasl, Kampala (Eapila?) Hastipufcm, Takshasila and 
Kanyakubja. According to the Dpvs AJitaJana or Abhltatta ruled in 
Bara nasi, Brahmadatta at Kapila, Kamba lava sabha at Hatthipura,
Talisaara at Takkaslla and Haradeva at Xannagoccha* Therefore it is 
possible that the Dulva did not differ much from the Dpvs*
Many of the kings between Upacara and Okkaka, as already 
pointed out, ean be traoed to the Pali Canon and the Jatakas*
f»v
It is likely that these names were later filled in from these and 
other sources* The addition of names from the Jatakas seems 
to hare been made even after Okkaka for Sivi Saifjaya,
Vessantara and Jali are certainly borrowed from them*
There is no agreement wlthr egard to the descendants of 
Okkaka. According to the Mahavastu they were Opura, his son# 
Nipura, his son Kar&kanda, his son UlkhSmukha, his son 
Hastikasisra, and his son Sijgbahanu^. The Mahavastu thus does 
not make UlkhSmukha the eldest but Opura, whose name does not 
uccur in the other sources. It is also strange that in the 
Mahavastu the descendants of Okkika should bear the same names as 
those of his sons. The Dpvs aad the Mhvs give as descendants 
Okkamukha, Nipuna, Candima, Candamukha, Sivi, Sanjaya, Vessantara, 
Ja]x, Slhavahana and Slhassara with his eighty-two thousand 
descendants, the youngest of whom was Jayasena, and Jayasena 9s 
son was Slhahanu..
Another difference is that in the Dulva and the 
Mahavastu Ikgvaku is given instead of OkkSka.lt is possible that 
OkkSmukha is another form of UlkhSmukha but it is difficult to 
explain how Iksvaku can change into OkkSka or vice versa.
According to the Dpvs, the Mhvs, the Mahavastu and 
the Dulva, Slhahanu was the grandfather of the Buddha, Suddhodana 
was his fkther and Dhotodana, Sukkod&na and Amitodana were the
I*
brothers of his father, but vhen It oomes to the parents of 
his mother, there is again disagreement* According to the Mhvs 
Maya1 s father was Anjana and the mother was Yasodhaxfc, the sister 
of Slhahanu,but in the MahSvastu MffyS 1 s father was Subhiuti and 
according to the Dulva Suprabuddha who according to the Mhvs is her 
brother*
There is some support in the Pali Canon for making the Buddha a 
Kosala, for in the Dhammacetiya Sutta (M*II*p*124) Pasenadi says 
that he, like the Buddha, was a Kosala. Hoeever, it is only a late 
tradition that makes him a descendant of Mahasammata• It is difficult 
to say when the tradition came into existence. Prof *Wintemits 
(Geschichte der Indischen Iitteratur II* 193) thinks that the kernel 
of the Mahavastu may have originated as far baok as the second 
century B.C. but some parts of the present text may even be later 
than the fourth century A.D* The present Dpvs text belongs to the 
same period, but there is no evidence to show when the account of 
the genealogy in it was constructed* It shews the strong influence of 
the Bu and the fp, the lafit book of the Khuddaka NikSya* Prof* 
WIntemitz (Ibid*p*133) says the tj> is much later than the other 
works of the PS 11 Canon, but at present there is no evidence £or 
oob» to a definite conclusion about its date* Among the contents of 
the Porana of the Sihala A^hakathX there is no reference to the
/
genealogy of the Buddha, and, since the account of the visits
of the Buddha cannot be earlier than the first century B*C*,
■J. fe
ene perhaps will not be far wrong if it ie eaid that it cannot 
be earlier than the first century A#D.
The Dpvs ie undoubtedly later than the genealogical
TV
portions of the PurSras but it is difficult to say Whether the 
account of the genealogy is younger or has been influenced by 
them* Some of the names of the kings such as Nlml, MandhStr, 
Sagara, Nava rat ha, Dasaratha and iSma can be traced to them, but 
since these names also oeaur in the Buddhist Canon or in the 
Jatakas it is more likely that the author of the genealogy is 
indebted tp the Buddhist sources for his infomation rather than 
to the PurSnas.
Dr* E#J.Thomas in his life of Buddha deals with the 
ancestry of the Buddha# nThe contradictions*" he says, "between 
the various versions as well as the borrowing of namea and 
pedigrees exclude any probability that we have a basis of 
history in the Sakya genealogy* The basis is.the historical faot 
of the existence of the Sakyas and Koliyas, on which an 
imaginative structure of legend hR3 been built#" (p. 12) Again 
he adds: "Throughout the commentaries and Sanskrit works the 
legend prevails that Buddha was the son of a king, the descendant
of a long line of ancestors* and that he would have become a
>>
universal king, had he not renounced the world (p.20)# Then he 
goes on to point out that occasional phrasealegy inherited from 
earlier traditions show that the Zakiyas were a local tribe who 
had, perhaps, a form of aristocratic rule but not kings.
Chapter T.
ASOKA.
Asoka.
The story of Asoka and those connected with him As related in 
Mhvs chapters V, XI and XII. The part he played in the sending of 
the Bo-tree to Ceylon will be dealt with later*
The aooount of Asoka in the Smp is more detailed than that in 
the Mhvs but in all important matters it agrees with it, though 
the order of the incidents greatly differs* The Smp, however, does
A
not give the previous histories of Dasaka, Sonaka and Ca^ayajji> 
and makes no reference to the Them Sumitta, the brother of 
Eontiputta Tissa (V.212). It does not g£we details about the 
messengers sent by Devanampiya Tissa or about the route taken by 
them (XI.90)* It does not mention also the date of the first 
consecration of Devanampiya Tissa (XI*40). In the account of the 
things brought at the eoronation of Asoka (v.24) the Smp has devata 
where the Mhvs has deva, but it does not say who brought ga meats 
and other things from the Chaddanta lake* The Mhvs supplies this 
omission by adding the word maxG, though the Dpvs says they were 
brought by the devata.
The accounts of the journey of Mahinda and his companions to 
Ceylon in the Mhvs (ch«XIXl.) and in the Smp are very similar 
and in the same order* But according to the Smp Bhaijguka comes from 
Asokarama and does not join at Vedisa, and it also does not refer 
to the relationship of Bhanguka to Devi or to the birth of 
Samghamitta •
if
the Smp also gives information not found in the Mhvs, for the 
Mhvs doee not mention that Asoka had a dream before the arrival of 
Moggallputta Tissa or that the sword-bearers tried to kill 
■og£pllputta Tissa for touching the king's hand*
The Dpvs aooount of these events is by no means a continuous 
one and has repetitions and Interpolations* Xn the information that 
Is given It usually keepjis to the order of the subjects In the Bmp, 
but the differences in subjeet matter are much greater than those 
between the Sap and the Mhvs* It has no reference at all to Asoka*s 
brother Tissa and says that Asoka killed all his hundred brothers*
Xn one account of the Third Council there Is no mention of the 
bhlkfchus being killed by the minister of Asoka, and in the other the 
two couplets dealing with this incident seem# to be an interpolation*
oijk o I" I Is t
The Dpvs dees net give alee the previous history of Higrodha and
i*
makes no reference to Indagutta,Agglbrehne, to the retirement of 
Moggallputta Tissa to Ahotpdep Mountain or to the fact that Asoka 
was once oalled Ca^gasoka*
The Dpvs account of the journey of Mahinda is in the same
•K
order as^the Smp except for the story of Asoka's union with Devi 
and the birth of Mahinda,which are mentioned in chap.VI. The Dpvs
also does not refer to the birth of Samghamitta or to the relation-
IJ- *
ship between Bhaqguka and Devi like the tap it gives the mgs of 
Mahinda at Asoka's coronation, a detail omitted in Mhvs oh.XIII,
A H
and a genealogloal H a t  before dealing with the reign of Devanaqp>iya
Tlasa. The llnea about the measangera aent by DesSnaigpiya Tisea 
are clearly an Interpolation in the Dpra and there la alao no mention 
In It of the route taken by these envoys•
there la one more point which la significant. In the aeoounta 
of the Missions In the Dpra, the top and the Xhra It la quite clear 
that only five came to Ceylon though the Mhvs and the Sap aay later 
on that seven oame. line twenty-seven of oh.XII of the Dpvs seems 
to confirm the fast that only five eane^ tine twenty-six aeema to be 
an Interpolation.and line fifty-five scams, to a uggest that only 
Suir-arta-vae added -to the list at first and that Bwnj$uka was added 
atlll later. The relationship of Sumana to Sa^aualtta la alao 
different according to the Dpvs. m  ah.XV. line 166 Sumana la said 
to be the son of Samghamitta 'a slater*
The Dpva, however, mentions the Thera Sumltta who la not 
mentioned In the Sap. The reference to him occurs In a couplet which 
deals with chronology and which la very similar to Mbva V.227. it 
la difficult to aay whether this la a later addition* It la striking
that the name of the younger brother of the Thera Kontoputta Tlasa la
tW
the same as the younger brother of Vijaya.
the Dpvs (IV. llnea 82 - 86) also gives acne detalla about 
Soya ha and Dasafea which are not given in the Sonata, an 
Intelligent merchant, who oame from KSal, la said to have entered 
the pabbajji In the doctrine of the Teacher at Vejuvana in Oirlbbaja^
1°
is cfetaJ
and Daiaka^ to bare dwelt at Cklrlbbaja in lfapidha • Both these
* J i  .
couplets seem to be later interpolations, as they eoaw in the midst 
of a list of Teachers about the rest of whom no such details are 
given.
There Is no evidence elsewhere of Asoka having had a hundred 
brothers (▼• 18)* TffranXtha (Oeseblehte des Buddhlsmus in Indian 
p»28) says that Asoka killed his remaining six brothers at the 
beginning of his reign. The referenee to Asoka's rale extending 
a yojana upwards and a yojana downwards (V. 23) perhaps shows that
uiU S  L r 1< t m
a eakravartin had powers over non-human beings or that Asoka - 
gained this power by his merit. According to DivySvadVna (p.406) 
the yakkhas heard the orders that Asoka gave at the distance of a 
yojana in the sky and the najpis heard them at the distance of a 
yojana below the earth. This also explains how Asoka was able to 
summon the flSga king MahSkf la and to send yakkhas to assemble the 
bhlkkhus.
Some of the wonderful things that happened at the coronation 
of Asoka (v.24) seem to show the influence of the Jatakas • In the 
Khadiraft#ra jXtaka (40) a paeoekabuddba is said to have cleaned ^  
with a tooth-stlok and to have washed his mouth with water from ^  
Anotatta Lake. In the 8ona-Nanda Jataka (032) Sons, placing a 
carrying pole in the air, travelled in the space to fetch water from
7'
lake A nota tta. Aooording to the Chaddanta Jataka (514) lake 
Cbaddanta was fifty leagues long and fifty leagues broad. In the 
Kiddle of it fop a spaee extending twelve leagues no Sevala or 
Panaka plant was found, end it consisted of water in appearance 
like a magic jewel. Next there was « thicket of red paddy in water 
that was as deep as the height of an elephant. Xn the Sacoamklra 
Jataka (75) a parrot hade farewell saying: "Nkther, silver and geld 
have X none, but should you ever want for eholee rice come and eall 
out to b o , and X, with the help of my kinsfolk, will give you many 
waggon-loads of rise."
A story of Asoka's previous life (T.49) is given also in the 
Asokavadana (La Legends de l'Bnpereur Asokap.226). When the 
Buddha once oame to Bnjaggha he met two boys oalled Jaya and 
VI jaya* Jaya wade an offering to the Buddha and wished to be a 
universal rnler. The Buddha then predicted that the boy would bo a 
eakravartln. He would be king under the name of Asoka in the town 
of Bhsumapura and would divide his (Buddha's) relies and make 
eighty-four thousand stupas*
That Asoka was a very oriel person before his conversion 
(V. 189) is alao related in the Asokavadana (L.K.A. p.235). Xt is 
said that he with his own hand out off the heads of five hundred 
of his ministers because they resisted his will. He is also said to
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have Caused five hundred women of the palaoe to be burnt alive*
FC* this act ho w&o called Caqflaaoka
CAftewards the king appointed an executioner to carry out
his sentences* He also had a prison hoi It f and any man oho entered 
it vas not only tortured hut was killed# Once an ascetic named •
Samudra unwittingly entered and was seised by the jailer* He was 
given seven days* respite and during that time he reached
rtenea.
arahantship* ®ha« when he w&e caet into a seething cauldron he 
wae not in the least burnt* She miracle was reported to the king,
who seeing It, embraced the true religion*
Aooording to XSranStha (p.30) the^ene who caused the cox>*
version of Asoka was a sramanera oalled Yasas* On his advloe'
Asoka sent for the Arahant Yasodhvaja beeause he was In a position
to get his sins pardoned* After that Asoka gave hospitality to
thirty thousand bhikkhus. Exhorted by Yaias he built elghWfour 
thousand ealtyas In one day* He then ocsumnded people of all parts 
to bring to every ealtya a thousand lamps, incense and flowers* He 
also gave hospitality to sixty thousand bhlkktus for three months, 
and at the end he gave to eaoh bhlkkhu a robe worth a hundred 
thousand pleoes* Later, borne by a jraksa, he visited in seven days 
all the ealtyas, and because he built these he was oalled DharmSsoka* 
According to the AvadSna-kalpalatl the arahant who advised 
Asote to build the oaityaa was not Yasas but Xndra. Perhaps this 
explains the part played by Indagutta in the Mhvs 174)
11
According to tho Aaokavadana (1.2.A.p. £48) Asoka wont to Rajagrha 
and took tho four litres of relics Varied by King AJatasatru. lext he 
went to Rtwagrama, but the naga king Sagara did not permit him to take 
the eighth casket* He went then to the athavira Ya4as at Kukkutaraaa 
and said that he desired to build eighty-four thousand stupas in 
Jambuduipa, Then all the stupas were built at the same time* Afterwards 
hie name Candasoka disappeared and he was called Xharmasoka.
The story of the killing of some bhikkhus by the minister of Asoka 
(V# 240) and the way Tlssa prevented him from killing more are not
ftii t m J
mentioned In the northern accounts. According to Asofcaradana Asolca
A
kills his ministers with a sword and Tlssa is killed by a cowherd.
The story of Vlgrodha (V.37) also shows the influence of the 
Jatakas. According to the Kfcapagna Jataka (149) the Bodhlsat came to 
Ben&res and going in search of alms came to the king's gate* The king 
saw the Bodhlsat from the window and marked within himself how the 
ascetic, wise in heart and soul, fixing his gaze immediately before 
him, moved on in lion-like majesty as though at every footstep he was 
depositing a purse of a thousand pieces. "If goodness dwell anywhere", 
thought the klng,"lt must be In this man's breast". So summoning a 
courtier, he bade him bring the ascetic into his presence. The courtlsr 
went up to the Bodhlsat and with due obeisance took his alms-bowl ?ro* 
his hand. "Why, 0 wise man?" asked the Bodhlsat. "The king sends for 
you, sir? replied the oourtier. "My dwelling is in the Himalayas, and I 
have not the king's favour? said the Bodhlsat.
1 H
So the oourtier went b*ck and reported this to the king, thinking 
that he had no confidential adviser at the tine, the king hade the 
Bodhlsat he brought; and the Bodhlsat oonsented to oome, The king
greeted hln on his entranoe with great courtesy and hade him he seated
. • ' ’ . * 1* - f *  * • * - ■ ‘ ■ • r • r
on a golden throne beneath a royal parasol. And the Bodhlsat was fed on 
dainty food whloh had been made ready for the king's own eating.
The language of the Jataka also seems to hare Influenced the 
aooount of the Sap, for most of the epithets used in the Jataka In 
describing Hlgrodha are found also In It. The descriptive epithets In
tolowve^ J
the Bp vs seem to have Influenced less.
The anupubbikatha concerning Nigroflha found in the Smp and the Uhvs 
seems to havo been influenced by the Higrodha Jataka (445). A oaravaa 
was travelling in front of a merchant!* daughter-in-law, and she always 
ease about the time to the plaoe whenee that caravan had just gone. And
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one night a poor woman in that oaravan had borne a son under a Migrodha 
tree; and thinking that without the oaravan she eould not get along} 
but that if she lived she might get baek the ohild, she covertd him up 
as he was, and left him lying there at the foot of the ligrodha tree. 
And the devata of the tree took eare of him. At breakfast time the 
other travellers arrived at the spot. The babe was seen by the 
merchant's daughter-in-law. She declared that the babe was her own, and 
that she had just brought him forth. When the babe came to be named ^ 
they called him Klgrodha-komSra after the plaoe tdiere he was born.
v~
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According to Asofcava&ana (La X4gende do l f&npereur Aaoka p.234)
A
the eldest son Of Bindus&ra was Suslma and not Sum ana (V.41). He 
offended the hint's prime minister and the latter conspired to exelude 
him from the throne In favour of Isoha. Suslma also failed to subdue 
a rebellion in Taks&slla. It the death of Blndusara the ministers 
secured the throne for Asoka. Suslma marched to Patallputra to assert 
his rights and expel Atfoka but he- failed. During a battle he fell Into 
a ditch full of burning fuel and perished.
It-is perhaps this straggle-for the throne that explains the delay 
of • A * s abhlseke.
The story of Xoggallputta Tlssa (7.98) as related In the Dpvs and 
glren in greater detail In the Smp and the Khvs Is almost the same as 
that of Hagasena In Klllnda-PaSha (p.7), Bit request made by the j
Xheras of the Seoond Council to Brahma Tlssa, the atonement that had 
to be made by Slggava and CandavaJ Ji for not taking part In the Second 
Council, the rlsits made "by Slggava for seven years and the way the
A
hrah^man came to give him better treatment after that time, Tissafs
i
edaoation in the Vedas, hie entering the pabbajji, the idea of the < |
parents that he would return, 7issaYs going to the Biera CanjLavaJJi 
and the reoeption he received there, all have their/parallels in the 
story of Magas ena. Many paragraphs in the Smp mutatis mutandis are in 
the exact words of the Milinda-Panha. The story of Nagasena,however,ia 
considered a later addition to the Milinda-Panhaand it is difficult to 
say mhioh of the tmv stories Is older.
7^
The additions to the story of Moggaliputta Tisoa in the Mhva (V.221
seem to have been borrowed from the Asokavadana and the Mllinda-Pahha* I
** / -
According to Asokavadana (L.K.A, p.246) when Asoka wished to visit the IA * /
holy places of Baddhism he was advised to send for Upagupta* The Buddha
'«!• «6 ui<|
had predicted that Upagupta would be born a century after his death* At 
this time Upagupta was dwelling on Mount Urumunda (Ahoga&ga Y*233) in 
the Hafabhatlka vihara near Hathura, He accepted the royal invitation ^ 
and attended by eighteen thousand arahants travelled in state by boat 
to Patallputra;where he was received with the utmost reverence and 
honour*
itz
According to Milinda-Pafcha (p*7) the deva Hahasena was asked three
A
times by Sakka to be reborn in the world of men but he refused* Then
rU-
Assagutta said^there was none to helf the sSsana by refuting the 
heretical views of King Milindaand asked him to be reborn to give his 
help to the religion of the Buddha* Then Hahasena consented*
The story of Basaka’s conversion (V.105), which is not given in the 
Bpvs)is also similar to that of Moggaliputta Tlssa* The possession of 
three palaces by Slggava reminds one of Tasat the son of the setthi 
mentioned in Hah&vagga 1*7. f and of Anuruddha, the Sakiyan, referred to 
in Cullavagga VII *1* Aggibrahma (V*169)t like Gotama Buddha himself 
leaves the world after a son had been^^1 him. As Saagighamitta herself 
entered the order at the age of eighteenths must have left her very
early*
According to one version of Asokavadana called A-yu-wang-tohouan, 
translated into Chinese about 300 A*B*,the younger brother of Asoka was
called Siu-ta-to (Sukhadattat) (I.E.A* p.270). Other aocounts give A  
him the name Vitasoka. He was a follower of the heretlcs;and ridicule 
the dharma of the Buddha. When once he went hunting with Asoka they 
saw a brah^man who warmed himself with the five fires. Ihls brah^man 
lived a strictly ascetic life, hut the hardships he endured did not 
pain him so much as seeing wild animals at rutting-timef for then
Jv.o'-o y
the fire of concupiscence devoured him. then Siu-ta-to said that If 
this brah^man could not get rid of desire, M w  could the ScQ^lyaputra 
sramanas do lt,sinoe they lived a comfortable llfe.)
Arioka in order to convert him,tried a stratagem. He got his 
ministers to make his brother put on the insignia of royalty; and 
then ^ pretending to be angry^threatened him with death. Finally he 
granted him a respite of seven days and allowed him to rule during 
the period. The fear of death so worked upon Vitasoka that at the end 
he embraced the doctrine of the Buddha^ in which he was Instructed 
by the athavlra Yasas. With difficulty he obtained the permission 
from i M t a  to l. a *hik#u,and went to the KukkutSiSma and from th.r. 
to Vldeha. later he withdrew to a distant retreat beyond the frontier
Once the followers of Hlrgrantha made images of the Buddha and 
represented them as prostrating before the image of Hlrgrantha. Asoka 
was very angry when he heard of this, and offered a piece of gold for 
the head of every follower of Hlrgrantha. Vit&soka was mistaken for 
such a one,and was slain. A^oka then ordered that henceforth no 
sramana should be killed.
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According to Fa-hslen (Chiles1 Translation of Travels of Fa-hslen^
P.45) the brother of Asoka who had reached arahantship resided at
* 4 
Grdhrakuta (Vulture's Peak). Asoka Invited him to the palace, tout he
refused to oome. Asoka then built a hill for him within the city.
Fa-hsien does not give the name of Asoka’s brother, but Hiuen Tslang 
■ . :
(Beal1 s Translation p*91) in referring to this stone-house built
outside the palaoe;says that the arahant was Asokavs brother by the
same mother and that he was called Mahendra. Hiuen Tslang also adds
that Mahendra was arrogant and cruel and the people complained against
him* * Mahendra then admitted his guilt and asked for a respite of seven
/ * 
days* Asoka placed him in a dungeon, and Mahendra on the seventh <*y
a_
reached arahantship* After that he lived the life of recluse far away
from the pollution of the world* AsokaJLnvlted him then and built this
dwelling for him. One hundred years after the death of the Buddha he
converted Ceylon*
•  *» /
Vltasoka is no doubt the same as Tlssa of the Mhvs (V*154) and 
Mahendra of Hiuen Tslang* Hiuen Tsiang seems to have confused Mahlnda 
of Ceylon with Vltasoka and given the najpe of the former to the latter* 
According to the A^okavadana the name of the bhlkk^u who converted 
Vltasoka was Yaafas, the head of the Kukkufamama* The Ceylon chronicles 
attribute the conversion to Ifcammarakfehlta, the Yona, who went to
 ^ x  .......  * i
Aparantaka and is mentioned as the teacher of Nagasena in the M11 in da- 
Paltha* Mahadeva and Majjhantlka ordained Mahlnda, and they seem to be
7*1
the missionaries who went to Xahisamandala and^Kasmira-Candhara region*
A legend of King Pradyota (Le Conoile de Rajagrha^p. 272) contains a 
tale similar to that of Vltasoka. The klng^to test whether his son 
Gopala was ahle to succeed him^ allowed him to role in his plaoe for 
seven days* Poring this period QopSla did not permit his officers to 
punish adulterers and permitted debauchery in his kingdom. After seven 
days Pradyota took over the government again.
The story of Asoka as related in the Mhvs seems to contain very 
little information that will stand a historical test* The killing of 
his brothers is supported by other legends,but Rook Edict V refers te 
his brothers and sisters* It is doubtful whether Tlssa was a historical 
person. The authors of the Ppvs and of an account followed by TaranStha 
do not seem to have been aware of his existence. The wonders that took 
plaoe at Asoka vs coronation and the part played by the naga king 
Mahakala are obviously not historical.
P r o m
Aoeorfling to the Edicts it is clear that Asoka favoured Buddhism
-from H *. €#l»clr
but it is equally clear^that Asoka after his conversion ^ did not with­
hold his benefactions from the brah^raans and other sects. Hence the 
statement in the Uhvs (V.74) cannot be true.
Tambapajgaji of Asoka fs inscriptions may refer to the river in fe 
Tinnevelly district or to Ceylon. The river was known to the author 
of the Ramayana (Bombay Edition IV. 41. 17). Ceylon was known to 
the Creek writer Onesicritus as Taprobane* while in India Ceylon
seems to have been Jaiown as Tambapanni. It is therefore quite 
possible that Geylo&-4s meant- by Tambapanni in the inscriptions
C*-y h i  CA.*v»
of Asoka. But all that one oan gather from them is that Asoka
r \
established medical treatment for men and animals in Tambapanni 
and that the conquest of morality had been won by him as far as 
Tambapanni. Though there is no doubt that Asoka was a lay-disciple
• •
as mentioned in the Dpvs , and favoured Buddhism, there is nothing to 
show in his proclamations on morality that they were issued for the 
propagation of Buddhism, though some parts of them may be traced to 
the Pali Canon^
(Sven if Asoka actually made an attempt to propagate Buddhism 
in Ceylon,the accounts of his relations with Ceylon in the Dpvs and 
the Mhvs ch.il do not seem to have been based on a remembrance of the 
nmfeive- of these communi cat ions. The things sent by Devanampiya Tlssa 
were those wonderful things that appeared at his coronation, and some
o»*7exlj 1o>VUj feUvt
of the things Asoka sent had- been brought by nagas and parrots.
The $pvs account of these communications is a very 
unsatisfactory record. It seems to be an attempt to form a connected
•">eonr
account with the aid of a few verses that had been handed down. These 
verses embodied a list of the articles sent by Devanampiya Tissa and 
a list of the articles and the message sent by Asoka.
The five emblems of royalty given in the list are often referred 
to in the Jatakas, and perhaps the Dpvs is indebted for them to J.550 (hi
<kt~
or J.538 G.72. Even the message may he an adaption of the 
Hxammapada Q. 190.
Some of the dates mentioned in the Ceylon accounts of 
Asoka also do not agree with his inscriptions. According to the 
GUraar Hock Edict XIII, Asokafs conversion could not have taken
of* l\Co ^ ^  ^
place before the eighth year, as the KaJLlAga War was en his eighth
A
year, hut according to the Ceylon tradition he was converted hy 
Higrodha on his third year. Mahinda and Samghamltta entered the 
p&bhajja on his sixth yearj Bve» if the four years before his abhis-
lo&t «*»
eka are added it Is his tenth year. According to the RSppnith 
Inscription for more than a year after his conversion he does not 
seem to have been a zealous Buddhist. The Ceylon accounts plaoe 
the pabbajja after mo&t -other events like the building of the 
stupas. Hence this date is hardly reooncilable with the Inscriptions#
r^\o( n® ifne.
Ko-one^can also take seriously the dates attributed to Upali,
Dasaka and his successors.
There is no reason to doubt that Hoggaliputta Tissa was 
a historical person. He is most probably meant by the inscription 
in the relic casket from Tope II of the Sanohl group (Cunningham^
The Bhllsa Topes p.289). But the accounts given of him do not 
seem to be historical. It has been pointed out that his early 
history is similar to that of Hagasena. The story* of Dasaka 
(Mhvs.V.105) and of Buddhaghosa in the Culavarasa also have a great
resemblance to it. It is possible that like the stories of th 
Buddhas there was already an accepted form to describe brah^unan
converts* His withdrawal to AhogaAga and his meeting with Asoka
t
appear to have been taken from the story of Upagupa. The part he
A
plays in the festival and the building of the stupas is ascribed to 
Yasa in the northern accounts! while the conversion of Asoka 
attributed to Samu&ra and Yasa is in the Ceylon accounts made the 
work of Higrodha* In the A^okavadana it is Yasas, the head of the 
Kukkutarima and the president of the Second Council ;who plays the
chief part* Asoka always goes to him for advice and his brother
&oj
is converted by him* Professor Przyiuaki points out that in later 
editions of the A^okavadSnayepisodes connected with Upagupta and 
Pi^jLola are introduced in order to glorify these Iheras of MathurS 
and Kosambi by associating them with Asoka* koggallputta Tlssa was 
probably a samghathera of Vldlsa or of some ojher place in this 
region,and the Ceylon accounts seem to glorify him by substituting 
him for Yasa*
The legends about koggallputta Tissa,as well as the story that 
Asoka was once a viceroy of Avantl most probably, as Professor / 
Przyluski points out, arose in Avanti and not in Ceylon* Perhaps 
the Buddhists of Avanti claimed Asoka as having been their viceroy^ 
Just as the Asokasutra and the KunalasStra made him a viceroy of 
Gtandhara*
There la no reference to Mahinda or Samghamitta In any«
account of Asoka in India, It has been pointed out already that 
Hiuen Tslang had confused Mahinda with the legendary brother
of Asoka, If Mahinda that came to Ceylon was a son of Asoka, one
A.
would naturally expect some historical evidence about Asoka in the 
Ceylon narratives; but the Ceylon legends seem to be less in 
accordance with the inscriptions of Asoka th m  even the northern 
accounts, and they always seem to be a much later form of the 
Indian stories, whenever the accounts are found to be common to 
both.
f
Already one similarity between the Asokfivadana and the
Ceylon Tradition has been mentioned,'but there are some more,
1C / ,
According to Asok&vadRna.Upagupta meets Asoka and there are four
A
patriarchs between him and the Buddha. In the Mhvs Koggallputta 
Tissa meets Asoka; and there are four teachers between him and the 
Buddha. In Gandh&ra a son of Asoka called Uiarmavivardhana spreads 
the doctrine and finishes his days in the state of a bhikjs^u, and 
in Ceylon a son of Asoka called Mahinda is the first missionary of 
Buddhism (L,£,A, p.110).
It is worthy of note that at the time the ballads of the 
Dpvs were being composed, the Buddha already had been made a 
descendant of the mythical king MahKsammata. The Dpvs makes the 
Buddha visit Ceylon and makea-him* predict the coming of Vijaya 
and Mahinda just as the Asok&vadSna makes the Buddha visit Kashmir 
and makes him predict the coming of the Thera Majjhantika. The
nDpvs also tries to connect the legendary Ceylon kings with a
legendary Sakiya family and makes Devanampiya Tlssa a frieML of
*
Asoka. Later tradition In Ceylon says AggibrahmS, the hush and of 
Samghamitta also entered the Order. It makes the Sum an a s am an era
their son, Bhanduka a relative of Devi, the wife of Asoka, and
•rto.h'"* **fr
Nigrodha the son of Asokavs elAest brother. All these facta seem to 
go against the tradition that Uahlnda and Samghamitta were the 
children of Asoka.
Chapter VI.
M S  SOPHIST COUNCILS. SECTS, PATRIARCHS
ASP KlSSIOgS.
r*>
the Buddhist Councils, Sects *Patrlarchs and Missions#
Many scholars hare dealt with the Councils* the Sects9 the 
Patriarchs and the Missions ^ and it is difficult to throw any farther  ^
light on the subject*She Mhvs gives accounts of three Buddhist 
Councils in chapters III9IV9and V;and the Smp(p*102) adds an 
account of a fourth Council held in Ceylon in the tine of King 
DevSnajppiya Tissa.Mhvs oh*V gives a list of the Buddhist Schools or 
Sects and also deals with the succession of Buddhist teachers from 
Upali to Koggaliputta Tissa.The account of the Missions is given 
in oh* XII*
A,The First and the Second Councils*
The Mhvs account of the First Council gives hardly any information 
which is not found in the Smp*Che few additional details are that 
besides bhlkkhus there were at the funeral of the Buddha y khattiyas* 
brahmana89vessas and suddas) and that the bhlkkhus betook themselves 
to Rajagaha on thv bright half of the month of Asalha9a faot only 
implied in the Smp*
Che Sumangala Yilasini gives even a more detailed account of the 
First Council*If is a more developed form of the story*as according 
to it the funeral ceremonies lasted three weeks Instead of two9as 
mentioned in the Smp and the Mhvs*It is most likely that the author 
of the Mhvs utilised the Smp; or rather the original on which both 
these works seem to have been based*
f)
The author of the Smp has mad., use of the Cull&vagga XI of the
Tin&ya Pi$aka, hut he also girts muoh Information not found In this
«Ui
work. He says the iate of the loath of the Buddha was the full-moon
A    ' "  '
day of Tisakha, Mehakassapa was the sa|gha-th«ra; and. that the Vaster
had given him his garment and made him equal with himself. 9m  Th— tma
and the Vinaya were to be the teachers after the death of the Buddha,
Seven days were spent in performing the funeral ceremonies and seven
days In paying homage to the relies. The number kf bhlkkhus present
at the funeral was seven hundred thousand. After the ceremonies
connected with the funeral and the relics there were one and half
months still left for the approaoh of the Tassa, tfahakassapa with his
bhikkhusa^gha went to Hajagaha by one way and inuruddha with his
«•
bhjJckhusamgha took another route, Ananda went to Savatthl, repaired 
the Jet avanavihara, and then proceeded to Rajagaha^
In Rajagaha there were elateen Mahaviharas. Ajatasattu gave men 
to repair them and caused a mand&pa to be built at the gate of the 
Sattapanniguha on the side of the Vebharapabbata, Ananda appeared at 
the council In a miraculous way. He was not chosen to recite the 
Vinaya as the Buddha considered Upall best in the study of the Tlnaya, 
The oounoll lasted seven months} and the earth qjiaked at the completion 
of the work.
The story of the objection to Ananda being chosen and of his 
reaching Arahantshlp Is described In greater detail In the Smp, The
Cullavagga mentions the parts of the Patimokkha, the two Vinayas, the 
Brahmajala Suttanta, the SSmaiiilaphala Suttanta,, and the fire Hikayas. 
The Smp gives also the various parts of the Vinaya up to the Parivara, 
and says that the Vinaya Is more Important than fee JShamma# The 
Cullavagga oalls the assembly a vinayasamglti of the fire hundred, hut 
the Smp adds that it is called the oounoll of the Theras heoaase the 
oolleotion was made hy the theras# The Cullavagga does not say how 
long the oounoll lasted^but the only Inference that oan he made Is 
that the time taken was a month#
A good deal of the material found in the Smp hut not in the 
Cullaragga may he traced directly or Indirectly to the Canon. The 
Hahaparlnihbana Suttanta mentions that the funeral took plaoe at 
Upavattana in Kusinaxa of the Mallas; In the sal grove between the 
twin sal-trees. It also mentions that the Teacher Is not dead as long 
as fee ihamma and fee Vinaya s tan dpi ^ and that fee JBhamma and fee Vinaya 
would he the teaoher after his death# The references to the comparison 
of the Buddha with Mahakassapa and the giving of the robe are found 
in Samyutta XVI ,9 and 11# The fact that Ananda had grey hairs hut was 
considered a hoy hy Mahakassapa Is mentioned In Samyutta XVI .II# 
According to the 2>igha XVI.6.13 the funeral ceremonies seem to have 
lasted a week# She prediction about Anandavs gulok release Is referred 
to In the same Suttanta# In the Theragatha and In the Vinaya there cure 
references to TJpali discussing the rules with the Buddha and the
Buddha or the bhlkkhus referring disputes to him# The Vebhajia rook and 
the Sattapajpplguha are mentioned in Cullavagga IV# 4# 4#
Some of the details that oannot be traced to the Canon are common 
to other accounts of the First Council# According to two redactions 
of the Asokavadana translated into Chinese about 300 A#2># and 512 A#])# 
(Le Co]incil£ de Rajagpha, p#34)^ Inanda goes to the country of the Vrjis
mouAm'y n,
to console feeitsad oefore he goes to Rajagaha# At Rajagshs AJatasatJfu 
provides them with the things needful and offers them the Bamboo Grove# 
There Is no referenoe,-however, to a maj^apa being built; but one of 
the two redactions says that Buddha once saved AJRtasattu from falling 
down from a pavilion# The T fa tohe tou louen or Mahaprajfiaparamltasastrt 
(0#R#p#55), a commentary attributed to lagarjuna and translated Into 
Chinese between 402-405 A#2)*t also refers to the providing of the 
necessary things by Ajata^attu# It gives the position in tthieh Ananda 
reached Arahantshlp^and says that he entered the hall of the Assembly 
through fee key-hole# It says also that Upall recited the* Vinaya 
because he was the best aming the five hundred# In the Kla-ye-kle king 
(C#R#p#03) there is a reference to an earthquake before the council# 
and according to Ul-cha-sal pou wou fen liu, fee Vinaya of fee School 
of the Mahlsasakas (C #R#p#133) fee second month after the death of 
the Buddha was spent in meditation and all assembled at fee beginning 
of fee third month# In fee account of the First Council in fee 
Mahavastu (p.70) Saptapmrnaguha of fee Valh&ya rock is mentioned and
qo
accord!mg to the Tibetan Dulva (Rockhlll's life of the Buddha p.152)
It la Izmruddha who points out that Ananda la not an Arahant.
Eenoe the details that oannot he traced to other sources are that 
the Buddha died on the full-moon of Ylaakha, Seven hundred thousand 
bhlkkhus were present at the funeral, and the offerings of the rellos 
lasted a week. Mahakassapa was the saipghathera;and the Counoll was of 
the Sheras. She Ylnaya is more Important than the Jlhamma. There were 
eighteen maharlharas at Raj agate, and AjStasattu built a ma^Japa,
The date of Buddha's death as the full-moon day of Yis&kha is a 
very late tradition,and does not agree with the time suggested by the 
Hahaparlnibbana Suttanta;and also the time the Counoll lasted seems to 
go against the Cullavagga account, The idea of a ssuaghathera is also 
not in harmony with the Kahaparinibbana Suttanta^ uhere the Buddha 
refuses to appoint a successor.
It does not follow that the Cullavagga account itself is historical 
Oldenberg and others have shown that the Pali Canon is a work of 
gradual development and could not have existed in its present fora 
soon after the death of the Buddha. Prof. Wintemitz is of opinion 
that the Pali Canon as it is found to-day> is the product of a period 
later than that of Isoka (Gesehiohte der Indischen litteratur, vol.II,
Pranke deals^with the accounts of the Councils in the Cullavagga,
A
P.9)
and lie is of opinion that the;euooounts of
<\ I
the—Couneiiw belong to & time later than that of the Mahaparinibbana 
Suttanta,
Rhys Davids (Dialogues of the Buddha II p,7S) considered the 
incident oonneoted with Suhhadda to he an interpolation in the 
Mahdparinibbana Suttanta rather than in the Cullavagga XI, A careful 
examination of the style of the Cullavagga seems to show, however, 
that it does no$ belong alee to this account. In many of the accounts 
of the First Council as related hy the other Schools there is no 
mention of this incident, and it is most likely that it was added 
later.
As Franke has pointed out many pother paragraph* can he traoed 
to the Pali Canon, Che statement as to what is dhamma and what is not 
dhamma may have heen influenced hy Cullavagga YII. T, S, Che quality#* 
of Ananda and his fitness as well as the fact of his not helng an 
Arahant; are referred to in the XahSparinihhana Suttanta, Che repair 
of buildings is commanded in Cullavagga VI, V, 2 and
Therefore there is hardly any new information in Cullavagga X*, 
and the acoount is obviously late. As Franke points out one cannot 
even conclude from it that it was held immediately after the death 
of the Buddha, All that one can say is that if a Council was held 
it must have taken place during the life-time of Mahakassapa, Upali, 
and Ananda,
In the Dpvs there are two aooounts of the First Council, They seem
*} 2-
to hare “been drawn from two different sources* and the rerses common tc 
both are perhaps later interpolations*
In the first account the bhikkhusamgha chooses fire hundred theras, 
while in the second Mahakassapa chooses fire hundred arahants}and he 
(MahSkassap^) is said to hare not had his eq.ual* It is also stated in the 
second account that the Council took plaoe near the Sattapannagoha in 
Oiribbaja of Magadha at the beginning of the fourth month in the 
beginning of the second Tassa) after three months had passed,and that 
the Counoil itself lasted seven months*
In the rerses oommon to both acoounts there is besides Mahakaneapa
a-*?
A list of eight bhikkhus who took part in the Council* Mahakassapa is 
described in a full line* and every two of the other bhikkhus are 
mentioned in a line* They were Ananda* Upali* Anuruddha* Vangisa* Punnc, 
Kumarakassapa* Kaocana and Kotthita* In the first account there is a 
second list where Mghakassapa* Anuruddha* Upali and Ananda are mention* 
mentioned*
Both aocounts are dearly compilations* and it is difficult to say 
which are the oldest parts) In chapter IV, line sixteen: 
"Mahakassapathero ca Anuraddho mahagani" 
may be said to begin another aooount*
The aooount in chapter V seems to be closer to the Cullaragga, 
where Mahakassapa chooses five hundred arahants* but it gives much
i , f
new information}ae it* like the Smp* says that the Council took
q3
place at the gate of the Sattapannaguha at the beginning of the 
fourth month and that it lasted seven months*
Both the acoounts in the Bpvs even go further and call the 
Council a Theravada Council, though they do not go so far as the 
M T w h i c h  calls it also a Council of the VibhajJavadins*
The account of this Council in the Vinaya of the Mahlsasakas 
has some similarity to the Dpvs acoounts. It is not said there who 
chose the five hundred arahants* It also gives a list of eight 
bhlkkhus, but they are not all found in the Dpvs list* Those 
mentioned there are AJnata Kaundinlya, Parana, Jharnika Dasabala 
Kasyapa, Bhadrakasyapa, Mahakasyapa, Upali and Anurdddha#
In the aooount of the Seoond Council the Mhvs gives a few 
details not found in the Smp which fallows to a great extent 
Cullavagga XII. The Smp does not say that ninety thousand bhlkkhus 
met at Mount AhogaAga* The heretical bhllckhus numbered ten thousand* 
Sherd is also no reference at all to Kalasoka. Besides what is not 
found in the Smp, the Cullavagga makes no mention of the following: 
faotog SI even hundred and ninety thousand bhlkkhus came together 
under the Thera Revata at Sahajati* Salha, Revata, KhuJJasobhita, 
Yasa and Sambhuta Sanavasika were pupils of Anuruddha and that all 
these bhlkkhus has seen the Tathagata* Twelve hundred thousand 
bhlkkhus came together at Vesali^and of these Revata was the chief# 
Revata chose seven hundred arahants^and these met at Valikarama 
and held thm second council^which lasted eight months.
There are also a few differences between the Cullayagga end the 
Hhys* According to the Cullayagga It was a deyata that appeared to
1Kc»
Salha, hut according to the Mhys it was the god Brahma* The Mhys says^ 
eighty from the west assembled at Ahoganga but some of the readings of 
the Cullayagga glye elghty-elght} while others omit the number 
altogether* The Cullayagga also says that Yasa was at the KutSgara 
Hall*
The Dpys contains also two acoounts of the Second Counoll* The ! 
first one is very brlff* It says that one hundred years after the 
death of the Buddha the Yajjiputtas proclaimed the ten indulgences at 
Yesall* Sabbakami* Salha, Reyata, KhuJjasobhita* Yasafand Sanasambhuta 
the pupils of Ananda and Sum ana and Yasabhagami, the pupils of 
Anuruddha* had seen the Buddha before* Seyen hundred bhlkkhus assemble 
at Yesall and accepted the Vinaya established in the teaohlng of the 
Buddha*
The second account is much more detailed and is closer to the Mhys 
rather than the Cullayagga* It adds that twelye thousand YaJjlput takas 
assembled* and that twelye hundred thousand came together to subdue 
them* It glyes a list of the indulgences in yerse unlike the first 
account* but eyen these yerses may be an interpolation as the metre is 
so irregular* The eight bhlkkhus are called pamokkha” or chiefs* Asoka* 
the son of Susunaga* was then king and ruled at Patallputta* They
ulo ■ w ■
chose seyen hundred arahamts -and-tfeese met at the Kutagara Hall at 
Yesall* The Council lasted eight months*
The Bpvs accounts seem to he compilations, hut it is difficult to 
say which, are the oldest parts. The prose passage in the first account 
giving the ten vat thus seems to have heen borrowed from the Cullavagga, 
In the second aooount the reference to King Asoka may he a later 
addition. In the Mhvs the Council whloh dealt with the Canon took place 
at Yalikaraaa, the plaoe where the ubbahlka was held, hut according to 
the Dpvs second account it took plaoe in the Kutagara Hall, the plaoe 
where the general assembly met. The Kutagaras^la seems to have heen a 
well known plaoe?as it is mentioned in the Mah&vagga YI, 30. 6,and in 
the Cullavagga 7. 13.3,, 71. 5, 1. and X, 1. 2, Yallk&r&ma is mentioned 
only in the Cullavagga XII, It is again mentioned in Mhvs 7. 107 as thm 
residence of UpaG.1, The Halva does not mention the name of either of 
these viharas,
■ ** - ■
Franke deals exhaustively also with the Cullavagga account of the 
Second Council, He points out that like the account of the First 
Council} it has heen influenced hy the Hahaparlnlbbana Suttanta and 
other Pali works.
All the available accounts mention the 7aJ Jiputtakas as having 
raised the ten points, The Yfcjj Ians are referred to as breaking the 
rifles of the Order even in other parts of the Ylnaya Pltaka, According 
to Cullavagga Til, 4 five hundred VaJJiputtakas joined Hevadatta 
against the Buddha and followed a more ascetic form of life. The Sutta 
Vhhanga I, 7, shows how the novices of the Yajjians got into trouble tlT 
disregarding the rules of the Samgha,
qL
Though the dispute arose over the aooeptanoe of money hy the 
TajJiputtaka bhlkkhus the number of points is given as ten in all the 
accounts. There is. however, disagreement over the questions at issue, 
ieeerding^te the Tibetan Dulva (Rookhillfs life of the Buddha,p.171)
the fourth, the fifth and the sixth points are not mentioned but instea
( * 4
it is said the TajJiputtakas held it lawful to exclaim alala, to indulg 
in enjoyment, and to dig the earth with one.Ts own hand or to hare it 
dug.
One oannot take seriously the date of the Counoll as glren in the 
Cullaragga. It seems to be a convenient round number. According to the 
Tibetan Dulva it took plaoe a hundred and ten years after. Taranatha 
(Oesohichte des Buddhismus, p.41) refers to this date but adds that 
according to other sources the Council was held two hundred and ten or 
two hundred and twenty years after the death of the Buddha.
There is no mention at all of Kalasoka in the Cullavagga, the Dolra 
the Smp or in the Tlnaya of the Xharmaguptakas (Fifth Oriental Congress 
II. II. 44). According to Taranatha the Counoll took plaoe at Kusumapuq 
in the reign of King Han din. It has been pointed out already that 
AJHtasattu is not mentioned in the Cullavagga account of the First 
Counoll, and that he built a mandapa is recorded only in the Ceylon 
accounts. It is most likely that kings came into consideration later, 
and at least in the aooount of the Second Council, after dates began to 
be fixed. In the hundredth year after the death of the Buddha according 
to Ceylon tradition Kalasoka was the king. Aooordlng to the Puranas
<\1
Bandin was the king at Pataliputta one hundred and ten years after the 
Parinibbana.
According to Rookhlll's, Life of Buddha pp*173 and 176, Sarvakami, 
Salhaf and Vasabhagami lived In the time of Ananda and the Vinaya of
=** k
the Bharmaguptakas says that Sabbakaml, Sambuno (Sambuta) Revata and 
Vasabhagamika were his pupils* Rockhill (p*173) also says that Ya£as 
and Salha lived in Sonaka, Sarvakami in Vaisall, Vdsabhagami in 
SamkSrfya, Kuyyasobhitafjin Pdtaliputra, AJita in Srughna* Sambhuta in 
Xihlsaatl and Revata in Sahadhsha/fl.
Yasa according to the Cullavagga does not represent the bhlkkhus «f 
the east; though he is first referred to as wandering in the VaJJian 
country* One may infer from this aooount that he was from Kosambl* In 
the aooount of the Vinaya of the Hula Sarvastlvadlns he is said to be ■ 
a bhikkhu of Vasava, a village of the country of the Vrjl* In the
' — _ m m
Asokavadana he is said to be the head of Kukkutarama in the 
neighbourhood of Pajaliputra* According to Taranatha he lived to the 
east of Ha&adha* According to Rookhlll (p*173) he lived in Sonaka* Thus 
he seems to have been claimed by many plaoes9,and it is probable he 
was a great person in early Buddhist history*
A According to Cullavagga XIIf Sabbakaml, the disciple of Ananda^was 
the samghathera on the earth but it is Revata who presides over the 
Council* The Mhvs adds that Revata was the chief of the twelve hundred 
thousand bhikkhuB that came together* In the Cullavagga Revata is also 
said to be learned in the Igamas, a term which is used instead of the 
word Ylkayas by the schools other than the Iheravdda* Sanavasi is well
<1 *
known as the teacher of Up&gapta and. Madhyantika, the apostles of 
Mathura and Kashmir.
Kosambl on the Yamuna was the capital of the Tatsas or the Vamsas. 
Avanti lay to the south-west of it and its oapital was tfjjein. Both
"TKe.vc^ v£s{<x
these places seem to have been centres of the garra o t ivaOAn Sohool.
m u  <l aeafve. It*. S « n .^ a .ih v /a t|w  S<X*«L.
AhogaAga Mountain was near it and seems to hare been the same as
Urumunfla of the Sarvastivadin texts (L.5.A. p.112). According to
Suttavlbhanga I, IT* the Buddha takes a route similar to that of R e v a
He starts from Soreyya9 passes through Samkassa and KannakuJJa, crossed
• • •
the river at PaySga and arrives at Barapasi; from where he goes on to fl 
the Kujagarasala in MahSvana at Ye sail. Kern (Manual of Buddhism^p.3t) 
identifies KannakuJJa with KanauJ on the Kali lirer in the Korth 
Western Provinces and says that Soreyya was near fakkaslla. According 
to 2fi A 1.325 Soreyya is a oity in the neighbourhood of Savatthl, and 
according to Mi A III.224 Samkassa is thirty yojanas from Savatthi. 
According to the Yinaya of the Hula Sarvastivadins (X.5.A. p.3) Reyata 
was a town of Kashmir visited by the Buddha. SahaJ ati seems to have
been in the east as Salha represented the Bast. Yasabhagama according• ■ ^ ■ ■
to Mahayagga IX. I. I. was a village in KSsi.
Pafheyyaka is mentioned in Mil in da p. 331 along with a number of 
other towns in Worth Indla9 but it is difficult to Judge its position^ 
from this list. It is also mentioned in MahKvagga YII. I. I. and in 
Sayyutta II.p.l87)and in both the Patheyyaka^bhikkhus are said, as in 
the account of the Second Counoil, to dwell in forests, live on alms,
^ ! 
dress in rags, and posses only three robes* In the Samyutta also there 
is the reading Paveyyaka and frofessor Geiger prefers this reading to 
Patheyyaka. In Cullavagga XII. 2. 7* and in Mhrs IT* 47 PatheyyakX 
stands opposed to PaoInakS or eastern* Hence there is reason for 
translating Patheyyaka as westem? especially because Revata and 
Sanasambhuta were from the west andfidid not belong to Pava.
In the Yinaya of the Mula SarvSstiTtdins (L.K.A. p*68) the bhikkhus 
Who assembled at the Second Counoil were from SaqpkRsya, Pataliputra, 
Srughna, Mahismatl(T), Sahajati and two Tillages of the Yrji, 
Yasavagrama and one whose name meant peaceful abode* Soreyya, 
KannakuJJa, Udumbara, Aggalapura, Kosambl, AhogaAga, and Patheyya are 
not mentioned at all. It is Yasas as in Rookhill (p*173) and not Rerats 
that presides over the Council, and there is no reference to a meeting 
on the AhogaAga Mountain*
Like the Cullavagga, the Bulra and the Vinaya of the Eharmaguptakas
do not refer to another Council after the ten points were settled, and
*■
it is mentioned only in the Ceylon accounts* The disagreement as to its 
place of meeting between the $pvs and,the Mhvs may be due to an errorJ
i
or it may be that ytixen this part came to be added there was mo mention 
at first of the place where the Council met* ]
The aocounts of the first and Second Council even in the Cullavaggi
*. -T. < • * •'*»• w w '  • ■ • ■ • ' '• ■'
show signs of changes and additions. Otherwise it is difficult to 
explain many fL peculiar feature* in them. It has been already pointed 
out that the Subhadda episode appears to be a later addition. It is i 
also possible that Upall did not oome into the earliest accounts.
Itfl
Oldenberg in his Introduction to the Tinaya Pitaka sail that there la
no sharp distinction between fea Tinaya and the Xhanuaa in the Pili
Canon. and in the Cullavagga account of the First Ccuncily In an da is
chosen because he had learnt thoroughly fee Eh amnia and fee Tinaya from
the Buddha himself. In another account of the First Council, Inanda
recites both the Uhamina and the Tinaya (C.R. p.3). It la also striking
that TJpali plays no important part in any account of the ifeath and
3puneral of the Buddha*
The account of the Second Counoil appears to hare gone through
much more change. Perhaps the Tinaya of the Mula SarvastivRdins
records one of the earliest accounts of it. If Mahism&ti. which does
not occur also in other accounts, is left out. the dispute does not
seem to have attracted attention far beyond Tesali. In Rockhillfs
still
account other places are added>but Tarfas as in Mhvs T. 277Areaains
the president of the Second Council. The Cullavagga account makes 
Tasa play the chief part at first, but tries to put into greater 
prominence later the bhikkhus of the west. It is Revata who presides 
in spite of the fact that Sabbakami of Tesali is the samghathera 
on the earth. The Council is preceded by another Council at 
AhogaAga Mountain. But for the mention of Kosambl one would imagine 
that the Cullavagga account belonged to the School of the 
Sarvastivadins. -
B. The Sects.
According to the Mhvs the first great schism in Buddhism took
/ o '
place after the Second Council,and the heretical bhikkhus foiinded 
the school called Mahasam^iika. According to the Dpvs these 
bhikkhus did not stop there. "Altering the original redaction 
they made another redaction* They transposed Suttas which belonged 
to one place to another place. They destroyed the meaning and the 
doctrine in the Vinaya and the five collections. The bhikkhus 
who understood neither what had been in long expositions nor 
without exposition, neither the natural meaning nor the recondite 
meaning^ettled a false meaning in connection with spurious 
speeches of the Buddha. They destroyed a great deal of meaning 
under the colour of the letter. Rejecting single passages of the 
Suttas and of the profound Yinaya /they composed other Suttas 
and another Vinaya. Rejecting the Parivara,which is an abstract 
of the contents (of the Vinaya), the six sections of the Abhidhamma, 
the Patisambhida, the Niddesa, and some portions of the Jataka 
they composed new ones. Forsaking the original rules regarding 
nouns, genders, composition and the embellishments of style, they 
changed all that." (01denbergTs translation).
Vasunitra (Le Concile de RSJagrha p.310), on the other hand, 
says that the separation of the MahSsamghikas and the Sthaviras 
took plaoe 4tzt one hundred years aft dr the Nirvana in PatAliputra 
in the reign of A^oka^and that it was provoked by the five points 
of Mahadeva.
The account of the First Council in the Cullavagga shows that
lor>-
this was not the first schism. According* to it Parana refused to 
agree to the Pali Canon as accepted at Rajagaha. In the aooonnt of 
the Pirst Council in the Vinaya of the Mahisasakas, who place 
Parana next to AJhata Kaundin^ya, Parana and Mahakafiyapa disagree 
on swren points. In the accounts in the Vlnayas of the 3Xi arm agup takas
■ftve-
and^Haimavatas they disagree on elgit points*
Moreover it is the Vaj jiputtakas who raise the ten points and
A
they (V*6) are said to have broken away along with the Xahlmsasakas 
from the Theravida School soipe time after the Mahaaamghika School 
had separated*
According to Bhavya (RocMhill p.182) the division between 
the Sthaviras and the Mahasamghikas took place in the reign of
Jharmasoka one hundred and sixty years after the death of the Buddha.
He does not mention the Second Council as the cause of this division^ 
Another account (Roejdhill p. 187) says that one hundred and thirty 
seven years after the death of the Buddha King Handa and Mahapadma 
convened the Arfyas at Pataliputra and on account of the five 
propositions this division arose* According to Satet Julien 
(Journal Asiatique^ V.Serie ^ ome XIV, pp. 333, 336 and 343) the Chinese 
sources date this division one hundred and sixteen* one hundred and
sixty, and one hundred years after the death of the Buddha.
Hiuen Tsiang (C.R. p.284) gives a tradition according to which the 
Mahasamghikas did not even participate in the Council of Mahakassapa^ 
but held a Council of their own.
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It is clear from these contradictions that one cannot consider 
that the first division into two schools arose as a result of the ten 
points raised by the VaJJiputtakas. At present there is no evidence to 
Show that the Mahasamghika accepted these ten points, and it is clear 
from the Mhvs that the VaJ Jiputtakas did not belong to this school# 
According to all accounts the number of the Schools is eighteen,
do
though the lists always do not agree, and the first division was intoA
Mahasamghika and Sthavira# Professor Geiger has made an analysis of 
these lists in Appendix B to his translation of the Mhvs# Professor 
Przylusky* deals with the Buddhist Sects both in La ligende de 
l T33mpereur Asoka and in Le Conoile de RRJagrha Part III, and sheds ^ 4
♦  )  9 A
much new light#
The chief centres of the Mahaaamghika School seem^ to have been in 
Magadha, and the Theravadins seem to have been in Kosambl and the 
South such as Avanti. The Sarvastivadins were in MathurS and Kashmir 
(C#R# p#308)# The Sammitiyas were in the West in Lata (Gujarat) and 
Sind# The Mahi^asakas seem to have lived in the South# Purana according 
to the Vinaya of the Hiarmaguptakas lived in the South, and the 
Cullavagga XI# I# 10 says he came from Dakkhinagiri# Mahavagga I# 53 
and VIII# Xll# 1# and Saayutta XVI# II. 4 also mention Dakkhin&giri
i'vx r £ *
but always ae some one going from Rajagaha to DakkhinKgiri or vice 
versa# The Mhvs XIII# 5. makes it clear that Dakkhinagiri lay between 
Pataliputra and Vidisa# The Mahirfasakas seem to have lived not far from 
the Theravadins in India, and also to have gone to Ceylon, as Pa-hsien 
is said to have brought the Vinaya of the Mahi^asakas from there (C#R#
-
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p,133), According to some aocounts of the Second Council. Mahismati 
was an important centre of Buddhism and Professor Przyluskjr (C,R, p. 
324) seems to think that this was the chief seat of the MahXsSsa&as,
The Ka^yaplyas seem to have been a subdivision of the Haimavatas and
to have lived in the Himalaya district (C,R, p,316), The Iharmaguptakas
«
appear to have lived in the West (C,R, p.325), The Vatslputras 
probably belonged to Vatsaf the chief town of which was Kosambl,
At least in the early stages of Buddhist history the sects do not 
seem to have lived in enmity. On the other hand the different Schools 
seem to have influenced one another. According to Vasumitra the Buddha 
is said to have prophesied that the twelve future schools would be the 
repositories of the diversified fruits of his scriptures without 
priority or inferiority Just as the taste of sea-water is everywhere 
the same or as the twelve sons of one man all honest and true. In the 
account of the First Council the disagreement between Hahakassapa and 
Purana seems to have ended peacably, Both the accounts of the First
two Councils and the Mahavamsa itself show how the members of one s■ • -
School were prepared to borrow from others.
It is possible the divisions arose mainly with the spread of 
Buddhism, It was not unnatural for the Buddhists in different parts of 
India under different conditions to modify their ideas and practices 
or to add to them as necessity arose,
C, The Patriarchs,
a
Die Mhvs (7. 104) the Smp and the Dpvs all give an aoariyaparanpar
1o*
or succession of teachers. They are Upali, Dasaka, Sonaka, Siggava, 
and Moggaliputta Tissa.
According to the Bu Commentary (Bu. p.XI) fee-unbroken-succession
loJvo IWcC^9?<^o
of the theras feat- perpetuated the Bu were Sariputta, Bh&ddaji,A
Kosiyaputta Tissa, Siggara, Moggaliputha, ^Sudhtta^ Bhammika, Dasaka,-
Sonaka and Revata.
The list ef the Yinaya of the Mahasamghikas (I.E.A. p.44)
is Upali, Dasabala (Dasaka?) Jyetidarsa (?), Jita (?) and
Indriyaraksi ta (?).
In the A^okavadana the teachers are Mahakasyapa, Inanda,
San ay as a and Madhyantika Upagupta, and Bhitika, Krsna and Sudars'ana,• ' .«
In the early centuries of Buddhism there were teachers of the 
Ihamma and teachers of the Vinaya. This specialisation seems to 
haye made certain groups give preference to the part of the Canon 
in which thejr were versed, Hiuen Tsiang says (L.E.A. p.20) that 
in Mathura those who studied the Abhldhamma made offerings to 
Sariputra; those who indulged in meditation,to»Mudgalaputra; those 
who read and maintained the Sutra, to Purnamaitrayaniputra and 
those who applied themselves to the Vinaya, to Upali.
The rivalry that existed between the teachers of the Ehamma 
and of the Vinaya is also apparent in Asokavadana (L.E.A. p.21).
Two bhiki^ius discuss the question of bahusruta and the observation 
of the prohibitions. A bhikk^u who does not break the minor rules
I ok
is defined as a vanquisher of the prohibitions. One who has 
heard completely and who has heard without any alteration, is 
defined as a bahu^ruta. Then Sanavasa, correcting the two 
bhikfcjius, gives other definitions. He who has all pure views 
maintains the rules in their purity. One who acts in conformity 
with that which he has heard, is called a bahusruta.
It is clear from the account of the First Council in the 
Mhvs that the bhikidrfts of Mahavihira were Vinayists, because it 
is said in it that the Vinaya is more important than the Ehamma. 
Probably the Sarvastivadlns put more emphasis on the Xhamma and 
traced their teachers to Ananda and Mahakassapa. The account of the 
Second Council shows that some traced their succession to 
AnurudcLha, The list in the Bu Commentary seems to be a mixture 
of two successions. Probably they are the successors of Sariput£a 
and Upali.
The institution of the Patriarchs could not have arisen 
at the beginnings of the history of Buddhism. The Mahaparinibbana 
Sutta makes it clear that the Buddha refused to appoint a 
successor to take his place. It is also clear that at no time 
was the*.one supreme Thera over all. According to the account 
of the First Council Purana refused to follow the lead of 
Mahakassapa. In the account of the Second Council, though Sabbakami 
is said to be samghathera on earthyit is Revata who presides over 
the Council.
| o 1
It appears that each place or district had its samghathera
#
and in later times they traced their succession to Mahakassapa,
j  • A 1 * ’ /  ; ' 1 * ‘ •’ ' ’ A  . : ' ' * • .. ». f '*..V» { f;r ; *  ;
Upali or some other. This also perhaps -explain swhy—some of ^ the 
oanghatheroo playod-ne part in the-Second Council.
3). The Third Council.
There is no mention of the Third Council in sources outside 
Ceylon unless the Council is the same as that where Mahadeva 
raised the five points. The Smp account is a little more detailed- 
than that of the Mhvs. It adds, for instanoe, that Asoka caused 
white robes to he given to Titthiyas before they were expelled.
In the Upvs there are two accounts as in the case of the first 
two Councils, and like—them seem to have been drawn from two 
different sources. These accounts afe undoubtedly compilations, 
and parts of them may have been added later.
of- ftc.
According to the Pgvs first account (Til. 37) two hundred*
and thirty six years after the death of the Buddha, Sjivakas 
and other heretics ruined the doctrine. Moggaliputta Tissa, the 
Ganapamokkha or chief of the samgha^ surrounded by one thousand 
Bhikkhus, convened a Council and destroyed the heretical doctrines. 
He also established the Theravada and proclaimed the Kathavatthp.
In the second account (Til. 44) the interruption of the 
Patimokkha ceremonies and the killing of the bhikkhus are mentioned, 
but thoso eroom to bo H-ivtitT It is also recorded
that sixty thousand bhikkhus assembled to put—an—end^-ie the infide s.
j c ?
and that Asoka destroyed their emblems. After thatAwith one 
thousand arahants- Moggaliputta Tissa held at Asokarama the 
Third Council;which lasted nine months.
Thus according to the first account Asoka plays no part,
In the second he is said to hare broken the emblems of the 
infidels. According to the Smp and the Mhvs he takes the side of 
the VibhaJJavadins and gives his protection to the Third Council* 
In the Kausamti, the Saftchi and the Sar^nath pillar-edicts* 
A^oka orders bhikkhus and bhikkhunis W  break up the £amgha, to
C^lo I*)
be eauoefr-to-^ rut on white robes and to reside in a non-residence, 
but there is no mention anywhere in his Inscriptions of a 
Buddhist Council. It is clear that Asoka cannot be Judged in the
odtj ory J
same way urn Kalasoka, but it is difficult to think that he took
O . uitw
the side of one sect or gave his protection for a Council to 
rehearse the Scriptures of that sect. Bren in the accounts of the 
Second Council/ it is only the Ceylon records that refer to a 
rehearsal of the Canon.
It has already been pointed out elsewhere that the accounts 
about the life of Xoggal^iputta Tissa dp not seem to be
Aexod
historical. There is the additional faot that the Pall work^
KathSvatthu (7.278) was composed by him*>
Mrs. Rhys Davids, in her Introduction to "Points 6f
Controversy" (Kathavatthu) says: "We are entitled to conclude, as
to its date relative to its own Pitaka only thus mush: that the
• )
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Kathdvatthu was compiled when the contents of at least parts 
of the first^ second and last hooks of the Abhudhamma Pitaka 
were already established as orthodox doctrine In the Sasana.
Whether those works were, In Asoka's time, the completed 
compilations we now know as Hiamma- safigani, VibhaAga, Patthana 
is a farther question. Bat as to the other two Pi takas-Yinaya,
rfe Kojk u .  Y U
Sutta - there can he no question as to our volume being a much 
younger compilation. Other oanonical hooks, notably the Hiddesas, 
the Patisambhid&magga, the Thera-therlgatha and even the 
Samyufcta Nikaya, all of them in the Sutta Pi taka, quote from other 
wprks in the same Pi taka, passages given as authoritative doctrine, 
and hence belonging to a canonical stock of records. Bat the 
Kathavatthu quotes from a greater number of Sutta books than any 
of them, and from the Yinaya. It does not trouble to specify the 
sources it draws from. All, even the Vinaya, are for its compilers 
Suttanta."
Again she says: "The orthodox tradition maintains that the 
outlines or heads of the discourses, two hundred and sixteen, 
more or less, were drawn up by the far-seeing Founder himself, 
in anticipation of the warring opinions that would arise 
eventually within the Samgha or Sasana and threaten its disruption. 
The truth, underlying,for me* this legend is the slow growth, by 
accretions, of the work itself. Ho work put together for a 
special occasion or to meet an entirely new need could conceivably
//
have assumed the "patch-work-quilt" appearance of the Kathavatthu."
© m s  according to Mrs.Rhys Davids this is one of the latest 
works of the Pali Canon, and additions have been made to it in 
later times. Dr.Me.Govern (A Manual of Buddhist Philosophy
p. 15), after pointing out that the 8utra and the Tinaya Pitakas 
of the Sthaviravadins are essentially the same as those of the 
other Hlnayana schools, says: "One point, however, deserves 
attention, and that is the complete absence of all Horth Indian 
mentions of the Abhidharma books of the Pali Canon, The Pali 
school makes very sweeping claims for itself. It claims that Pali 
was the original language of the Buddha, that the sefen Abhidharma 
works arer part of his gospel, and that they were recited at the 
first council. It is also stated that Buddhaghosa, the great 
commentator, came from somewhere in Horth India, and was a scholar 
of some repute before his arrival in Ceylon, Both of these state­
ments imply a close relationship between the Ceylonese Buddhist 
school and that of India, It is therefore important to point out 
the following facts: The only Hlnayana Abhidharma Pitaka which we 
can prove to be known to the Buddhists of Horth India was that of 
the SarvastivAdins. Por a long time it was thought that these works 
were but different versions of the Pali Abhidharma Canon, or that 
if different, the Sarvastivadin works were probably half 
commentaries or rewritings of the works preserved for us in Ceylon.
We now know, however, that there is no connection between the
Ill
two sets of works, that the Sarvastivadin writings were composed 
by persons whpm it is scarcely possible to conceive could haye seen 
the Pali works, or even to have heard of their categories. Hor 
do we find any scholar either inside or outside the Sarvastivadin 
school who aocepted, quoted or even attacked the Pali Abhidharma 
works. They were completely ignored as far as we have any record, 
and though the SthaviravEdins were cited from time to time, there 
is no place where we can identify their quoted statements in such j 
a way as to prove the possession of a definite Abhidharma Canon. 
Purthermore, there are several places where the Sautrantikas agree 
with the SthaviravEdins as opposed to the SarvastivEdins, but in 
their arguments with the latter they merely says "We do not accept 
the Abhidharmapitaka, but hold only to the Sutras." but as in these 
passages the seven works of the SarvastivEdins are expressly 
referred to, it is curiohs that the Sautrantikas do not mention 
any rival Abhidharmapitaka, particularly as the existence of such 
a rival would have been an arguement against accepting any 
Abhidharma Pitaka.
In the same way whenever the Madhyamika philosophers refer 
to the Himayana Abhidharma works, the SarvastivEdins are the only 
ones quoted. In fact, among the Madhyamikas the term Abhldharmika 
is used as a synonym for Sarvastivadin.
It is difficult to argue from silence, but in any case
it can be seen that the Pali Abhidharma can never have been 
considered the fountain-head of wisdom among the North Indian 
Buddhists. It was probably composed in South India, where Buddhist 
philosphy developed on lines of its own.
Secondly, as regards Buddhaghosa; he oan hardly have been a 
North Indian, because we know that in North India the Sarv&stiv&din 
influence was particularly strong, and yet in his Attha Sal Ini 
he mentions various opinions concerning the Abhidharma Pitaka,
but makes no reference to the Sarvastivadin Abhidharma,"
.
These facts only tend to show that even the statement that 
the Katlavatthu was composed by Koggallputta Tissay is no more 
historical than the other statements about his life.
The Smp alone gives an account of a Pourth Council, which is 
as follows: King Bevanampiya Tissa asked Hah in da whether the
that the Sasana was established but the roots would not be deep
uuf€.
till a young man born in Tambapanni of parents who are dwellers in 
Tambapanni, haying entered the pabbaJJE in Tambapanni and having 
learnt the Vinaya in Tambapanni rirould teach it in Tambapanni, Than 
King Bevanampiya Tissa built a mandapa like the one put up by King 
A^atas***™
S, The Pourth Council
Sasana was well established in Tambapanni&iP*; and Mahlnda replied
At that time sixty-eight thousand bhikkhus assembled in the
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Thuporama. A seat facing south was made for Mahinda. A dhamnasana
faoing north was made for Maharittha, and he sat there requested by
Mahinda. The sixty-eight mahatheras, whose leader was Mahinda, then
surrounding the dhammasana sat down. Next the younger brother of
the king Mattdbhaya, saying: "I shall learn the Vinaya,w with
five hundred bhikkhus surrounding the dhammasana^sat down. The
remaining bhikkhus, with the members of the royal family and the
people, sat down in the seats prepared for them. Then the Maharittha•.
spoke the subject matter of the Vinaya, beginning: "At that time 
Buddha Bhagava was living at Veranja at the foot of the 
Halerupucimanda. ” At the end of the recital the sky shouted a
1*0 Jc.e,
great shout. There wag-thenreund of untimely lightning. The devatds 
gave applause, and the®5S&fe®d up to the edge of the water. Thus
a»\(4
Maharittha with the sixty-eight separate groups led by Mahinda with 
as many mahatheras free from the asavas and surrounded by sixty- 
eight thousand bhikkhus, at the Pavarana on the first day of Kattika 
in the middle of the Thuparama viftdra proclaimed the Vinayapitaka.
In that assembly the leader was Mahinda.
P. The Missions.
The Smp account of the Missions is very similar to that 
of the Mhvs. The Mhvs, however, adds that the missionaries were sent 
in the month of Kattika, and the Smp mentions the names of the other 
missionaries to the Himalaya not given in the Mhvs: Kassapagotta, 
Alakadeva, Dundubhissara, and Sahadeva.
The Dprs does not give any of the details with regard to the 
number* of those converted by each of the missionaries. Instead 
of Devaduta Suttanta (XII. 29) it says Nirayadufckha, and does not 
mention where Rafckhita (Mhvs. XI. 31) went to or what was preached 
by Sona (Mhvs XII. 51). The Dpvs, however, gives the names of 
the missionaries who went to the Himalayas. They are called 
Kassapagotta, IXxrabhissara, Sahadeva and Mulakadeva.
Many of the verses of the Dpvs are irregular in metre and 
are not the same as those quoted in the Smp (p.66). The language
of ffe
of the prose parts sometimes seems closer to the Ipvs account.A
Perhaps the verses of the Smp are an improved version as the 
verses in it axe quite metrical.
Most of the places to which the missions were sent have been
• l's
identified, Kasmira (XII. 3) wets the modern Kashmir, (*andh&wa was 
the northern part of Punjab. Mahisamandala was probably the district 
south of the Vindhya Mountains, The Yanavasins are said to have 
been a people of South India, Aparanta consisted of northern 
GH/Jara>, Kithiawar, Kachchh and Sindh. Maharattha was the country 
of the Marathls. The country of the Yonas was perhaps Bactria. It 
is difficult to say where SurannabhtLmi was situated. It may have 
been Burma, a country in Bengal, or the country along the River Son 
in Central India/ (Qeigerfs Translation of the Mhvs pp. 82 - 86).
There is no reason to doubt that the missionaries mentioned 
are historical persons. In the relic-ums of the Bhilsa Topes, the
namejrf of Kassapagotta, as the teacher of the Himalaya and as the 
son of Kotiputta, axe* mentioned. Dadabhlsara (Dundubhissara?} 
is mentioned as the son of Gotiputta (i. e.Kotiputta).
Madhyantika^has already been referred to as a great teacher of 
Kashmir.
There is also no reason to doubt that in the time of 
Asoka there was a spread of Buddhism. The peaceful conditions, 
the increased trade with foreign countries, the diplomatic 
missions, and the favour shown by Asoka himself to Buddhism, are 
likely to have given a stimulus to Buddhist activity. It seems 
also very probable that Buddhism spread to Ceylon enly at this 
time.
i i
The number of the Missons, however, makes the account 
a little suspicious. Again, why should Madhyantika, the apostle 
of the MCLlasarvastivadins be sent by Mobgaliputta Tissa? It has 
already been shown how fictitious are the other accounts about 
the life of Moggallputta Tissa, and this seems to be ahother 
attempt to glorify him. It is possible that most of the missionaries 
mentioned were contemporaries of Moggallputta Tissa, but it is 
difficult to believe that all of them went as the rwquest of 
Moggallputta Tissa, who seems to be ignored by the other SchoAls.
G. The Councils: the Conclusions.
It has been already pointed out how difficult it is to
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believe in the historicity of the First Council. Je-one can W  
definitely whet he -r there was such a Council even if the Pali
/(>
Canon was not rehearsed at it.
Almost every school+_however* has its own account of this 
First Council, hut they all differ either as to the texts recited 
or as to their order of recital (C.R. Parts I. and II.). Therefore 
it is clear that the records of the Councils as they exist to-day 
are later than the composition of those parts of the Canon 
mentioned in the accounts of the respective schools. Also no account 
of the First Council, as Professor Weller points out (Asia Major 
Vol. V. Fasc.2. p.165), seems to he hased on one original account. 
Similarly a comparison of the Pali Digha Hihaya with the Chinese 
translations of the Dighagama (Ibid p.154) shows that no two single
of «»\e.
tradition^ can directly he the source^of the otherj. On the other 
hand the texts are too similar to leave any douht that they had a 
common source. The central Agiatic fragments also show that they too 
are not hased on other existing texts.
( These facts seem to show that in the early stages of Buddhist 
history there was one common Buddhist tradition, and such a tradition 
could not have existed unless there were united decisions as to 
what were the genuine teachings of the Buddha.
The Cullavagga IV. 4. perhaps partly explains how it was 
that in early stages there was such a common tradition. According 
to it the Malkan DaVba was appointed regulator of lodging-places^ 
and he saw that the repeaters of the Suttantas were placed together 
so that they might he ahle to chant over the Suttantas to one another.
Similarly the repeaters of the Vinaya were put together so that 
they might he able to discuss the Vinaya with o£e anoither. The 
same was done with the other repeaters*
The rules by which a text was considered genuine are given 
in the Mahaparinibbana Suttanta (IV* 7). A bhikkhu could put 
forward as a teaching of the Buddha if he had received it (1) from 
one who had heard it from the Buddha himself, (2) from a company of 
bhikkhus who had elders and leaders, (5) from some elders of the 
Samgha deeply read9 holding in the faith as handed down by tradition, 
versed in the truths, versed in the regulations of the Samgha 
and versed in the summaries of the doctrines and the law, or (4) 
from one elder similar to those already mentioned. Then every word 
and syllable had to be carefully understood, and then put beside 
Suttas and compared with the rules of the Samgha. If, when so 
compared, they were not in harmony, they would be rejected, but 
if they were in harmony they were accepted#
The First Council is said to have bedn held in the Vassa 
season when it was the custom for the bhikkhus to cease wandering 
and to reside in a definite place. The Third and Fourth Councils are 
said to have ended with the pav&rand ceremony} which was held at the 
end of the Vassa season* At this season it was the custom to recite 
the teachings of the Buddha and therefore most probably there were
w  trt- kete^
not four Councils but there-were Councils every year from the
) A.
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earliest times }when these who recited the Vinaya or the JJhmna
compared their statements and saw that they were in accordance
with the rules which they later believed the Buddha himself had 
laid down*
Professor Przyluski (I»e Parinirvana et les Funerailles
du Buddha^ Journal Asiatique 1918 - 1920) points out that the
first^centre of Buddhism was Rajagaha, and then it-was Tesali.
The third great period of Buddhism was in the time of Asoka,when 
Buddhism spread far and wide. Thus it is most probable that^ although 
the separation of the VaJ Jiputtakas and the expulsion of the 
schismatic members of the Orders by Asoka are hittvrical facts^ 
the accounts of the Councils that dealt with the Pali Canon are 
not themselves historical records byt only express the continuity 
of the Buddhist tradition during the three great periods of its 
development. The story of the Council in Ceylon in the reign of 
Bevanampiya Tissa;which is not mentioned in the Bpvs or the Mhvs, 
and the mention of the fact that Mahinda brought the Buddhist Canon 
and the AJJkakathE and that he received the Vinaya through a 
succession of teachers who went back to Upali himself, seem^to 
express also nothing more than a strong belief in this continuity 
of the tradition.
Professor Weller is also convinsd that the various 
Chinese texts of the Dighagama and the Pali Digha Kikaya are 
derived from an original written work, and that the Pali Bigha
Hikaya must havd been for the first time written down in India.
He also shows conclusively that the verses dealing with the writing 
down of the Scriptures for the first time in Ceylon are inter­
polations both in the Bpvs (lines 42 - 45) and in the Mhvs 
(XXXIII. 100 - 101), and that the verses by themselves give no 
information as to when, where 4r who wrote down the Scriptures
tokeAeV
It id also difficult to believe that the Pali Canon, which shows 
signs of changes and interpolations ('fide Le Parinirvana et Les 
Funerailles du Buddha)}if it had been for the first time written 
down in Ceylon, would not have betrayed some sign of it, like the 
last text of the Yinaya, the Parivara.
giaptar TII.
TIJAYA ASP g E  ORIQDf 0? THE SIHHALE3E.
1 2-1
Vijaya and the Origin of the Sinhalese.
The story of Vljaya, his ancestry, his journey to 
Ceylon and his rule there are related In chapters VI and 
VII of the Mhvs*
The legend Is one that has gradually developed and can 
be traced to various sources* The account In the Dpvs* Is 
brief and lacks the embellishments found in the Mhvs. It is 
obviously a compilation ;and parts of it may have been added at 
different times. Perhaps the original account consisted only 
of lines 3 - 8  of—Chapter -IXr linoe—3r-anch~^ ~~on p^age- and—Hnee 
£-an&_3_-nn-paga^ 5£j iv-i* ^  >*
The Dpvs. account, even as it is found in the text, omits 
many facts mentioned in the Mhvs. There Is no record, for 
instance, of Kalinga,the passionate nature of the princess, 
the prophecy about her marrying a lion, her following a caravan 
and how she happened to live with a lion# Xt is also not stated 
that the children were twins or why Sihabahu left the cave with 
his mother and sister. There is no reference to the meeting 
with her cousin, called Anuro in the M*T^, and the miraculous 
incidents which led to the recognition and the marriage of the 
princess with him or to the subsequent killing of the lion by
«3£
Sihabahu*
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The Dpvs*,however, adds that the name of the princess 
was Suslma, who in the M {Yf (p.167) is called SuppadevI, and 
that Vijaya also stopped at Qiarukaccha for three months before
rv
he came to La^ka.
Hiuen Tsiang, in his accounts of his travels, gives the
stories that were attempts to explain the origin of the word 
Siighala. The story of the prince Sijphala , which he narrates, 
does not contradict anywhere the Dpvs. account, but it is more 
detailed like the Mhvs. in many parts. It does not mention 
Vaftga like the Dpvs. but refers to the father of the princess 
as a ruler of South India. The princess did not run away from 
her home ,but met the lion when returning from a visit and the 
guard then deserted her. When the princess returned with her 
children, the country did not belong to her parents and the 
village^people provided them with food. The lion then ravaged 
the village and Sijphala killed his father with a knife, for a 
reward. He was able to do it as the lion made no attempt to 
harm him. Hiuen Tsiang, however, does not point out that a 
person possessing friendly feelings towards others cannot be
hurt, that the king had a thousand pieces led on an elephant fs 
back as the reward for the one who seized the lion, and that 
twice his mother prevented him from killing his father.
t
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Siijhala does not found a city, tut for parricide is 
banished along with his sister, and each is sent in a
separate boat. Siijhala reaches Batnadilpa, which Hiuen Tsiang
h.
identifies with La^ka on account of the gems found there.
There he killed a merchant chief, but retaining his children 
he extended his race. Because Siijhala got his name by capturing 
a lion, the country was called Siijhala after him.
Hiuen Tsiang relates another tale which seems, to be 
derived by a combination of this with the Vatahassa Jataka (yf/196) 
It is clearly a compilation,as at the beginning Siijhala^ father 
is represented as a merchant but later as a king. The 
reference to the choice of Simhala as king and his departure to 
fetnadwlpa subsequently in this story may have influenced the 
Mhvs. account, where SihabShu hands over the kingdom to his 
motherfs husband and goes to Slhapura. Even the last part of 
the first tale may have been influenced by the Vakhassa 
Jataka •
A comparison of these accounts seems to suggest that 
the original of these legends was the first story related by
C*-yi'r\cX -jarr^t
Hiuen Tsiang. The story is found there in its purify. All
A
that is mentioned about places is that the father of the 
princess was a ruler of Sou theik India and that Siijhala went to 
RatnadTipa.
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Hiuen Tsiang mentions also a MahSratnadrlpa renowned 
for its Jewels and inhabited by spirits,and it is difficult to 
say whether Hiuen Tsiang correctly identifies Ratnadrlpa with 
Ceylon. In the story of SarthavSha in the Avadffnay Sataka, 
a merchant, goes to Ratnadvipa and collects Jewels. In the 
Rarivaijsa (Ianglois« translation,p.402), there is an account of 
Ratnadvipa, tut it does not seem to be that of Iafika. Ianglois 
identifies it with Madagascar.
The founding of Slhapura related both in the Dpvs. and the
Mhvs. is reminiscent of Jfftaka 422. There the third son of
Ceti is told: "You leave by the West gate and go straight on
till you see a maned lion; that will be a sign that you are to
lay out a city there and dwell in it, and it shall be called 
Slhapura •"
There seem to have been many Simhapuras in anoient times.
The Mahavastu (vol. m .  5.432, refers to a Simhapura in KAliflga. 
Hiuen Tsiang refers to a Simhapura in the Punjab and <tc 
RaJatarangljl mentions another near Kashmir. In the rpvs. the 
position of Slhapura ia given in a couplet which seems to be a 
later addition, and whoever added this couplet seems to have 
identified Slhapura with Sihor in KSthiawar. lata, acaording
to Hiuen Tsiang and Yi-tsing was the country where the
Budhist sect called the Sanmina lived. There is no doubt
I >Ve. ttc. T a t c d t e ^
that the Dlpavaaaa refers to a Slhapura in the West, as both 
Bharukaccha and Supp&ra are mentioned as the place where 
Vijaya landed.
The MahSvansa, on the other hand, seems to refer to 
a Slhapura in the S&st. The Lata he refers to is not in the 
West but between Magadha and VaAga. Bharukaccha is not referred 
to, but KaliAga is mentioned. Bumou^ (Recherches sur la 
Greographie Ancienne de Ceylon, p.61) identifies Lala with Radha, 
the lower part of Bengal on the right bank of the Hugli 
consisting of Taml^uk and Midnapur. Surparaka, on the West 
(Ind.Ant. Vol.XI. p.236) seems to have been well known but it is 
not impossible that there was also a Surparaka on the East, as 
Lassen, in the map in his Ind.Alt.Vol.III. gives a Sippara at the 
mouth of the river Mahanadl. The Eastern route was well known 
at the time the Mhvs. was composed. Fa-hsien, who came to Ceylon 
at the beginning of the fifth century A.L.^travelled by sea from 
Tamralipti. It is clear that in the 12th. century A.3). the 
Simhapura of Vijaya was believed to be in Kali&ga for King 
Ni§&anka Malla (A.I.C. No.149) says that Vijaya was b o m  there. 
Hence there is every reason to think that the authrr of the Mhvs. 
had slhapura in KaliAga in mind when he composed the account of 
Vijaya.
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The Western route seems to have been known nruch earlier. 
According to Jataka 463 Prince Supparaka lived in Bharukaccha; 
and in Jataka 360, Sagga, the minstrel of King Tamba travels 
from Benares to Bharukaccha and then sails to Kagadipa,which 
lay to the South of India.
Other Jatakas too seem to have influenced the story.
The exploits of Vijaya and his followers remind one of Ghata 
IStaka (454) where the king’s nephews plundered the country. 
When the people complained, the king rebuked the foster-father 
of the princes three times. Finally when the plundering did 
not cease he threatened him. It is significant that the 
language of this Jataka has influenced the gipavamsa account.
According to the Sutana Jataka (398), when there were no 
more men willing to take the rice to the yakkha, a minister 
said to the king: ,flet us put a packet of a thousand pieces 
on an elephant’s back and make proclamation by dawn: *Who will 
take the rice and go to the yakkha will get this wealth.’”
The Bodhisat wished to go but his mother forbade him twice; but 
the third time, without asking her, he offered to take the 
rice and took the thousand pieces. (VI. 24)
Perhaps Franke is right when he says that the line in the
Dpvs. giving the name of Vijaya shows the influence of 
Jataka 546 G-.68. The reference to the hirth of twin sons 
sixteen times may he due either to the influence of J.465, or 
to the story of the Sakiyas where there are also some other 
resemblances to the story of Vijaya. Hiuen Tsiang makes 
Simhala himself the founder of the Sinhalese race, hut 
according to the Dpvs. and the Mhvs. it is Vijaya, the son of 
Sihabahu or Slhala. In the genealogy of the Budha, given in the
A
Dpvs. and explained in the M.T. p.81, a dynasty is not named 
after its founder hut after the father of the founder. Hence 
making Vijaya the founder instead of Slhala is more in keeping 
with this conception.
The story of Kuvanna and the influence of the 
Valahassa Jataka has already been dealt with elsewhere.
This story is not found in the Dpvs., nor is there the account 
of VijayaTs marriage with the princess of Madhura. According to 
Mhvs. VIII. 17, Panduvasudeya could not he consecrated King 
till he had a consort. Therefore it is probable that the 
story of Vijaya's marriage with the princess of Madhura came to 
be addedjas in ancient India a king could not properly be 
consecrated unless a queen of the ksatriya caste was also
>consecrated with him (Ceylon Journal of Science Vol.I. p.35) 
The coming of a thousand families of the eighteen guilds 
along with the prinoess may he traced to the influence of 
the Jatakas such as No.538•
One of the striking features in the development of the 
legend is the addition of details with regard to places and of 
names of persons whose names are not given. The Dpvs. gives 
Vaftga instead of a country of South India. It adds the town 
Slhapura and then gives it as situated in Iala. Then it goes 
on to mention Suppara and Bharukaccha as places touched by 
Vijaya. Finally it gives the name Tambapanni &a the place 
occupied instead of Ratnadwlpa.
The Dpvs. also gives the original name of Simhala 
as Sihabahn(and the names of his sister and mother as 
Sihasivali and Susima. The Mahffvamsa adds the name of 
Kalinga and Magadha)but leaves out Susima and Bharukaccha.
The process is carried on. The M.T. calls the 
prinoess cousin Anuro, • the attendant of Kuvanija, Slsapati, 
the bridefs father Mahaka la sera, the bridge PolayimittS, and the 
mother Gon£a,and the mother of Sihabahu, whose name is omitted 
in the Mhvs/, Suppadevi, while according to the Dpvs/ she was
already called Susima. The Uttaraviharattbalratha
(M.T. p *171) gives the cave the name of Maniguha^and adds
that it measured eight usabfoas. Another feature is the attempt
to give the origins of things. The author of the Dpvs.
explains the origin of the names Slhala and Tambapanni. The
Mhvs. gives in addition the origin of some names of towns, as
Mahatittha, as well as how the Pulinda came into existenoe.
The explanation of the name Tambapaniji is
certainly unsatisfactory. The word pa^i may be traced to
------
paxn&i ,"but not payi, which is the same in PffrC and Sanskrit.
T  —  _
/amba is the same as Skt. tanratwhich may mean copper or
copper-coloured. TSmra also may mean a plant such as sandal.
It is most likely that the name Tambapa^i has some connection 
with the name of the river TSmrapar^i in South India.
Mahatittha is identified with Mantota; apposite the 
island of Mannar, it seems to have been a famous port'in 
ancient Ceylon. The story of the marriage of Vijaya with a 
princess of Madhuz«i seems to be late, and does not seem a 
historical account. Hence the reason for the name cannot be 
the one given in the Mhvs.
1*0
The Pulinda (VII# 68) or hill men are generally identified 
with the vffddas, who according to the Mhvs# seem to have 
lived in Malaya or the hill country* The story of their 
origin as recorded in the Mhvs^ cannot be taken seriously#
It has been pointed out already that the yakkhas mentioned in 
connection with the visits of the Buddha do not refer to 
human beings* According to the Dpvs^ they were expelled from 
laflka to the island of Giri, and therefore this story is a 
contradiction of the older one. There i* also no reason to 
think that the yakkhas mentioned in connection with 
Pa^dukabhaya were not supernatural beings. If it is accepted 
that the word yakkha there refers to a human being, one muwt 
also accept that the v&ddas were once a much more civilised 
people. Dr. Se^lignann,in his book on the VBddas, points out 
that he cannot agree with this view. They seem to be of the 
same stock as the Khrumbas, Imlas and some other wild 
pre-Dravidian tribes of India (Haddon, Races of Man pp.7 13)#
The first to confuse the VGfddas with the yajckhas was
v
Bh-hsien, who came to Ceylon at the beginning of the fifth 
century A.D. Perhaps the story of the origin of the Vaddas 
was in existence at the time he arrived. Bh-hsien says these
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were the original inhabitants* There seems to be hardly 
any reason to doubt this* Most probably they retreated 
to the hills on the arrival of the later settlers*
IS
There seems to fee hardly any reason to think that 
the story of Vijaya and of his ancestry has any historical
a.y»|r\e£Jvo
bearing* The legend seems to have grown, as in the case of 
other names already dealt with, from speculation with regard 
to the origin of the name slhala. The legend itself as we find it
in the Dpvs* seems to have been an independent ballad*
It begins:
1 Lankadlpa ayaip ahu slhena Slhala iti*
"Dipuppattim imam vaipsam sunStha vacanam mama**1
’\ljjb • . . vT
("This island of laAka was called Slhala after the
lion. Listen ye to my narrative, this story of the origin
of the island•**)
The Porana in its original f o m  did not deal with
ft**
kings) and the version of it as found in the Dpvs^ cannot be 
dated earlier than the first century B.S.* It is not likely 
therefore that this account is older* Ceylon seems to have 
been known as Tambapanni in the earliest times, and Slhala is
1*0-.
a later name* Moreover, according to KLuen Tsiang and the 
Dpvs ^ it is the island that is called Slhala. Therefore the 
legend is likely to have grown at a time when the people 
became well known outside the
A tti
be called by their name* If^Salike of Ptolemy/ means Simhale, 
there is an external record of the name in the second century A*D* 
Professor Bapson,( CamJr.Hist. of Ind* Vol.I* p*205) 
dealing with the Puranas, says: "The first glimpses of 
authentic history only appear when the tribal names are
4
inserted in the genealogies under the disguise of eponymous 
ancestors* These too are the outcome of hypothesis, but 
hypothesis founded on facts* All the members of a tribe are 
presumably descended from a common ancestor, and related 
tribes are descended from related ancestors* On these 
supposed individuals the names of the tribes are conferred 
and they supply a sort of genealogical framework which 
continues to be filled in by tradition until the age of 
records. Once fashioned in this way, such genealogies are 
accepted without question until the period when critical 
scholarship arises and undertakes its first duty, which is 
to discriminate between legends and fact in the history of 
past ages*"
islandyfor the land itself to
This criticism seems to apply to the genealogical 
list of the Sinhalese kings. Slhala seems to have been a 
tribal name, and Slhabahn the eponymous ancestor* The 
genealogical framework seems to have Ipeen filled in by 
tradition till records began to be kept, probably in the first 
century B.C. or later*
It is, however, still left to explain^wfiere the Sinhalese 
came. The legends seem to give hardly any clue except that in 
the early centuries of the Christian era, if not earlier, there 
was the belief that the Sinhalese came from Western or Eastern 
India,and that they came from those parts by sea and not 
through South India#
This theory appeals to people even to-day, as otherwise 
it is difficult to explain why in Ceylon an Aryan language is 
spoken, while in South India the people speak Dravidian 
languages* Researches into the Sinhalese language have not 
yet gone so far in-order to enable one to come to any conclusion 
as to which language in India it is most closely allied*
It is difficult to say why the early Sinhalese traced 
their origin to iSla in the West or to the region of Vafiga 
and Kalinga in the East* Perhaps it was due to their attempts 
to identify Slhapura rather than to a question of language.
1One© they fixed on Sihapuras which were near the sea-coast 
and not on the main land routes to the South, it was natural 
for them to think of sea routes well known at the time#
The oldest form of the legend says that Siijhala came 
from South India, hut so far no reference to a Simhala tribe 
of South India has been found. It is difficult to believe
lh •'’X w j t  »\ur\l>ejrX ^
that the early colonists came from Eastern or Western India, it
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making such long voyages at a time when conditions for travelling 
were so unfavourable. There is also no reason to think that 
peoples who spoke Sryan languages could not have come from 
South India. There is very early evidence of their penetration 
to the South. The Aryan names of the rivers MahanadI,
Godavari, Krishna, KSvoft and iSmrapargl are sufficient proof 
of such a fact. The earliest Sinhalese also settled along the 
rivers }and there seems to have been some connection between 
Tinnevelly and Ceylon,because the oldest name of Ceylon is the 
same as TamraparnI, the river of that region.
Bh-hsien says that merchants were the first to come 
to Ceylon}and when its attractions became known, others 
followed in large numbers. The earliest Buddhist accounts 
about Ceylon deal with visits of merchants to whom the island,
I3J'
as to the author of the RSmSyaja, was a sort of fairy-land.
Thus there is some reason for the statement of Fa-hsien.
At the same time it shows that it may not be possible to trace thi 
early settlers in Ceylon to one definite part of India.
Chapter Till.
PAJjfJJCYASUDEYA , UEAYA AND PANDUKABHAYA.
1*1
Panduvasudeva, Abhaya and Pandukabhaya.
It is perhaps hest to deal with these three successors
of Vijaya together as the legends ahout them "belong to one
group.The accounts of them found in the chapters VIII,IX and
X are more like fairy-tales than historical accounts and have
some features common to the story of Vijaya.
As in the story of Vijaya ;the number thirty-two occurs.
Bhaddakaccana comes with thirty-two followers for the thirty-
two ministers of PaijJuvasudeva.Pa^ifuvasudeva comes to
UpatissSgama on the seventh day.Sakka PajgLfu has seven sons.
Bhaddakaccana is wooed hy seven kings.Paj^jLukabhaya occupies
the AriJJha mountain for seven years and escapes death for
the first time at the age of seven.His second escape is at
the age of twelve and he leaves for the house of the brahjlman
Pandula at the age of sixteen.Near the KSsa mountain he gathered • •
700 followers,the same number that followed Vijaya to Ceylon.
The king of VaAga offers a thousand pieces to him who kills 
the lion and Abhaya offers a thousand pieces to Jandukabhaya 
to induce him to keep to the land on the other side of the 
river.Soothsayers assure the success of the journeys of both v
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PanjLuv&sudeva and Bhaddakaccana and predict that they would
"be king and Queen respectively.Like Vijaya they are hoth
protected by supernatural beings,and again like Vijaya
PapjLuvSsudeva is not consecrated at first as he lacked a
consort,and Bhaddakaccana is sent away in a ship,The leaves
in the hands of Suvannapali fas in the case of Sihabahu,Sihaslva^i
and their mother,turn into vessels of gold.
The account in the Bpvs contains noae of these embellishments
It is very fragmentary, and perhaps the verses served only to
help those who narrated the story,Therefore little can be
learnt from them with regard to the original form of the stories.
According to the Bpvs Vijaya before his death sent a message
to his brother Sumitta asking ena-of-thea to come in order to
succeed him as ruler of laftka.The daughter of Sakka Pamdu,• #
Kaccana,came from JambudipA to preserve the dynasty.Jhe was 
consecrated as the queen consort of Pa&duvasa who had arrived 
in Upatissagama the same year,PanduvSsa ruled for 30 years and 
was succeeded by his eldest son Abhaya,Abhaya had nine brothers, 
Tissa,Utti,Tissa,Asela,Vibhata,Rama,Siva,Matta, and Mattakala 
sind one sister,Citta,who was called Ummadacitta because she 
excited the passions of people,The seven Sakiya princes,the
mgrandchildren of Amitodana,who were sprung from the line of 
the leader of the world were Ri^a,TissafAnuradha*MahalitDighavu, 
Rohin? and G-amajjd*
Gl-amani,the son of Dighavu had intercourse with the princess
Zo
CittS and from this “union Panduka was bom*Panduka savior his / • • # • A
life resided at Dovarikamandala*When Abhaya had ruled for
i % .
twenty years ;Panduka was also twenty years old.For seventeen 
years after that he lived as a robber*Then he put to death 
seven of his maternal uncles and received the royal coronation 
at Auuradhapura* After he had ruled for ten years he established 
the boundaries of the villages and gave security completely*!!© 
enjoyed sovereignty over men and yakkhas and reigned for 
seventy years*
This narrative not merely lacks the embellishments of the
Mhvs account but also does~not- roake^  any- reference ti some of
the episodes*For instance as in the case of Vijaya there is
no reference to the marriage of Pandukabhaya.In some matters
• •
there is also disagreement*The Mhvs says that Vijaya sent a 
letter to Sumitta asking him to succeed him,but he did not 
come,as he had already succeeded Sihabahu and that his youngest 
son Panduvasudeva offered to come* Ac cording to the Mhvs eight 
uncles were killed^but the Dpvs mentions only seven.Again the
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Mhvs is more definite when it says that Pandukabhaya established 
the village boundaries &f the whole island of LaAka. There is
disagreement even in the list -of the Sakiya princes. The Dpvs
has Mahali and G-amini instead of Uruvela and Vijita, and
Pandukabhaya is only known as Panduka or Pakundaka.
The story of Panduvasudeva and Pandukabhaya shews the 
influence of the Ghata jataka (454). According to it King 
Mahakamsa ruled in Uttanapatha in the Kamsa district in Asitaffj ana. 
He had two sons;Kamsa and Upakamsa^and one daughter named 
Devagabbha. On hi* birthday it was foretold by the brah^mans that 
a son bora of her would one day destroy the country and the lineage 
of Kamsa. After the death of Mahakamsa, his sons wished to kill
their sister, but as such an act would raise an outcry against 
them they resolved to give her in marriage to none, and, having 
caused a building to be erected on one pillar, they made her lodge 
there. She had a serving woman called Nandagopa and her husband 
Andhakavenhu watched her. Upasagara, the brother of King Sagara of 
Upper Madhura, intrigued in his brotherTs zenana, and when detected 
ran away to Upakamsa^who was his friend. Then he was introduced to 
King Kamsa and the latter had him in great honour. Upasagara once 
observed the tower where Devagabbha dwelt. He made inquiries and 
when he heard the story he fell in love with her. Devagabbha too
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one day saw him while he went with Upakamsa, the vice-regdnt, to
wait upon the king. She inquired who he was from Nandafcopa and
found out everything about him. She too fell in love with him.
Upas§gara gave Nandagopd a present and asked her to arrange a
meeting with Devagabbha. This she did easily as Devagabbha was
already in love with him. Thus Nandagopa one night brought
Upasagara up into the tower and he spent the time with Devagabbha.
By their constant intercourse Devagabbha conceived. When it
became known that she was with child the brothers questioned
Nandagopa, and when they heard the story they thought: ,fWe cannot
put our sister to death. If she bears a daughter we will spare the
babe, if a son we will kill him.1 And they gave Devagabbha to
Upasagara to wife.
When her full time came a daughter was bora to her and
she was called Anjanadevi by the brothers^who also allotted her
parents the village Govaddh&mana, where they abode. Devagabbhafs
«•
next child was a son, but since on the same day a daughter was
b o m  to Nandagopa the children were exchanged. Nine other sons
were b o m  to Devagabbha and since to Nandagopa were bora nine
daughters;they too were exchanged secretly. The sons of Devagabbha
were called Vasudeva,B&ladefca, Candadeva, Suriyadeva, Aggideva,
Varunadeva, Ajjuna, Pajjuna, Ghat a and AJlkura.
«
These sons when they grew up, being strong and ferocious 
went about plundering. The people complained three times and 
the king each time rebuked Andhakavenhu and finally threatened 
him. Then Andhakavanhu revealed the secret that they were not 
his children.
These ten sons later killed their uncles and assumed the 
sovereignty and then proceeded to conquer the whole of India.
They first captured AyojjhS, and then proceeded to Dvaravatl.
Now the city had the sea on one side and on the other the 
mountains. It could not be captured as whenever enemies approached 
a yakkha who kept watch took the form of an ass and brayed. Then 
the whole city ^ose in the air and deposited itself on an island 
in the middle of the sea. When the enemy were gone it returned.
But following the advice of the ass the ten brothers succeeded 
in capturing the city. After this they conquered the whole of 
India and lived at Dvaravatl, dividing the kingdom into ten shares 
The JStaka resembles the Mhvs account too closely for the 
similarities to be accidental. The story of Citta and Dighagamini, 
the propheey of the brah^mans, the nature of the building in 
which Citta was lodged, the part played by the female attendant, 
the exchange of children, the names Vasudeva and Dvaramandala , 
the ten sons, the acts of plundering, the yakkhini who takes the
form of a mare instead of the ass, are all reminiscent of the
JStaka. The fixing of the boundaries on the tenth year reminds
one of the partition of the kingdom into ten divisions.
The Jataka itself can be traced to the Krishna legends. The
names in the Jataka seem to have got mixed up in course of time.
According to the Harivamsa, Krishna or Vasudeva was not the
eldest of the sons but the eighth, and Rama was the seventh, Kamsa
is the son of Ugrasena and DevakI is the wife of Vasudeva. In
some accounts Devaki is the sister of Kamsa. Vasudeva or Krishna• .
married Rukmini and had ten sons. They resided at Dvaravatl.
It is clear from the Mhvs account that other Krishna legends
were also known in Ceylon. The attempt of the uncles to kill
Pandukabhaya by killing all the young children of the place and
later by killing the shepherds are also reminiscent of Krishna.
Kamsa ordered the killing of all children who did wonderful deeds
in order that Krishna might be killed and it is also said that* .
Krishna along with his brother Rama lived with the herdsmen to 
escape being killed by Kamsa.
The story of Sumitta’s marriage with a daughter of the Madda 
king may have been the result of the influence of the JSltakas. 
According to Kalifiga-Bodhi Jataka, Prince Kalinga married the 
daughter of the Madda king. In the Kusa Jataka (531) the ministers 
go in search of a wife for Prince Kusa, to Sagala in the kingdom
of Madda. Bat it is passible that this again shows the influence
of the Mahabharata stories , where PandaTs second wife is Madri,• •
sister of Salya, king of the Madras,
Similarly the edacation of a prince (X.20) along with
the son of a brah^man, who is later made the purohita, is a
feature of the Jatakas (183 and 422), hut it is also mentioned
that two brah^Snans Krpa and Brona were the tutors of the Pandu
princes and that' one of Brona’s sons studied with them.
The Dpvs account, apart from names and years hardly goes
beyond the details of the Jataka, and perhaps the story »
originally was closer to it. It is also significant that in the
Bpvs Pandukabhaya is only called Panduka, which may mean one of
the Pandus and may equally apply to Krishna. Krishna’s father . .  , •
was Vasudeva and Pandukabhaya’s grandfather was Panduvasudeva.,, • •
The account of Pandukabhaya’s campaign seems to have been
, •
influenced by the Mahajanaka jataka (539). According to it
Aritthajanaka heard that his brother Polaj anaka intended killing
*
him. Polajanaka then went to a frontier village and took^his 
abode, and the king was not able to get him arrested. After heA
became master of the frontier district and had a large following 
he went to Mithila and encamped in the outskirts of the city. 
Then most of the inhabitants of Mithila and other towns joined 
him.
There are also other reasons to think that this Jataka
had its influence. According to it the queen, who was with child,
put her treasures in a basket, and escaped. On her way Sakka me^t^
her and tahfe^ her in a carriage. Inside the carriage she fa»d^ a
cloak which she to put on and a cake (ptlra) which she ie to eat^
^This is reminiscent of the story of the serving woman whd
took Pandukabhaya in a basket and when she wad questioned by the
uncles, said that she had in it a cake for her daughter. The names
of Dlghavu and Sivali occurring in the occurring -in th-e Jataka are
those of a Sakiya prince and a daughter of Mutasiva respectively.
The Bpvs does not mention any of the places in which
battles were fought or those which Pandukabhaya occupied. The only
place it mentions is Bovarikaniandala which corresponds to Bvaravatl•« > *
in the G-hata Jataka.. Even in the Mhvs the main part of the fighting
takes place near the river and the Bhumatfakkha mountain, and here
the story resembles the Jataka,where the city to be captured lies
between the mountain and the sea. Professor Geiger points out the
similarity between the route taken by Pandukabhaya and that taken
according to tradition by Ifcitthagamini, and it is possible that this•. •
account has been influenced also by the traditions connected with 
Bntthagamini.
The story of Cetiya has been dealt with elsewhere, but the 
introduction of Cittanaja and Kalavela into the story and the change 
of the donkgy into a mare may have hadAits original eause the
existence of religions cnlts. In Mhvs XXXVII.44 it is said that
King Mahasena "built a thupa at the place of the yakkha Kalavela.
This seems to suggest that there was a shrine at this place.
Probably there was an image too as he is said to have been visible.
Similarly there was perhaps a shrine for Cittanaja at the lower
end of the Abhaya tank. Unless there was also an image of him?it
is difficult to understand how Pandukabhaya would have sat beside
him on a seat of equal height. Assamukhi seems to have been
worshipped in North India and there appears to have been a shrine
for her within the royal precincts. These and the yakkhinlrwhose
shrine was at the south gate of the city seem to have been
connected later with the story of Pandukdbhaya.•.
The Dpvs account of the sending of the message to Sumitta
does not occur in the account of Panduvasa as in the Mhvs but is. •
added to the chapter on Vijaya after some chronological details.
It is possible that this came to be added later in order to
connect Panduvasudeva with the line of Vijaya (VIII.3).
• •
There is no record of Sakka Amitodana (VIII.18) anywhere 
in the Pali Canon, but he is mentioned in the Pali commentaries, 
the Tibetan Dulva,and the Mahavastu. According to the Cullavagga 
VII. I. Mahan am a and Anuruddha were the only sons. According to 
Dha IV. 124 they were the sons of Amitodana. According to Ang.
Com. p.292 Ananda is also a son of Amitodana. Even if Amitodana is 
a historical person it is clear that one cannot rely on these 
relationships}as they seem to be later inventions. There is no
reference to a son of his called Pandu, and the Mhvs account does# •
not seem to he historical.
The destruction of the Sakiyas referred to here is, as
the M T points out^ similar to that of Vidudabha. The story is
related in Jataka 465 where it is said that King Vidudabha slew
• #
all the Sakiyas, beginning with the babes at the breast. The DhA I. 
359 uses almost the same phrases;but contradicts the Jataka by 
saying that some escaped and the rest were killed. The Jataka 
account does not agree also with the Mahaparinibbana Xuttanta, where 
the Sakiyas claim a share of the relics. If the Jataka account is 
the earliest^the change in the Commentary may be explained as an 
attempt to get over the difficulty created by the Mahaparinibbana 
Suttanta.
It is difficult to say what truth there is in these
-j-or
accounts, but it is clear how unreliable thoy are to come to any 
conclusion as td the historicity of Sakiya Pandu. According to M T/
• • • i
p.119 Chandragupta, the grandfather of Asoka, is also descended from
the Sakiyas who escaped the massacre of Vidudabha. Perhaps the story
of BhaddakaccSna was invented to glorify the Ceylon kings by
connecting them with the family of the Buddha.
The seven sons of Sakiya Pandu are mentioned in the Dpvs
• •
in a memorial couplet, just as the sons of Panduvasa and Mutasiva• • .
are given. Of these names Tissa does not occur in the Mhvs and may
"be identified with the son who did not come to Ceylon. Tissa 
is also the name of the second sons of Panduvasa and Mutasiva.
In the Mhvs Asoka's younger “brother is also called Tissa,while in 
Indian legends he is called Vitasoka. Another name that does not 
occur is Mahali. In Jataka 465 which has influenced the story of 
Sakiya Pandu^the name of Mahali appears as the “blind counsellor.
alio
Mhvs also has not^the name Gamini. The name of Dighavu appears in 
more than one Jataka. In the Mahajahaka JStaka, whish seems to have
influenced the story of Panduk&bhaya Dighavu is the son of Queen»• i
Sivall, the name of Vijaya’s sister and of MutasivaTs daughter.
The name of Rohana is perhaps due to the influence of the Ghata
JS.taka (454) where the name Rohineyya occurs. RSrna in the Krishna
legends is the name of the “brother of Krishna.« •
Instead of the names Mahali and Gamini, Uruvela and Vijita 
are given in the Mhvs, and all the six sons are referred to as 
founders of villages. This legend probably c<unej6 into existence as 
some of the names of villages were similar to those of the princes.
The Sakiyan Princes.
Dpvs X. 6. Mhvs IX. 9.
Rama Rama (Ramagona)
Tissa Uruvela (Uruvela)
Anuradha Ahuradha (AnuradhagSma)
Mahali Vijita (Vijitagama)
Dighavu Digh&yu (Dighayu)
Rohi$i Rohana (Rohana) • •
Gamap.i
The Companions of Vijaya.
Dp vs Ix.3£.
Vijita (Vijita and Uruvela) 
Anuradha (Anuradhapura) 
Accutagami (Vj j enl) 
ttpatissa (Upatissanagara)
Urevela (“CTroveia) 
VijitS (Vijita) 
Ujjeni (Ujjeni)
Mhvs VII. 43. 
Anuradha (Anuradhagama) 
Upatissa (UpatissagSma)
The names of the companions of Vijaya too seem to have been 
derived from names of villages. In the Dpvs the list seems to have 
been a later addition to the. story of Vijaya, and perhaps the 
account is even later than the tradition recorded in the Mhvs,as 
the forms Anuradhapura and Upatissanagara are given. But the names 
of the companions are mentioned as in the Mhvs definitely in 
connection with the foundation of villages. The names of the villages 
in the two lists agree but not the names of the founders. This 
seems to suggest that the names of the villages existed first and 
the attempts to explain their origin were later. Uruvela and 
Vijita occur in all the three lists. It is probable that some tried 
to attribute the foundation of these two places to the companions 
of Vijaya while others made two SSkiya princes founders of them.
In the Mhvs there are other references to Anuradha, Upatissagama, 
Uruvela, Vijitfc, Ramagona and Rohona. Dlghavapi is mentioned 
both in the Dpvs and in the Mhvs;but it is difficult to say whether 
it has any connection with Dighayu. There is also no other reference 
to Ujjenl. Ujjeni in India was an important centre of Theravada
f r>
Buddhism and lay on the route to 6eylon. Perhaps this name and
that of Uruvela show the influence of Buddhism.
According to the Mhvs Panduvasudeva had ten sons and one
• •
daughter. Of these only the names of three sons, Abhaya, Tissa 
and Siva? and of the daughter Citta are given. Of the sons of Mutasim 
Mhvs gives only Tissa, Mahanaga,Ultiya, Mattabhaya, Asela and 
Suratissa. The Dpvs, on the other hand, gives complete lists:
PanduvSLsaTs children.
x r s r -------------
Mutasiva's children. 
TT. 6 and XVIIV 7b”
Abhaya
Tissa
Utti
Tissa
Asela, the fifth
Vibhata
Rama
Siva
Matta
Mattakala
Citta
Abhaya
Tissa
Naga
Utti
Mattabhaya
Mitta
Siva
Asela
Tissa
Kira
Anula 
Sivala
It is striking that both Panduvasa and Mutasiva had each ten sons 
only, a number common in folklore. In both lists as well as in the 
lists of the Sakiya princes Tissa comes second. A3ela is said
definitely to be the fifth son of Panduvasa, while Asela, the son 
of Mutasiva, was the fifth son to rule. Tissa, the second son of 
Saiiya Pandu;remains in India ,probably to succeed his father and 
Devanampiya Tissa, the second son, succeeds Mutasiva. The names of 
the two lists are very similar. Seven names are the same.Instead of 
Vibhata, Rama and Mattakala, the names Haga, Mitta and Kira appear 
among the sons of Mutasiva. According to Ghata Jataka , which undoubt­
edly has had a strong influence on the story of PandukSbhaya,
Upasagara, like Pandyasudeva had ten sons and one daughter.
Panduxabhaya is said to have reigned for seventy years and thus died 
at the age of one hundred and seven. Mutasiva wfee must have been 
fairly old when he began to reign. He was a son of Pandukabhaya by 
Suvannapall ;whom Pandukabhaya married at about the age of sixteen.
Then five of his sons succeed him who together reign for ninety 
years, and the last is preceded by two Damilas who rule twelve years. 
Panduvasudeva rules for thirty years, Abhaya for twenty years, 
Pandukdbhaya for seventy years, Mutasiva for sixty years, Devdnempiya 
Tissa for forty years and each of his brothers for ten years
( 30+701-60*f40<*-l0+l0-*l0Vl0) Asela, the youngest brother of
Devanampiya Tissa,was succeeded by ElEra who was a contemporary of
Kakavanna Tissa, the great-grandson of Devanampiya Tissa's brother 
MahSndga.
The artificiality of these two lists is quite clear and
perhaps the first has "been influenced "by the second or one "by the
other. It is possible that the list of the sons of Panduvasa is a
. •
mere invention and has no historical value.
The sons of Mutasiva, however, cannot "be dismissed in the 
sam way . According to Naval Niravi Malei Inscription , Abi Anuradi, 
the wife of King Uti and daughter of King Naga and King Uti^caused 
a cave to be made for the samgha. It is clear from this that in the 
time of King Uttiya there was Buddhism in Ceylon and therefore it is 
most likely that Buddhism first came to Ceylon in the time of 
DevSnampiya Tissa, his predecessor, who according to Ceylon trad- 
it ion was a contemorary of Asoka. Hence one may take for granted 
that there is some tradition which may be considered historical 
from his time.
Naga appears also in the Dpvs list as a brother of Tissa^but 
according to the inscription Uttiya married his daughter. There is 
no evidence of the practice of the marrying of nieces at this time 
and since the list of kings seems so artificial one may rightly 
doubt whether the five kings and Naga were actually brothers. Even 
if the impossible dates are rejected as later additions it is clear 
from the inscription that Naga must have been a contemporary of 
Devanampiya Tissa, and therefore King Elara, the successor of his 
youngest brother Asela, could not have been the contemporary of 
MahSJi§gaTs great-grandson Kakavanna Tissa whose son defeats him.
I*3
Naga plays no important part in the Dpvs, and according
to it there is no reason to think that Anuta, is not the wife of
M U
DevSnampiya Tissa, In the Mahdvamoa, however, Naga is called
Mah3nS,£a and made the husband of Queen Anula ,who became a
bhikkhuni. It is probable that Naga is made a son of Mutasiva
and Anula is made his wife in order to glorify DutthSgamini by« •
connecting the Rohana kings with the royal line of Vijaya and with 
the beginnings of Buddhism in Ceylon. If the succession of the 
Rohana kings is correct,it is possible that the successors of 
Mutasiva were made his sons by later tradition which also added 
other names to make up the number of ten.
The strange piece of information that the deposed kingvAbhaya+.
C»Vtv a it
was handed over the government for the night and thus became the 
nagaraguttika is not easy to explain. The only reference to such an 
incident is found in a Jataka. In the Chavaka Jataka (309) a king 
who wants to reward a candala says: "Friend, had you been of a high 
caste family I would have made you sole king. But henceforth I will 
be king by day and you shall be king by night." And with these words 
he placed upon his neck the wreath of flowers with which he 
himself was adorned and made him a nagaraguttika. To this is traced 
the custom of a nagaraguttika wearing a wreath of flowers.
This, however, does not explain why King Abhaya should be given
a post which Is given to a candala in the Jataka, Perhaps the
• •
candalas traced their ancestry to King Abhaya and this passage 
records such a tradition; ,
The account of Anuradhapura as^laid out by Pandukabhaya 
is f&und only in the Mhvs. The Dpvs makes no mention of it, and the 
only detail found there is a reference to the dwelling of the 
nigantha Giriy who/ according to the Mhvs lived in the time of King 
Vattag&mlni.
No satisfactory explanation has yet been offered with regard 
to the queens of the west. Prof.Geiger (Mahavamsa p.LIV) says:"The 
name pacchimara^iial seems to mean western queens; it is used for the 
name of the chapel or sanctuary of those goddesses. I think it is not 
mere accident that the sanctuary of the pacchimarajini was built 
pacchimadv3.radisabhage. We do not know any thing, however, about the 
character of those western queens. They were perhaps death goddesses.n
The banyan tree of Vessavana (skt Vaisravana or Kuvera, the 
god of wealth) and the palmyra palm of the demon of maladies ot of 
the god of huntsmen refer most probably to two trees that were 
worshiped. According to Mahavagga V.7 of the Vinaya Pitaka^when 
the Chabaggiya bhikkhus broke off young palmyra palms and the people 
complained,jba the Buddha is said to have rebuked them for their act 
and remarked that people believed that life dwelt in a tree.
Mahejagaram is translated as the house of the Great Sacrifice, 
by Prof.Geiger. It is referred to again in XVII.30 in connection
with the foundation 6f the Thuparaaa cetiya. The royal elephant 
bearing the relic is said to have entered the city by the east 
gate, come out of it by the South gate, and proceeded as far as 
this shrine set up to the west of the spot where the cetiya of the 
Thuparama stood. According to M T (p.269) Kaheja is the name of a 
yakkha. The Smp has Pabheja and Pabheci instead of Maheja.
Yona (skt Yavana) till the second century A.P. meant a 
Greek or a person of Greek origin, but later it meant a foreigner 
(RapsonTs Ancient India p.86).E.H.Warmington (The Commerce between 
the Roman Empire and India, p.117) is of thd opinion that the Greeks 
and the Romans did not trade directly with Ceyloii till the mon­
soons began to be utilised for purposes of travelling, but that 
before the second centuryji.P. the articles from Ceylon were con­
veyed to South India from where they were conveyed to Greece and 
Italy by Greek and Roman merchants. If BealUs translation of 
Fa-hsienfs travels is correct, there were at the beginning of the
fifth century A.P. houses of S abac an (Arabian) merchants in
Anuradhapura. If the merchants referred to are Greek or Roman, 
the settlement is not likely to have been older than^second century 
A.P. If they were Arabian they were not likely to have been 
called Yonas before the same time.
It is not possible to say when the brah^mans first came to
Ceylon. The Ppvs does not refer to them either in connection with
Vijaya or Pandukabhaya^ and the reference to the brah^man 
Paranatapabbata in the reign of Devanampiya Tissa occurs in an 
interpolated line*
The niganthas(skt nirgrantha) are the Jains, the followers of 
Mahavlra. It is said (Camb.History of India p.165) that when a 
dreadful famine occurred in the time of Chandragupta a section of 
the Jains took up their abode in Kamata (Mysore) in southern India, 
but that they returned afterwards. It is not easy to judge whether 
this migration is a historical fact. Even if it were^there is no 
evidence as to when they first came to Ceylon.
The Rjlvakas were another religious sect fo\mded by Makkhali 
Gosala;who is said to have been a contemporary of the Buddha. 
Paribbajakas were wandering ascetics, and a samana meant a member of 
a religious order which was not brah^manical.
It is clear from the reference to the nigantha G-iri that this 
account of Anuradhapura is not older than the first century B.C. and 
the mention of a settlement of the Yonas suggests that it may even 
be a description of Anuradhapura;as it was in the second century A.D. 
or later. The only places mentioned in the Dpvs are Upatiss&gama, 
Dov&rikamandala and Anuradhapura. The Mhvs refers to quite a number 
of other places besides those mentioned earlier. According to 
the Mhvs Anuradhapura was founded near the village of Anuradhagama 
but the M T (p.204) says that according to the Atthakatha the city 
was built even in that village.
in
Dvaramaij^ala is mentioned again in XVII.59 and XXIII*23. It was 
situated near the Cetiyapabbata (Mihintale).
— a.
The Mahakandra river has not yet been identified. Prof.Geiger
thinks it may be one of the rivers falling into the sea north of
Mannar. The port of Qonagamaka was probably at its mouth*
The Kasa mountain near which was Pana is identified by Prof.
«•Geiger with Kahagalagam, ten miles north of Kaluvava and fifteen
miles south-east of Anuradhapura,and ten miles away from Ritigala*
The Kasa mountain is also mentioned in XXV. 20.
Prof.Geiger identifies Kalahanagara with Kalahagala, which lies
to the south of Mineri-tank, not far from the left bank of the
• ## •
Ambangaftga,which flows into the Mahavaliganga lower down.
Lohitavahakhanda has not yet been Identified. The Dhumarakkha . •
mountain was on the left bank of the Mahava liganga not far from the 
Kacchaka ford. According to M T p.201 it was the Udumbara mountain* 
Tumbariyangana was a lake near it*
Aritthapabbata is Ritigala, to the north of Habarana • Labugamaka 
may be the present labunoruwa (pali labunagaraka), lying to the n<r th­
roes t of the Ritigala* Girikanda is the name of a district. In Mhvs 
XXIII.49 and 68 a district called Giri is mentioned. Dolapabbata
was on the eastern bank of Mahava liganga • Kacchaka titta according to
Frof.Geiger is the present MAgantota,a ford below the placB where 
Ambanganga and Mahavaliganga join.
In these chapters too there are attempts to give the origins
is? I
of names. Senapatigumbaka was so called because the commander of
the army of Pandukabhaya1s uncles, when defeated, escaped and
f(§^ d to this thicket. When Pandukabhaya saw the heap of skulls
he said: 1 'Tis like a heap of gourds”and the place was therefore
called Labugamaka. Kalahanagara was so called because a battle
I
took place there between Pandukabhaya and the followers of his !
uncle Siva. Lohitav3haka$d& was so called probably because Ca$da 
slew here the five sons of Siva* Anuradhapura w%s so called because 
it was the dwelling of place of two Anuradhas and because it was 
founded under the constellation of Anuradha. According to the Dpvs 
it is Anuradha the companion of Vijaya, who had the name of the 
constellation. It is not likely that Anuradhapura was given that 
name for all the three reasons. They appear to be three attemps to 
explain the origin of the name. The explanations of the other names 
too seem to be no more than similar attempts to explain the origin of 
names that already existed
Thus apart from names of places and shrines there seems to be 
hardly any history in the ajtories connection with Panduvasudeva 
and Pandukabhaya. It is probably the existence of the village called 
Dvaramandala that led to the Jataka story being connected with 
Ceylon. Then the legend seems to have gradually gfown and other 
places seem to have been included in it,as in the case of the story 
of Vijaya.
Chapter IX,
MAH IN DA AND DEVANAKPIYA TISSA.
Mahinda and Devanampiya Tissa.
Asoka's relations with Mahinda and Devanampiya Tissa have 
“been dealt with partly in the chapter on Asoka. Bie story of 
Mahinda1 s entry into the capital is given in chapter XIV of the 
Mhvs. His acceptance of the Mahavihara and the Cetlyapabbata 
vihara Are recorded in chapters XV and XVI. The story of the 
bringing of the relics is in chapter XVII. Chapters XVIII and 
XIX give the story of the bringing of the Bodhi-tree. The account 
of the deaths and funerals of Mahinda and Samghamittd are recorded 
in chapter XX.
Bie Smp accounts of the entry of Mahinda into Anuradhapura, 
of his acceptance of the Mahavihara and of the Cetlyapabbata vihara, 
of the arrival of the relics, and of the receiving and coining of the 
Bodh-tree are in many respects similar to those of the Mhvs. The 
order of events, however, is often different and the Mhvs gives 
as usual more information.
In the Mhvs (XIV. 3) the deva is said to have taken the form 
of a gokanna, but the Smp uses the word rohitamiga;which is found 
in the Jatakas. The Smp also uses the form devata where the Mhvs 
has deva.
The Smp also does not say that the king allayed his fears 
about the theras through a wonversation with Bhandnka (XIV. 31).
(LI
Hop is there any reference to the actual conferring of the 
pabbajja on Bhajfoka or his reaching ar ah ant ship. The Smp also does 
not mention that the king was taking his food hy the rock-basin at 
the Hagacatukka when he heard the people summoned to hear ^  
preaching (HY* 36) The reason for “building a pavilion (XIV.47) is 
also not given > and Anuta is not referred to as the wife of Mahanaga 
in this connection.
According to the Smp the first sermon delivered in the 
Handana garden was on the Xsivisopama sutta and not on the BaJ.apandita 
suttanta (Mhvs XV. 4). There is no mention of the Hivatta cetiya 
(XV. 10) near the Kadamba river, which was huilt where Mahinda turned 
“back to go to the Meghavatia. The reference to the Heghavana inASmp 
(p.81) may “be a later addition. The Smp makes no reference to Anuta 
wanting to “be a bhlhhkuni “before the acceptance of the Mahameghavana 
(XV. 18), “but mentions it in the more natural place in the account of 
the Bodhi-tree. It also does not mention the predictions made “by Mahindi 
with reference to the Mahavihara or his accounts of the visits of the 
Buddhas (XV.24). The predictions with regard to the uposatha£ara, the 
place of meeting called Ambangana, and the Mahacetiya are recorded in 
p. 101 after the account of the Bo-tree. The Smp, however, says thatA
the prediction ahout the uposathagara was made in the place of the 
Lohap&s&da ^ and not, as in the Mhvs (XV.36) on the spot of the 
MahamucalanflLaka. The Mhvs calls Ambangana ParWhamalaka and also
mentions that a tree grew immediately. The Smp also does not trace
the descent of Butthagamini from Mahanaga (Mhvs XV, 169), The visits..
of the Buddha are mentioned in connection with the building of the
H-h.. vAw..
Thuparama cetiya (Smp.p.98), fee Mahameghavana is not mentioned but 
the names of Thuparama and of Cetlyapabbata in the times of the
to
previous Buddhas are given. Each of the Buddhas are also said to 
have converted eighty-four thousand persons.
The second sermon preached at the Nandana garden was on the 
Anamataggiya and the third was on the Aggikkandopama. The subjects 
of the sermons on the next three days and the retirement to Tlssarama 
on the third and the subsequent days are not mentioned in the Smp.
The Mahappama&a sutta was preached on the seventh day and not on the 
twenty-sixth day as in the Mhvs XVI, 3, The Smp also makes no mention 
of the name Tlssarama, the marking of its boundaries on the fourth 
day, and the building of the Kalapasada parivena and the other 
buildings in the Tlssarama.
In the account of the acceptance of the Cetlyapabbata
vlMara the Smp does not mention that the theras bath Ad in the .
Hagacatukka tank, that the work of the rock-cells was finished on the 
full-moon day^ j of Asalha,and that the boundaries of the thirty-two 
malakas were established; but it says that Mahinda converted the 
royal family of ten brothers.
In the story of the relics the Smp does not say that Asoka
was to be asked also for the alms-bowl (XVII, 12). It does not mention
that Sumana met Eharamasoka even as the latter stood at the foot 
of the sala tree and honoured the beautiful and sacred Bodhi-tree 
with the offerings of the Kattika festival, and that he went to the 
Himalaya and placed the bowl of relics there before he went to meet 
Sakka. The name of the cetiya from wheree Sakka took out the right 
collar-bone is called Manicetiya and not Culamani cetiya (XVII,20), 
The position in which Sumana met Bhammasoka is given in Smpjp,96 
in the aocount of the Bodhi-tree, but this may be a later addition. 
The Smp also does not say that the Cetlyagirl mountain was 
so called because the Thera put down the relics there (XVII,23).
The prince who is converted by the twin-miracle is called Abhaya 
(Mhvs XVII, 57), There is no mention of Mahinda living in the 
Mahamegha-grove during the building of the thupa (XVII.39) or the- 
young men receiving the pabbajja from Viharabipa, Gallakapltha and 
from Upatissagama (XVII.59). On the other hand it mentions that 
when the relic was placed on the elephant a great cloud arose and 
rained a shower of lotuses, and that the thupa was made in the shape 
of a heap of paddy. It also adds that after the dhatupuja was 
completed Mahinda went to Meghavana and dwelt there. The Smp also 
does not mention the building of the Thuparama vihara.
Bie Smp refers only to the prophesy of the Buddha with 
regard to the twin-miracle. The five prophecies (XVII,47) are given 
in the aocount of the Bodhi-tree (p.92). The Hemamalika cetiya
/ CH
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(XVII*52) is there called the Kahacetiya,
In the account of the Bodhi-tree the Smp does not give 
the name of the vihara where Anuia resided (XVIII.12). Nor does it 
say that the vase in radiance was like the morning sun (XVIII, 28). 
The width of the space covered hy Asokafs party was one yojana and 
not three (XVIII.29). Nine other lines were drawn round the 
Bodhibranch and not ten (XVIII ,43). The Mhvs, however, in XVIII. 47 
refers to a ^ lundred roots &nd not to one hundred and ten.
Among the person^ appointed to watch over the Bodhi«*tree
(XIX.1.) the Smp does not mention weavers and potters and persons
from all handicrafts, nagaa^and yakkhas. It has kutumbika
(householder) instead of setthi (merchant.). It also does not give
• •
the number of bhikkhunis that accompanied Samghamitta (XIX.5.),
Nor does it mention that the persons appointed to guard the Bodhi- 
tree had to escort the Bodhi-tree to the ship, SamuddapannasSli 
(XIX,27) is called Sarauddasala, Tissa saw the coming of the Bodhi- 
tree by the power of the Thera and not of Samghamitta (XIX. 26). The 
Smp does not mention a pavilion built on the shore. According to the 
Mhvs the Bodhi-tree was placed in a car on the tenth day (XIX,33) 
and was removed to the of the eastern vihara. Oie Smp says that
pn the 4 thy the Mahabodhi was removed and it reached Anuradhapura 
on the 14th.day.
Further the Smp does not mention that the king ordered
\a morning meal for the people and the samgha (XIX.35) or that
F
Mahinda narrated the story of the subduing of the nagas by the
Buddha. There is also no mention that the king ordered monuments
\ \
(XIX.36) to be made in plaoes visited by the Buddha, that the Bodhl-
of the harem and one thousand women received the pabbajJl. The 
also does not refer to the statements made in the Mhvs XIX from 
gatha sixty-seven.
question about the kinsmen, the bringing of the food of the king and 
his eating it, the Invitation to Bhanduka, and the preaehing of J 
the Samacitta Suttanta after the departure of the king; but it 
mentions, like the Mhvs ,the marking of the boundaries and the 
conferring of the pabbajja on Bhanduka.
The Dpvs also does not refer to the Pathama Cetiya or to the 
plaoe where Mahinda and the others desoended, b£t it says, like the 
Mhvs, that the pavilion was built as the females of the royal 
household wanted to see the Thera. Aeoordlng to the Dpvs Mahinda '
tree was set down at the entrance to the village of the brahman
'A  i \
Tivakka^r that the nobles'of KSJaragfltma and of Oandam^fcna and
the brahman Tivakka attended the festival of the Bodhi-tree (XIX.54).
* . \\ \ . : 
With reference to the receiving of the pabbajfll by Anuta the Smp
says that along with her five hundred maidens, five hundred women
In the account of the entry of Mahinda into Anuradhapura
I i
the Dpvs like the Mhvs says the deva took the fora of a gokanna. 
It, however, does not refer, as the Smp does, to Ambatthala, the
A
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proclaimed also the Four Truths after he preached the Devaduta 
Suttanta.
Aocording to the Dpvs the first sexmon preached in the 
Nandaija garden was the BSlapandita Su ttanta. The Dpvs also refers 
to the building of the Tissarama, and mentions the predictions about 
the places of the malaka, the bathing-house and tank, the Bodhi-tree, 
the Vihara, the hall for the distribution of gifts, and the triapa, 
but it does not mention the name of the place where the gifts were to 
be distributed. The Dpvs like the Smp does not refer to the visits of41 
the Buddha in this oonneetion. The second sermon was on the 
Aggikkhandha Suttanta and the third was. on the Aslvlsopama Suttanta. 
After this the boundaries of the Tissarama are established and the 
Dpvs also gives an account of the fixing of the boundaries. On the 
following days he preached the Aslvlsopama Suttanta, the Anamataggiya 
Suttanta, the Cariyapitaka, the Gomayapind^ovada, and the 
Dha Hina oakkappa vat tana • Nearly a month after he preached the 
Mahasamaya Suttanta and went to the Missaka Mountain.
In the account of the Cetlyapabbata Vihara the Dpvs like the 
Mhvs 3ays that Mahinda and his companions bathed in the BAg&catukka 
pond before the king arrived and gives the conversation about the 
observance of the Vkssa. Like the Hhva it refers to the fixing of the 
boundaries and the number of enclosures in the different aramas.
The Dpvs, however, does not mention that the king caused^to be 
established the- work in sixty-eight caves near the cetiya.
The companions of Maharittha were not his elder and younger brothers 
but illustrious noblemen,
The aooount of the bringing of the relies in the Ipvs which 
formed a part of the P m i  is similar to that in the Smp# The only 
additional details are the positions of the towfce during the visits 
of the previous Buddhas* but these seem to be later interpolations# 
The Dpvs* however* does not mention that Mahinda asked Sumana to
go to Sakka and tell him to give the collar-bobs and retain the
_ rUi
right tooth^the king received the relic in the Mahanaga garden^fhe
elephant went to the place called Pabhedavatthu# The Dpvs also does
not mention the king^ wish about the relic and its fulfilment#
It merely makes mention of the visits of the previous Buddhas here
and gives the detailed account later# The Dpvs also does not refer
to the clearing of the place of the thupa, the elephantfr* refusal tp -
allow the relic to be taken down, the obtaining of the clay from
the Abhaya tank* the details about the building of the thupa and the
elephant’s activities during that time, the twln-alfcMls* the three
visits of Ootamo. Buddha and the conversion of Abhaya and the young
men from Ceta 11 game and Dvaramandala.
In the account of the Anuta the Dpvs makes no reference to m
request for the Bodhi-tree or to a condition made by Arlttha or to• •
the five hundred women of the harem#
In the story of Aritthafs visit to Asoka the Dpvs says that
Arit^ba oz*0 8sod the Vindhya mountains and then went to P&faliputta* 
Sumana la said to be Samghamitta^ sister’s son* Here too there Is no
reference to the Bodhi-tree or to the five hundred women of the 
harem*
The coming of the Bodhi-tree was a part of the Parana* The 
Dpvs account is much shorter than that of the Smp* It does not refer 
to Asoka’s question with regard to the sending of the Bodhi-tree, 
the reply of Mog^liputta Tissa ?who i*elated the five wishes of the 
Buddha, the making of the vessel by Viasakamma, the procession to 
the Bodhi-tree, the offering of the kingdom to the Bodhi-tree both 
by Asoka and Devanamplya Tissa, the severing of the branoh, the 
growth of the smaller branches, the fruits and the roots, the 
earthquake, the rejoicing by men and other beings, the disappearance 
of the tree among the snow-clouds, the bringing of it to P&^aliputta, 
the presentation of the vessels for the sprinkling of water, the
mm —
embarking from Tamallttl, the taking of the tteee to the Nagat-world, 
the landing at Jambukola, the acceptance of the tree by Devanamplya 
Tissa, the taking of it to Anuradhapura and the Mahameghavana 
garden, the details about the planting of the tree, the planting of 
the seed and the spidnging up of eight plants, the planting of them 
at the entrance to the village of the brahman Tivakka, at Thuparama, 
at the Issaranimsmna vihara, near the Pathama cetiya, on the 
Cetlyapabbata, at KAtazwgama and Oandanaguna, and the planting at 
the other Srftmaa of the thirty-two young bodhi-trees ,which grew frojM
the seeds of the remaining four fruits*
There are no references to dates or to Samghamitta 
in this acoount or in the account of the pabbajJa of Anuti and the 
royal maidens* The only reference to the coming of the bhikkunia 
with the tree seems to be a later addition*
The Dpvs makes no reference also to the various families 
sent by Asoka to guard the Bodhi-tree* It only adds at the end in a 
badly constructed passage that Devanamplya Tissa appointed eight 
chiefs from each of the warrior clans to guard the Bodhi-tree*
Then follows in the Dpvs another account of the visits of the Buddha* 
This refers also to the names of the Mahameghavana in the times of 
the previous Buddhas, the acceptance of these gardens, the names of
mm ul\.o
their Bodhi-trees and the names of the theria that brought the 
Bodhi-branches •
put by Devanamplya Tissa* They are the Tissiiima, the thupa, the
A ® »
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Cetiyarama, the Thuparama, the Iasaramana (t) vihara, Veaaaglrl
A  . *
and Colakatiaaa (vlharaa), and Sxffmaa at a distance of every yojana* 
There is no reference to the prophecy made by Mahinda about the 
building of the Mahathupa by Du^ha&unlnl*
The Dpvs aocount of the nibbana of Mahinda is much shorter 
than that of the Mhvs* The Dpvs does not mention the day and the 
month of the death^nd does not say that Mahinda was at, the time
spending the vassa season. It does not say that the sheet and the 
bier wore of gold* According to the Epvs the funeral ceremonies 
at the Cetiya mountain lasted a week and then there was some hesit­
ation about holding the cremation in the city* Finally the coffin 
was removed to the Mahavihara,where the funeral ceremonies were 
comtinued for another.week* There is no reference^at all to the
nibbana of Samghamltti*• •
The story of the miracle of the mangetree (XV*38) was 
perhaps borrowed from the Sarabha-miga Jataka (483) for there it is 
said: ”Early in the morning the Master went on his rounds seeking 
alms* The king's (Bimbisaraty gardener Ganda was Just taking to the 
king a fine ripe mango fruit, thoroughly ripe, big as a bushel.
When he saw the Master at the city-gate he said: 'This fruit is 
worthy of the Master,1 and gave it to him. The Master took it, and, 
sitting down then and there on one side, ate the fruit. When it was 
eaten he said: lAnanda,give the gardner this stone to plant here on 
this spot* This shall be the Ganda mangotree.* The Thera did so*
The gardner dug a hole in the earth, and planted it. Immediately 
the stone burst, roots sprouted forth and a red shoot tall as a 
plou^i-pole sprang up. Even as the crowd was looking it grew into a 
mango tree a hundred cubits high with a trunk fifty cubits high and 
branches fifty cubits high« At the same time flowers bloomed and4 *
fruits ripened. The %tree stood, filling the sky, covered with bees 
and loaded with golden fruit*1
ni
Professor Sten Kbnow (Aus Indlen Kultur: Pestgabe fu^r diehard 
von Oarbe p*33) draws attention to a stone found in the Museum at 
Mathura* It is about 37 m .  long and 26 cm. fcigh. On the front side 
of it is the figure of an adorned elephant walking to the right*
Above the baek of the elephant in the upper left comer of the stone 
is a short inscription in five Kharosthi letters; sastakadhatu*
The characters show that the stone must originally have belonged 
to North-West India, but it is not known from what region it was 
brought to Mathura* Professor Sten Kbnow is not sure of the age of 
this inscription but he places it towards the end of the second
a  1
oentury A*D*
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According to the Commentary of the KaliAga-Bodhi Jataka (479) 
Ananda gets permission to plant a seed of the great Bodh-tree before
A
3- .
the gateway of Jeta vana. Mogaliana fetohea a weed. The king of
A
Kosala is asked to plant the seed, but he hands it over to 
Anathapindika ,who drops it into the golden jar* Immediately there
' ' 1 • V
aprings up a bo-sapling as broad aa a plough-head and fifty oublts 
tall, Also great branches, fifty oublts in length, spring up from it. 
According to the Aaokavadana (L.E.A. p.261) the first wife of 
King Asoka, Tisyarakaita (Mhvs XX,3), seeing that Asoka offered to 
the Bodh-tree the jewels he received without giving herT* asked theA
oandala Matafiga to Injure it by pricking it. Mata&c* bound the tree 
with a charmed thread and kade it wither gradually by his 
ineantations. When the tree was about to be fully withered the
guardians of the tree Informed the king. The king was so affooted
0 ; • 1 * • • : • v  ) . * • * ■ t .
by the news that he fainted and fell down on the ground* When he 
recovered he said that if the Bodhi-tree perished he would die*
Tisyaraksita' then said that she was always able to make him happy,
• • • ■ *
but the king replied that the Bodhi-tree could but not a woman*
Then Tisyarakaita, moved by the king's sowvow, asked l&taftgi to 
make the tree live again* Mata Age unwound the thread and watered the 
tree with a thousand vessels of milk* After some time the tree was as 
it was before* When the king heard of this from the g^tardians he 
rejoiced and went to the tree* He then ordered a thousand vessels i a ^  
gold, silver and vaiduriya to be made and filled with scented liquids 
and the tree was bathed with these*A.
The aocount of Mahinda1 s coming to Ceylon and his entry into 
the oapltal does not seem to be based on any remembrance of the
actual events* Perhaps the kernel of history in this legend is that
#
Mahinda lived In Cetlyapabbata. Otherwise It la difficult to under-
» A t * f
stand whey why he should be made to come from there into the city*
It is dlffloult to believe, as will be shown later, that he lived in
- i ■] t • 1 ft i• * 4- 1 ’ * • • * • . 'tv;.* -v. $
Mahameghavana* The fact that Thuparima is called after the thupa
shows that this irima too came into existence later* At Cetlyapabbata
k.
there were the natural oaves which were occupied by the early bikkhus* 
Aooordlng to the Dpvs two of the other places occupied In the 
earliest times were «Vedlsaglrl and Xssarasamana. Both these as well 
as the Naval Nlravl Malel Inscription cf the time of Uttiya show
n*
that the earliest places occupied by the thikkhus were caves# 
Acoording to the Epvs the death of Mahinda took place at 
Cetlyapabbata and the fUneral ceremonies there lasted a week# Then 
he was taken to the Mahavihara and the ceremonies ware continued 
for another week# The Mhvs (XX.34) says he died there while 
spending the vaxsa, and the funeral ceremonies took place at 
Mahlvihlra,and they lasted a week# The funeral ceremonies of the 
Buddha went on only for a week, and it is not likely that those of 
Mahinda lasted longer#
The Dp vs account shows that a second tradition has been addedj 
to the first# The Mhvs leaves out altogether the funeral ceremonies
at Cetlyapabbata and accounts for the death of Mahinda at 
Cetlyapabbata by saying that he went there to spend the rainy 
season#
The story of the acceptance of the MahavibSra in the Mhvs 
is clearly a very late account# If such an account existed in the 
time when the Smp was composed it is not likely that it would have 
been omitted in its introduction# Many of these events are not 
recorded at all in the Smp while p. few are mentioned in other 
connections# There is no mention of an account of the Mahavihara
oMfcri v M t - j
in the contents of the PogSna, and therefore the account in the 
Dpvs cannot be one of its earliest parts# On the other hand the 
account itself is so unsatisfactory that it may be compared to
i
those parts which seem to be very late additions# It is clearly
j
older than the aeoount in the Mhvs though it contains passages 
the subject matter of which is not found in the Mhvs# It does not 
give details with regard to the position of the buildings about which
*v , ’ 1 1 • ( ' . . i
predictions were made* Nor does it include the visits of the previous 
Btxfldhas* The referenoe to MeghavanXrEma as one of the places visited 
by the Buddha in Ppvs 11*130 seems to be an interpolation.and it shows 
that the Epvs account too is a very late one* It seems to be later 
than the Smp account* >
Another striking feature is that the predictions are made by 
Mahinda even when the place of the Mahlthupaf built in later times 
by Dutthagamini; 1 e visited by the Buddha* It is most likely that these 
predictions were attributed to Mahinda at a time when the plaoes 
visited by the Buddha and his predictions were definitely fixed in the 
minds of the people* Otherwise there is no reason why the 
MahavihanavSsins should not have attributed them to the Buddha himself* 
The reason given for Mahindafs spending the second night at 
Mahameghav&na is also unsatisfactory* Mahinda and his followers are 
said to have gone by air from Vedisa to the Missaka mountain and then 
from there to Anuradhapura* Therefore the fact that it was evening-
i
time was no hindrance to their return to Cetiyapabbata* The aocount
. ■ 7*- k*': • * v • • \ •*' , - *
of the presentation of the Mahimeghavana in the Dpvs is very similar
to the account of the presentation of Veluvana by Bimbisara*
It is also significant that Smp makes no mention of the
m  ___
name TissaxSma for Mahameghavanarama* In the story of As oka his
!
■peoial vihar* Is called Asoleavam*, but according to Indian accounts
there is no mention of a vihara by that name.* In the Asokavadana 
the vihara he frequents is the Khldaitarama. After the story of 
Asoka was further developed in Ceylon the Mahavihara seems to have 
"been called Tissarama Just as the special vihara of Asoka was called 
Asokarama. The Smp also makes no mention of the marking of the 
boundaries of the Mahameghavanarama, and the reference to it in the 
Dpvs seems to be an interpolation. In the early accounts the 
Mahameghavana seems to have been important only on account of the 
fact that the Bodhi-tree was there. This account of the acceptance 
of the Mahavihara seems to be another attempt to glorify the 
Mahavihara by making it the first vihara in Ceylon and by making It 
the residence of Mahinda.
The account of the acceptance of the Cetlyapabbata vihara 
is perhaps an older account than that dealing with the Mahavihara. 
Nevertheless it does not seem to be a historical account. According 
to the Smp and the Mhvs (XVIII.5) in the account of the Bodhi-tree
Maharittha makes it a condition that he should be allowed to • •
enter the pabbajja when he undertakes to bring the Bodhi-tree and 
Samghamitta. But according to this account (XVI. 10) he enters the 
pabbajja much earlier. According to the Mahavagga the first followers 
of the Buddha were five bikkhus. The next was Yasa who belonged to 
a setthl family. After him his four friends JAined the Buddha. Then 
they were Joined by fifty other friends who belonged to noble 
families. Thus according to the Mahavagga there were sixty-two 
Arahants with the Buddha for the first vassa. According to the Mhvs 
(XVI.17) sixty-two arahants took up their abdde during the first
I?L
v&ssa in Ceylon, These consisted of Mahinda, four other bhikkhus
Sum
and the samanera who came from India. Bhanduka, a youth who
• A • •
belonged to a setthi family, Maharittha and his fifty-five companions 
who, according to the Bpvs, belonged to noble families. Fifty-five 
seems to have been a common number. In Mhvs V.115 Sonaka goes to 
Veluvana with fifty-five companions, and they all enter pabbajja. *
The number of arahants in Ceylon was really sixty-three. Perhaps it 
was made sixty-two to make it similar to the Mahavagga account*
The account of the bringing of the relics formed a part of
vtrx*3
the Parana, Therefore the Ppvs account most probably forms one of 
its oldest parts. The Smp gives a much more developed form of the 
story. The Mhvs account 1m still younger, and there the howl in 
which the relics were brought is made the bowl used by the Buddha 
himself, while according to the Smp the bowl belonged to Sumana*
At the end of the account the Dpvs narrates the previous 
visits of the Buddhas. The memorial verses on which the account is 
founded refer£ to the Buddha, the apostle, the mountain, the island, 
the city and the king. Hence the places given most prominence are 
Cetlyapabbata and Anuradhapura. Another more developed account of 
the visits is given at the end of the story of the bringing of the 
Bodhi-tree. The Smp also gives the account of the visits of the 
previous Buddhas in dealing with the building of the thupa at 
Thuparama. In the Mhvs the story of the visits of the Buddhas is
related immediately after Mahinda* s prediction about the 
Mahathiipa, and thus an attempt is made to glorify also the 
Mahathiipa.
The Dpvs makes no reference to the twin-miracle !
(XVII.43) or to the receiving of the pabbaja soon after the 
miracle by the younger brother of the king, Mat tabhaya. This
reminds one of the receiving of the pabbajja by the younger brother 
of Asoka, Tissa, soon after he saw the miracle performed by the 
Thera Mahadhammarakkhita.
According to the Mahaparimibbaha Suttanta Dona the 
brahman divided the relics among Ajatasattu, the Liochavis of 
Vesali, the Sakiyas of Kapilavatthu, the Bui is of Allakappa, the 
Koliyas of Ramagama, Vethadipaka, the brahman, the Mallas of Pava 
and the Mallas of Kusinara. Dona was given the vessel in which the 
relics were put, and the Mariyas of Pipphalivana took away the 
embers.
According to another account, which the Ceylon
commentator says was added to the Mahaparinibbana Suttanta by the.
Therms in Ceylon, seven portions of the relics were worshipped in 
India and the eighth was worshipped by the nagas in Ramagama.
One tooth was worshipped by the Tidiva gods and another by the 
nagas. The two other teeth were in Oandhara and in Xaliiga.
According to Asokavadana (I.E.A. p. 102) Asoka went
u p
to the naga-king of Ramagrama to get the relics, but the naga-
king wf did not give them. According to the text of the
Asokavadana inserted in the Tsa - a - han (£amyukta-agama)
Asoka succeeded in taking them away. In another account
(L.E.A. p.330) Mahakassapa goes to Tavatimsa heaven to worship.
the tooth, the hair, the tiara and the howl of the Buddha.
According to the Mhvs 1.37 Sarabhu, the disciple of
Sariputta^ by his miraculous power rec«lered even from the foneral
pyre the collar-bone of the Buddha, ahd bringing it to LaAka
laid it in the Mahiya&gana cetiya. In Mhvs XVII.20 it is said
that Sakka gave to Sumana the right collar-bone of the Buddha,
which was placed in the Thuparama cetiya. According to Mhvs.
XXXI. 45 Sozruttara fetches the relics that belonged to the
nagas of Ramagrama, and these are placed in the Mahacetiya
built by Dutthagamini... •
Dr. E.J.Thomas (The Life of the Buddha p.158) deals' 
with the various accounts concerning the relics of the Buddha.
He points out that the second account of the relics did not 
originate in Ceylon,as it is found also in the Tibetan form of 
the sutta. The story of the relics of the Mah&thupa clearly 
depends on this second account, but none of these accounts show 
how the legends about the collar-bones originated. The only 
evidence lies in the stone which Professor Sten Konow describes*
He translates fastakadhatu as the collar*bone of the Master
A
and draws attention to the description in the Epvs according to 
which the collarbone was placed on the baok of an elephant*
Thus this story too, like many others already mentioned, seas to 
hare been borrowed from N.w*India, the region occupied by the 
llulasarvastivadlns*
The story of the bringing of the Bodhi-tree also formed
OVf cxl f r ,
a part of the Porana* The Dpvs account is short and the greater 
part of it is fantastic* The Smp account is nearly twice as long 
and the Mhvs account is still longer* The aooounts, however, 
hardly contradict one another* The only real disagreement is in the 
number of women that entered the pabbajja with Anula* The Dpvs 
gives the customary number of five hundred* According to the Mhvs 
it is one thousand, and the number in the Smp is two thousand*
The story of the bringing of the Bodhi-tree to Ceylon 
receives no confirmation from inscription^ sculptures or legends 
of India. The OixuarBdlct VIII may be interpreted to mean that 
Asoka paid a visit to the Bodhi-tree* The Dlvyavadant (p*393) 
makes Asoka go to the Bodhi-tree in the company of sthavira 
Upagupta and distribute one hundred thousand pieces of gold*
According to the Aiokavadana Asoka had a greater affection 
for the Bodhi-tree than even for his wife* He made costly offerings
and bathed it with scented liquids from vessels of gold* silver* 
and vifuriya, and had special guardians appointed to look after it. 
The Asokavadana also refers to the attempt of Tissarakkha (Mhvs/
IX.3) to kill the tree* hut it was not pricked by a mandujbhorn.
Hor was the tree allowed to die.
Though none of these accounts confirm the Ceylon story it 
is clear from the Kalihga Bodhi Jataka that descent from the Bodhi- 
tree at Gaya was not claimed for the tree in Ceylon alone. Even in 
Ceylon}according to the Smp and the Mhvs, a claim of descent from 
the tree at Gaya was made for alfcost every other Bodhi-tree planted 
near the different vihAras of early Ceylon.
According to the MahaparJLnibbana Suttanta (V.8) the Buddha 
is said to have asked the believing clansmen to visit after his 
death with feelings of reference the places where he was bom,where
he attained enlightenment, where he first preached and where he
4
died. It is clear from this statement that there were pilgrimages 
to the Bodhi-tree not long after his death. It is not clear whether 
there was a thupa at Kasinara*but the last verses of the 
Mahaparinibbana Suttanta show that soon there were no less than 
eight thupas which claimed to possess relics of the Buddha. When 
Buddhism spread into distant countries ?thupaa were erected and Bo*U 
trees were planted in these places so that the people might have 
objects to worship. Ata a later date tradition connected these
* • !
places with actual Tisits of the Buddha himself and claimed 
that the oldest thup&s, the building of which was no longer 
remembered, possessed actual relics of the Buddha and that the 
Bodhi-trees, the planting of which had passed away from the 
memory of men, jrere descended from the Bo^-tree at Gaya.
• The Mhvs (XIX. 1) and the Smp refer to the persons 
from various families that were appointed by Asoka and sent to 
Ceylon to guard the Bodhi-tree. The Dpvs merely says that persons 
from khattiya families were appointed by Devanampiya Tissa to 
guard the bodhi-tree. It is possible that the 1ar*ocha (hyena) 
and the Kuli&ga (forktailed shrike) clans lived in Ceylon and 
claimed thair descent from the legendary guardians who were said 
to have been appointed by Asoka. If these were actual clans of 
Ceylon the Sihala tribe was not the only one that had the name of 
an animal.
It is striking that the Dpvs makes no reference to 
Saqighamitth in the account of the Bodhi-tree. Bve» In other 
accounts Saqighamitta at first does not seem to have received any 
attention. Beth £^he Dpvs and Smp do not refer to her birth,but
"TtstCfc
only mention the birth of Mahinda. According to the Smp Moggaliputta
A
defines an heir of the sasana as one who causes his only begotten 
son to enter the pabbajja. The Dpvs and the Mhvs say son or 
daughter. The account of the decision of Samghamitta to come to 
Ceylon in the Dpvs occurs in a very unsatisfactory passage, and
there is also no reference to the death of Samghamitta in the
♦
Dpvs#
It has already been pointed out how all the; evidence
n
available seems to he unfavourable for the belief that Mahinda 
is the son of Asoka, The accounts dealing with Samghamitta seem to 
show that she did not play any part in the earliest accounts of 
Ceylon.
The places in Ceylon mentioned in these chapters seem to 
be real. Nandana is the name of Indrafs pleasure-garden, but there 
was also a park bjf that name to the south of the southern gate of 
Arruradhapura. Mahinda is said to have delivered there some of 
his earliest sermons, and the first thupa was also erected there.
Even if the part dealing with Mahinda is not historical there is
tUi
no doubt^this place was connected with Buddhism from very early 
times. According to the Smp and the Mhvs (XM.202) this park was 
also called Jotivana^because it was the place where the true 
doctrine was made to shine. According to the Mhvs XXXVII,33 the 
Jotivana was also the name of the land between the Malwatte Oya  ^
and its tributary where the Jetavana dagoba stood. The Dpvs 
does not give this name, and is probably a name given much later.
The Dpvs account of the buildings which were caused to be 
erected seems to be a late addition, and© ve-y everyone of the lines 
may be independent sentences. Much emphasis cannot be laid on this
if 3
account as Devanaippiya Tissa is said to have "built also aramas 
at the distance of a yojana from each other* The "buildings 
specially mentioned are the Tissarama, the Cetiyarama, the 
Thuparama, Issarasamana(?), Vessagiri and ColaJcatissa* The name 
Tissarama, as already mentioned# does not occur in the Smp and 
there is no reason to think that Devanampiya Tissa put up a 
vihara there. Mahameghavana, however, is connected with early 
Buddhism., as the Bo-tree stood there* Ajvihara "by the name of 
Colakatissa is not mentioned in the Mhvs. The line in the Dpvs 
may also mean thfct it was another name for Vessagiri. Vessagiri 
is a cluster of rocks ahout a mile to the South-West of the Bodhi- 
tree. It was undoubtedly one of the first places that were 
occupied by the Buddhist bhikkhus. As Dr.Wickremasingha (Bpigraphia 
Zeylanica Vol.I,p. 10) points out, the rock-caves alone at first 
served as shelter for the bhikkhus. ¥he inscriptions incised on 
the brows of the caves Just below the drip-line most probably 
belong to the first century B.C.- Issarasamana or Isurunnxniya 
lies on the way to Vessagiri. There tee as on Mihintale, there arc 
caves and probably it was occupied in the earliest days.
The origin of these two names as given in Mhvs XX. 1 4 - 1 5 ,  like 
that of Cetiyapabbata, does not seem to be historical. There is 
not even a reference to these conversions in the Dpvs. The thupa, 
which is said to be built by Devinaropiya Tissa}is also called a
/FM
great thupa, and the reference to a mahathupa in connection with
the third Yisit of the Buddha may refer to this, as the Thuparama
cetiya is not mentioned,
The Thuparama vihara as the Mhvs points out (XVII#64),
&  _
seems to hare heen built after thupa. The Smp makes no reference
A
to the building of the vihara or the marking of its boundaries. 
This building too was erected most probably in later times.
There are other places mentioned in the Mhvs and the Dpvs 
but not referred to in the Smp. The Hagaoatlkka tank (Mhvs XIV.36 
and XVI, 6) on the Cetiyapabbata is mentioned in Dpvs XIV. 117, but 
this line may be a later interpolation. The building fcff the tank
e>*»d
(XV.31), the refectory (XV.50), salaka-house (XV,205) of the
/v
Mahavihara are mentioned in the Dpvs as predictions, but this 
passage too, as pointed out earlier, may be a later account.
The Pathamacetiya which stood outside the eastern gate of 
the city, is referred to in the Smp, It is difficult to say whether
the reason given for the name in the Mhvs (XIV.45) is correct.
The Upasikavihara (XVIII. 12 and XIX. 68) and the Hatthalhaka vihara
XIX.83 are not mentioned in the Smp. These most probably came into
■fc - . -
existence very late. It is not said where ^ Upasikavihara stood.
The Hatthalhaka vihara is said to have been built in the Kadamba 
• -
flower-thiwket. The refectory called Mahapali (XX.23) which stood
near the Hatthalhaka vihara is also not mentioned in the Smp,.
Other buildings not mentioned in the Smp are the Kadamba thupa
(XIX.76), the Jambuko 1 avihar a (XX.25)/ at Jambukola, the 
Tissamahavihara, which, according to Prof.Geiger, was situated 
to the North-East of Hambantota, and the Pacinarama in 
Anuradhapura, the lofcapasada (XV. 206), the Kalapasadaparivena 
(XV.204), the Sunhataparivena (XV.207), Dighacankamana parivena,
A  •
the Maruga^a parivena and the Dighasandasenapatipardvena, all in 
the Tissarama. The Dlghasandasenapati parivena is said to have
iet^ I vLvll ,5tvci.r\e*N>)\v-3 A. O-i Co ffe fVo . TC*. H  hs
teen built by Devanampiya Tissa himself. In India it was the custom
to credit Asoka with the building of the thupas put up by people
who were forgotten. Similarly in Ceylon it seems to have been the
custom to credit such buildings to Devartampiya Tissa and Dutthagamini• ..
Another thupa mentioned is the Nivatta cetiya^which is 
said to have been built at the place where Mahinda turned back to 
go to the Mahameghavana. It is not said who built it, and there is 
no reference to it in the Smp, A hall is said to have been built 
in later times on the sea-shore where Davanampiya Tissa awaited 
the Bodhi-tree. The Mhvs (XIX.2) calls it Samuddapannasala, and 
the Smp callsjlt Sarauddasala. The Kantaka-cetiya (XVI. 13) and 
Ambatthala (XIII. 20) on the Cetlyapabbata, the village of the 
brahmin Tivakka, which lay between Jambukola and Anuradhapura, 
Ka^aragama (XIX.54 and 62), the modem Kataragama, and Candanagama 
(XIX. 54 and 62) in the Rohana country, Cetavigama (XVII. 59) and the 
Mahanagavana (XVII.7), situated in Anuradhapura, are mentioned in
the Smp,but not Viharabip, Gallakapitha (XVII. 60), the 
Mahaasana (XIX* 58) and the Kakudha-pond (XV, 52) which stood 
near the Mahathiipa,
Other places that must have existed when the Mhvs 
was composed are the uposatha-hall (XB.37), th-e- Catussala 
(XV.50) in the Tissarama, CittasalA,which lay to the end of the 
Thuparama, and Isibhumi. Of these Isibhumi is mentioned in the
Dpvs and the uposatha-hall in the TissArama in the Smp.
The Smp says that the thupa of the Thdpirtoa
was of the shape of a heap of paddy. According to the Mhvs the
Mahathupa built by Dutthagamini was one hundred and twenty 
cubits high. This is the height of this Sagoba without the 
tee. It is possible that the tee did not exist in the earliest 
dagobas.
According to the Mhvs (XV. 59, 93 and 127) Ceylon 
in the time of the three Buddhas previous to Gotama was called 
OJadipa, Varadipa, and Mandadipa. Oja, vara and manda are 
synonyms^ meaning excellent or the best. There is no reason to 
think that these names have any historical significance.
It is strange that the Mhvs should ascribe the 
building of the LohapAsXda to Devanampiya Tissa. The M T (p.259) 
explains this away by saying that Dutthagamini built his 
Lohapasada after the oid one had been removed. It is more likely
i n
that there was more than one tradition about the building of the 
Lohap&sXda. [^ wo ancient sea-routes from India to Ceylon hare 
already been dealt with in the chapter on Vijaya, The writer of 
the Dpvs mentions a western route from Bharukaocha while the 
Mhvs speaks of an eastern route. According to the Dpvs chapter XII , 
Mahinda travelled from Pataliputta to Yedisa and fled from there 
to Ceylon, Chapter XYI says that Asoka, taking the Bodhi-tree, 
crossed the Vindhya mountains before he came to the ocean. According 
to the Smp (p,80) and the Mhvs (chapter XIII) Mahinda travelled 
from Pataliputta to Pakkhinagiri and then to Yedisa^ and fled from 
there to Ceylon, and according to the Smp (p.96) and the Mhvs 
(chapter XIX) the Bodhi-tree was taken from Pataliputta to 
Tamalitti in a ship down the Ganges;while Asoka trawlled to 
the same place crossing the Vindhya mountains.
It is clear from these accounts that the author of the 
Dpvs is still thinking of the western route while the authors of 
the Smp and the Mhvs have an eastern route in mind. It is aleo 
clear that the Dpvs tradition is the older one^as the Smp and the 
Mhvs moke Asoka cross the Vindhya mountains, as the Dpvs does, and 
then make him go to Tamalitti, thus taking a circuitous way.
It is possible, however, that the oldest route was not a 
sea-route on the west or the east but a land route to the south 
or south-east of India. According to Akitti-J&taka^ (4G0)jthe
Bodhisat travels from Benares to Kavirapattana and then by 
air to Karadlpa. The Parayanavagga of the Sutta-nipata gives an 
ancient route from the Godavari past Alakassa, Patitthana, 
Mahlssati, UJJeni, Gonaddha, Vedisa, KosambI, Saketa, Savatthi,
Setavya, Kapilavatthu, KusinarR, Pava and Bhoganagara to Vesall.
k
In the Kalsl Ediet XIII of Asoka the Andhras, the Chodas * •
and the Pandyas are mentioned as people among 'whom the conquest of
morality had been won* Buddhism is also known to have flourished
in Kanchi ahd in Amaravati on the Kistna in very early times*
Dr.Wickremasingha (Iip.Zeyl*Yol.I*Ho*gfp,13) says that the form of
the letter ma peculiar to Ceylon in the Yessagiri inscriptions,
which belong to the first century B*C* may have been developed
from the form of ma found in the edicts of Asoka in Siddapura
in Mysore and in the inscriptions on the crystal prism from the
stupa at Bhattiprolu near the mouth of the Kistna* Hence it is »•
mere likely that Bdddhism reached Ceylon from South India rather 
than from the west of India by sea.
Thu3 a close examination of these chapters shows that 
they are not very different from the chapters dealt with already. 
The ballads in the Dpvs could not have been composed at a time 
when the;introduction of Buddhism was remembered by the people.
It is most likely that a bhikkhu by the name of Mahinda introduced 
Buddhism first into Ceylon during the roign of the King Doranampiya 
Tissa and lived in Mihintale. Perhaps bhlkkhus also took theirA
i n
abode at Versagiri and Isuramuniya. It is possible that there 
was also a bhlkkhunT oailed Samghamitta at this time or later, 
but considering the historical value of the other accounts it is 
difficult to believe that the queen became a bhikkhuni* The 
Bo-tree and the thupa of ^Thuparama may have belonged to this 
period, but it is impossible to come to any definite conclusion.
Appendix I,
The Chronology of the Mehavmmea..
The Chronology of the Mahavaipaa*
I* Indian Kings #
The da tee of King Asoka and of the Indian kings that 
preceded him up to Bimbisara are given in the Mhvs II* 25 - 32,
IV* 1 - 8, V* 14 - 21, and XX* 1 - 6 *  The dates and the order of 
the reigns in these passages are not always in agreement with the 
Dpvs* There is no difference with regard to the first three kings, 
Bimbisara, AJatasattu and Vdayabhadda, but the Dpvs makes no 
mention of Anuxuddha and There is, however, a gap of ei#it
yeare, the period which, according to the Mhvs, was ruled by these 
two kings* According to the Dpvs flagadisa rules for twenty-two
years* It may be that he zuled for twenty-three years, but he
\
oould not have zuled for twenty-four years, the number of the Mhvs* 
Susunaga rulds for ten years and not eighteen, and, according to the 
Dpvs V ;line 212, he is followed by ten brothers, who rule for 
twenty-tow years* In the Mhvs Susunaga is followed by KA las oka, 
who reigns for twenty-eight years, and then by the ten brothers 
who are said to be sons of Kalasoka* Kalasoka is referred to in 
the Dpvs thrioe* IV* 93 - 96 and V* 168 - 169 refer to the same 
dates but IV* 93 - 96 add another half month to the dates of 
Pandukabhaya and Xklasoka. Both these passages are not in the 
usual style and like V* 214, whiah seems to be an interpolation, fit
in rather with the Mhvs ohronology than with.the Dpvs} for 
according to the Dpvs the ten brothers and KAlasoka rule at the 
same time* The third reference to KSlasoka in the Dpvs is in the 
seoond account of the Second Council, and, perhaps, the dates of 
Ka la soke came to be added later# The Dpvs also omits the nine 
Handas and seoording to deductions from the Dpvs XI* 10 - 11 
and 22 - 24 Binduaara1 s reign lasted for thirty-two years not 
twentyeight as in the Mhvs*
The Burmese tradition (0eigerfs Introduction to the Eng. 
Translation of the Mhvs p*XL) is very similar to that of the Mhvs# 
There is some difference, how ever, in the length of the reigns* The 
nine Handas are called Uggasena Hands and eight brothers, while 
Bhaddasena and eight brothers are given in place of the ten sons oft 
Ka las oka • In the A^okavadZna the first three kingi are the same 
as in the Dpvs and the Mhvs* Anurwddha is not mentioned, and instead 
of the kings from iSgada^aka to the nine Handas it gives KAkav&rnln, 
Sabalin,Tulakuci, Mabamandala, Prasenajit, and Hands* Candagutta1 a 
name is also omitted. The Jain tradition gives to Udayin 
(Udayabbadda) a reign of sixty years* His two predecessors are 
Sre^ika and K&nlka. The kings from Anuxmddba to KAlasoka are not
iTt
given* In the Puranas the names ofAkings before Candragupta, who
# * » /
are common to the Mhvs are Siaunaga, Bimbisara, AJatasatxu, and
Udayin. Kakavarna and Darlaka may be the same as IQalasoka and
Na gadasaka • The order of the kings in the PurSnas is quite 
different* Professor Geiger deals with these lists in his 
Introduction to the English transaltion of the Mhvs, an# Professor 
Rapson discusses their historical w&lue in the Camh.History of 
India Vol. I p.311* All that Professor Rapson says in favour of the 
Ceylon list is that it affords the best working hypothesis which 
has yet been discovered.
2. The Acariyapara^para.
The period of life of the patriarchs from their upasampada 
is given in the Dpvs with Indian and Ceylonese synchronisms. Upali 
is credited with seventy-four years, Easaka sixty-four, Sonaka 
sixty-four, Siggava seventy-six, Moggaliputta Tissa eighty^ and 
Mahinda sixty. These dates do not seem to be historical, as it is not 
likely that everyone of them lived so long. The chronology was worked
out, most probably, at a very late date.
i
3. The Budha.— "   * ■»■ ■
The Mhvs chapters I and I H  give a few dateB connected with the 
Buddha. His enlightenment and his death takes place on the full-moon
“ J Y ‘ »  I ' .jLf C*' ^  •
of Vesakha. His first visit to Ceylon takes place on the full-moon 
of Phussa?nine months after his enlightenment. The second visit 
is on the uposatha day of the dark half of Citta in the fifth year, 
and the third visit is on the full-moon day of Vesakha in the 
eighth year. The Dpvs merely says that the first visit took place 
nine months after the enlightenment and the second and third visits
m  I
were in the fifth and in the eighth year respectively. These events 
are discussed In the ahapter on the Buddha and his visits to Ceylon.
The date of Buddha's death has reoelved the attention of nany - 
soholars. As far as the Ceylon tradition Is concerned, it seems to 
have heen calculated talcing the eighth year of Aj&tasattu as the year 
of the death of the Buddha. It Is not yet certain how far the relatlcn.1 
between the Buddha and the Indian Icings recorded in the PS11 Canon 
are historical, Hor Is It clear why the eighth year of Ajatasattu was 
taken as the date of the death, The full-moon of Tesikha as the day of 
the death is undoubtedly a late tradition and Is not in agreement with 
the Xahaparinlbbana Suttanta. She disagreements with regard to the 
reigns of the Indian kings show how doubtful Is the statement that 
Asoka was oonseorated two hundred and eighteen years after the death 
of the Buddha, and the year 483 B.C., as Rhys Davids points out (Camb. 
Hist, of India Vol. I, p. 172), must be aooepted only as a working 
hypothesis,
4. Asoka.
The Mhvs gives a few dates oonneoted with Asoka, Asoka rules for 
four years before his oonseoratlon, and he Is oonseorated two hundred 
and eighteen years after the death of the Buddha, Three years after he 
is converted by the sfamanera Vlgrodha, who was b o m  soon after his 
father Sumana was killed, and was, therefore, seven years old sow. The 
deaths of the Zheras, Tissa and Sumitta take plaoe In his eighth year.
The third Council is finished in his seventeenth year. The Smp adds 
that at Asoka's coronation Mahinda was fourteen years. Therefore his j 
upasampadE was in AsokaTs sixth year. He beoame head of the samgha at 
the age of twenty-three, i.e. in the ninth year of Asoka when 
Moggaliputta left for the Ahogafga mountain. Tor seven years before 
the Hhird Council the uposatfca ceremony is not held, and the Council 
ahioh lasts for nine months finishes in the seventeenth year. In Asoka 
SXflHteenth year the Bodhi-branoh is sent to Ceylon, in his thirtieth 
year Asamdhimltta dies, in his thirty-fourth year Tlssarakkha becomes 
queen, in his thirty-seventh year the Bodhi-tree perishes and in his 
fomrty-first year he dies. The Mhvs, however, says it makes up thirty- 
seven years. This is not possible unless four years are deducted; but 
four years oan not be deducted;as the Bodhi-branoh was brought 
eighteen years after the consecration. These dates, nevertheless, 
show that at the time the Mhvs was composed there was a fully worked < 
out chronology for the chief events of Asoka*s life. They do not seem 
to be historical,-and some of these dates are discussed in the ohapter 
on Asoka.
g. Panfiokabhaya.
According to the Mhvs the two attempts to kill Pa^Jukabhaya took 
place when he was seven and twelve respectively. At sixteen he went 
to the brahman Pangula and studied under him. Then he made war^and 
went towards the Dola mountain and sojourned there for four years.
Next he defeats his uncles?and occupies their fortified camp
for two years, and the uncles depose King Abhaya. Next Pandukabhaya 
lives four years on the Dhuxoapakkba mountain and seven years on the 
Arit^ha mountain* The M T, however, says that according to the 
Atthakatha Pandukabhaya stayed five years near the Dola mountain and 
six years on the Arlttha mountain* According to the Mhvs 
Pandukabhaya became king at thirty-seven and ruled for seventy 
years* He marked the village boundaries in his tenth year*
According to the Dpvs Abhaya was deposed when Pancjukabhaya 
was twenty years old* Since Abhayafs dethronement took place after 
Pandukabhaya*8 uncles were defeated the Mhvs takes no account of 
the time Pandukabhaya studied and made war before he went towards 
the Dola mountain* If Pandukabhaya spent five years near the Dola 
mountain the calculation is clearly not in*agreement with the Dpvs* 
It 18 not strange that Pandukabhaya is made to live one hundred and 
seven years as, according to the Mahapadana Suttanta, the age of a 
man at this time was a little less or more than a hundred years*
6* Mahinda and Devanamplya Tissa*
The first consecration of Devanamplya Tissa takes place in 
Maggasira on the first day of the bright half of the month* The 
ministers of Devanamplya Tissa take two weeks to go to Pataliputta^ 
and spend five months there* They embark at ^Smalltti on the lst*day
%of th© bright half of Vesakha, and arrive on the twelfth day*
The second consecration takes place on the full-moon of Vesakha# 
The missionaries are sent in the month of Kattika in the 
same year as the first consecration* Mahinda spends six months 
at Dakkhinaglri and one month at Vessagiri,and comes to Mihintale 
on the uposatha day of Je^:ha# He goes to the city the next day 
and spends twenty-six days at the Meghavanarama • On the 13th^day 
of the bright half of Asalha he goes again to Mihintale, and on 
the full-moon day the vihara is consecrated. At the end of the 
vassa on the full-moon day of Kattika the pavarana is held. It 
is then that Sumana goes for the relics, and sees Asoka at the 
Kattika festival#
Maharittha embarks on the second day of the bright half 
of the month of Assayuja in order to bring Samghamitta and the 
Bodhi-tree, and reaches Pataliputta the same day* The Bodhi-tree
**4 Ajo/tct me!** jo-r <ovof£e\.
becomes invisible for seven days# He receives the Bodhi-tree on
A
the fifteenth day in the bri^it half of Assayuja# Tiro weeks later 
in the dark half of Assayuja on the fourteenth uposatha day the 
Bodhi-tree is brought to Pataliputta# On the first day of the 
bright half of Khttika the tree is placed on the east side of the 
foot of a sala-tree# On the second day the shoots appear# Asoka fs 
Journey to Tamalitti takes a week. On the first day of the bright 
half of Maggaslra the tree is taken to the ship. The nagaa take
it away for a week* After the tree arrives in Ceylon ceremonies
«
are held for three days • On the tenth day the tree is removed from 
the shore* On the fourteenth day it is brought near Anuradhapura• 
If the tree is planted in the eighteenth year <bf Asoka# the event 
takes place during the first rainy season. Hence the tree is 
brought before the relics, and MabSrittha goes to India without 
observing the vassa properly*
According to the Mhvs the first consecration of 
Devanampiya Tissa is in the month of Magg&sira and the second 
coronation is in the month of Veaakba* The death of the Buddha 
takes place in the month of Vesakha* Asoka begins his reign two 
hundred and eighteen years after the death of the Buddha* The 
Council is completed in the month of Kattika in his seventeenth 
year* Mahinda arrives in Ceylon in the month of Jettha* Hence 
Mahinda comes to Ceylon in the two hundred and thirty-sixth 
year after the death of the Buddha* This is in agreement with the 
Smp p*72 according to which Mut&siva dies in the seventeenth year 
of Asoka* The Snip, however, does not agree with the Mhvs that 
Mahinda stayed nearly a month before he went to Cetiyapabbata 
again* It says that on the seventh day he returned to Cetiyagirl* 
According to the Dpvs XVII* 161 - 162 Devanampiya Tissa 
is consecrated two hundred and thirty-six years after the death 
of the Buddha, and according to XI* 28 the consecration takes
m  '
place in the month of Asalha* According to VT *1 Asoka is 
consecrated two hundred and eighteen years after the death of the 
Buddha* According to XI* 79 - 80 Devanampiya Tissafs second 
coronation takes place in the month of Vesakha, and Mahinda 
(XV* 140 - 142) comes to Ceylon two hundred and thirty-six years 
after the death of the Buddha in the month of Jettha (Dpvs XII*84 
and X V U *  83) •
If the Buddha was born in Vesakha, as is implied in V*9, 
Asoka fs coronation is in the two-hundred and nineteenth year* 
Devanampiya Tissa’s first coronation is in the two hundred and 
thirty-seventh year* Devananqpiym Tissa’s seoond coronation takes  ^
place when two hundred and thirty-seven years are conpleted, and 
Mahinda comes in the two hundred and thirty-eightiyear*
According to the Dpvs XI. 27 the first consecration of 
Devanampiya Tissa takes place when Asoka had ruled for sixteen years 
and six months* Then Asoka's consecration must have been in the 
month of Phussa • Therefore if the death of the Buddha was in 
Vesakha, Devanampiya Tissa’s first coronation is in the two hundred 
and thirty-sixth year and Mahinda comes in the two hundred and 
thirty-seventh year* Hence it is clear that the Dpvs calculations 
not only disagree with those of the Mhvs but are also not in 
harmony with some of the statements within it*
If Asoka’s consecration was in Phussa it may be assumed
1■yro
that the Buddha too died In Phussa. This seems to be in hamony . 
with the tradition in the Mahaparinibbana Suttanta. Dr. E*J*
Thomas (The life of Buddha p. 157) points out that though the implied 
chronology in the Mahaparinibbana is vague,it is sufficient to show 
that the death did not take place in Vesakha but in December or 
January (Maggasira or Phussa or Ivlagba or Phagguna), It is also* said 
that when the Buddha died the sal trees were in bloom out of season*
If the Buddha died in the month of Vesakha (March-April or April-May) g 
this can hardly be correot,as the sil tree is never quite leafless 
and the young foliage appears in March with the f las era. The seed 
ripens in June (D*Brandis, Indian Trees p*69)*
7. The Ceylon Kings from VIJaya to Asela.
The dates of the Ceylon kings from Vljaya to Asela cannot be 
taken seriously* The lepgth of Vijayafs reign and that of the second 
Interregnum were perhaps already fixed when the chronology was 
constructed. All the other reigns, except that of Sena and Gubtlka, 
are given in round numbers* According to the Dpvs Sena and Quttlka 
ruled twelve years, but the Mhvs gives them twenty-two years. As 
Dr.Wickremasingha points out (Ep .Zeyl.Vol.III. Part I, p*l) the 
calculations seem to have been made by taking Devanampiya Tissa and 
Asoka as contemporaries• The dates of the various events of the reigns
seem to have been worked out at a still later date* Some of these 
dates are discussed in the chapter on PantJuvasudeva^Abhaya and
pandukabhaya •
• •
Appendix II,
THE DIPAVAMSA : A TEXTUAL CRITICISM.
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The Dlpavamsa : A Textual Criticism*
Chapter I.
The first three lines are given in M $ p.22 as a quotation
from the PorSpI, hut instead of narindSgamanaij vaipsaip it has
narindagamana vasam. The change in the M T is perhaps gramatically
t f c   *
better. The M J also quotes from^Porajja, lines 8 - 11 in the
Dpvs, but instead of vajsavaraggayasinam apubbam it has
vamaavapag^vadinam s&bbam ?and instead of sunltha sun&ntu^and
atippasattham in place of thutippasatthaij. lines 4 and 5 nay hare
been influenced by. Bu I* 80•:
pltipamoj jajananam sokasallavinodanaip
Sabbasampatti - patilabham cittikatva sunotha me,
fc
and line 6 is similar Bu 1*19,:
A
Udaggacittl sumani passanti Lokanayakam.
lines 1 - 7  and lines 8 - 1 1  most probably were Independent
passages as they are not in the same metre. Lines 14 and 15 are
also in a different metre and seem to be a later interpolation.
a.
The phrase nisajja pallfikavare is similar to the phrase nisajja 
pa 8 a da va re in Cji. I. 8.1. Lines 16 and 17 seem to have been 
added to connect the interpolation with what follows, and they 
form one sentence along with the next couplet. Line 17 is similar 
to Bu II. 67:
Anasaya vita mala santacitta samahita .
>© 3
and line 25 to line 3 in Sutta Nipata / • 992> 
z
Sabbadhmmakkhayaiji pat to vimutto upadhisamkhaye.
In line 32 the word laye should be repeated* Lines 36 and 37 were 
probably later additions* They consist merely of descriptive 
epithets
Line 46 seems to be out of place here* The first person 
aham is suddenly introduced,while the verh in line 48 is again in 
the third person* Lines 47 and 48 are similar to Bu XXVII* 20: 
AcikkhitvSna taip maggam nibbutK te sasffvaka 
and Bu IV* 31:
JalltvS aggikhando va suriyo atthaftgato yatha.
Line 49 again seems to be an independent line, and cannot belong 
to the next couplet* Line 50 does not follow line 49. Either a 
line is omitted after 49 or this passage is a bad compilation* It is 
possible that lines 46 - 55 were added later, perhaps at different 
times. Lines 58 and 59 are clearly a memorial couplet* Line 62 
partly repeats line 61 and line 63 is directly borrowed from 
Bu XXVI. 2:
Brahmuna yioito santo dh&mm&oakkam pavattaylm 
attbffras&nnam kotlnaa pathamabhisamayo ahu*
The construction of this sentence is grammatically wrong* Line 67 
is similar to Bu XXVI. 17:
BSrSgasi Isipatane oakkam pav&ttitam may*.
Prom line 70 the style changes* The preceding verses mention
the events that took place with very few details. Now the account 
follows to some extent Vinaya 1*15, and the language is similar#
For instance line 70 is represented in Vinaya I# 15 by Atha kho 
bhagava anupubbena oarikam caramano yena Uruvela tad avasari#
Line 71 is similar to line 35# Line 72 is an independent line# Line 
73 was probably added later to fill up the couplet# This detail is 
not found in the Vinaya# Line 80 shows the influence of Vin#I#19#4* 
mah&ddiko kho m&hasamago mahffnubhffvo, and line 83 of Vin#I#19#3: 
a ho nuna mahasamano svatanaya nSgaccheyya# Lines 84 and 85 are 
probably commentarial matter added later# Lines 89 and 90 do not 
follow the Vinaya Pi^aka • line 91 is a repetition of line 35# Line 
92 is an independent line# Lines 93 and 94 may be later additions 
as they form a list# Lines 104 - 109 seem to be an interpolation as 
the metre is different# In line 106 there is one syllable lees, 
and lines 107 and 108 are metrically bad and vikubbamffno in line 108
w
is a prose form# Line 109 shes the influence of Vin I# 2 #3#
The speakers of couplets beginning with lines 110, 112 and 114 
are not given# line 116 is similar to J#547# 0# 181.
Thite majjhantike kale sannisinnesu pakkhisu#
Lines 132, 124 and 325 are metriwally bad, and lines 124 and 125 
have some similarity to J. 544 . 0#163:
Tam Exuhantaqi pabbatasahfelkasam 
AAg^raTjpasim jalitam bhayanakam#
It is possible that lines 116 - 125 were added later#
The metre changes once more with line 126• line 127 seems to 
be commentarial matter. It refers to ten divisions but gives only 
six. Without it the couplet is correct# The second part of line 27 
seems to have been borrowed from J. 514# G#8
Disa catasso vldlsa catasso 
Uddham, addho, dasa disa imayo#
The M T (p#50) quotes two verses from the Poraqa, which are 
similar to^Dpvs lines 131 and 132*
Yakkhanam buddho bhayajananam aka si.
Te tajjlta tarn saranam^gamsu buddham 
Lokanukampo lokahlte sadarato 
So clntayl atthasukham amanuse#
The next verse in U T is:
Iman ca lrfnka ta lamanuaanam 
PorSnakappatthitavuttava saip 
Vasantu la Aka tale manusa bahu#
Pubbeva ojavapamandasadise#
The second verse is the same as Dpvs lines 145 and 146 except for 
the form sadise^which is grammatically better# Line 132 is similar 
to Bu XI. 17.
Anukampako karuniko hite si sabbapaninam 
Lines 133 - 144 describe Giridipa and the handing over of it 
to the yakkhas. The Mhvs omits this description# The description 
itself consisting mainly of epithets ends with line 140#
Lihes 141 and 142 consist only of epithets and may be later 
additions*
Chapter II*
Line 3 is similar to J*329 0*3:
Yava n ,upajjati buddho dhammarJjff pabhaipkaro
Lines 9 - 1 2  describe the nagas and may be a later addition. Lines
15 - 24 are in a different metfee and this passage does not seem to
have influenced the Mhvs account* Lines 25 and 26 do not seem to be
quite appropriate here* The unsuitability seems to be due to the
interpolation.. The phrase Idam vatvin&r sambuddho in lines 27 and 99
occurs in Apadana (Par* Dip* p*40. G* 6*):
Idam vatvana sambuddho Tlsso lokaggo nayako*
while line 33 is similar to Bu 11.176.
Buddhassa vacanam sutva mano nibbfiyl tavade.
Lines 41 and 42 partly repeat the previous couplets and are similar
to Ang.Nik. Vol.IV p.96 G.5:
Kuddho attham na janati, kuddho dhantnam na passati
Andha'itamam tada hoti, yam loodho sahate naram • ■ . r w . .
and Dhmp * G. 146*
Andhakarena onaddha padipam na gavesaatha, 
and line 47 is similar to J*541 G*5:
Salomahattham natvana vasavo avoca nimim
and llna 49 of J*511 G*29 :
Bvasi mahanubhavo al abbhuto lomahamaano 
• •
Lines 51 and 52 describe the Buddha, the speaker of lines 53 and 
54* Lines 51 and 52 may be later additions as the speaker of 
line 55 is not given* line 55 perhaps has been influenced by 
J *543 G*104:
Ayam nago aahiddhiko tejasl duratikkamo •
Again his line 57 mentioning the speaker seems to be a later 
addition* lines 58 and 59 seem to form a couplet* The phrase 
anukampaya cakkhuma in line 70, is similar to Therlgatha 148* It 
is not clear whether lipanam like fcajanam is an Accusative form* It 
is more likely that the Dpvs refers to two dipas* Line 78 is similar 
to Cp*I*6#3*
AcchadanaH ca sayaban ca annapanan ca bhojanam
and line 80 to Par* Dip V* p*7 G*4:
Svagatam vala me *sl Buddasetthassa santike.
• •
Lines 81 - 97 seem to interrupt the account*^ At least lines 81 - 92 
seem to be a passage from another ballad* line 97 seems to have been 
inserted to connected the following couplet with what precedes* 
Perhaps lines 93 - 96 were introduced later^when the visits of 
the Buddha began to be connected with definite places of worship#
In line 102 the form Manlkkhlko was perhaps used for the sake 
of metre, and the line itself is reminiscent of Bu V* 15*
A ham tena samayena nagaraji mahiddhiko.
Line 104 may have been a later addition as lines 105 and 106 fox® 
a complete couplet without it* Lines 109 and 110 may also be a
Aft'
later addition,as they merely describes. Lines 111 and 112 are similarA
to J *532 0.22:
Asaamam parimaj jitva palftapetvana asanaij 
and Par Dip V* p*273 0*5 s
luddhapamukhasamghassa niyyadetva pamodita 
Lines 115 and 116 refer to a mahattiapa;but the Kalyani cetiya la 
nowhere else called a mahathupa. Perhaps this couplet has been 
Inserted in the wrong place* Lines 117 and 118 are similar to 
Bu XXII. 12:
Jfehadanam pavattetva rattim divam atandito 
and Bu XVII* 9:
patlggBLhetva sambuddho idam vacanam abravi*
Line 117 is^lndependent line and may have been Introduced later* 
line 122 may also have been added later to connect the couplet that 
follows* In line 125 tinl is grammatically wrong and line 126 is 
similar to 6p* II* 5*3:
Tam thanaip upagentvana titthami oasayami ca.
No speaker is again given for lines 127 and 128* This couplet is 
perhaps more appropriate after line 132* line 132 Itself is an 
independent line and may have been later inserted* lines 133, 137 and 
139 are reminiscent of Bu XXIII. 19:
Brahmuno yacito santo feakusandho lokanayako,
Bu XXV* 3:
Dhmncakkappavattente fessape lokanayake 
and Bu XXVI. 17 s
▲bam fiotama sambuddho aapanam sabbapaninam
line 131 la also an independent line, and linea 129 and 130 along 
with line 131 and 132 may be a later interpolation, as they 
interrupt the account of the Bodhl trees.
Chapter III.
lines 1 and 2 undoubtedly show the influence of Cp I. 1. 2s 
▲tita^kappe maritam thapayltwi bhavabhave 
Imamhi kappe caritam pavakkhissaip aunohi me 
▲a Pranke points, out, this introduction la Inappropriate for a line 
of kings ?as it apeaka of various existences^and it is alao Incorrect 
as Arindama and Sudasaana are said to belong in the Bu to the 
Mandakalpa. line 9 may have been Influenced by Bu XIIX.ll:
▲ham tena samayena catudipamhi lasaro 
▲ntalikkhacaro asi cakkavattl mahabbalo. 
line 14 shows the influence of Bu XXXI. 11:
▲ham tena samayena £udassano nfma khattiyo
line 15 was probably influenced by 6p. I. 4.1s
Kahasudassano nama cakkavattl mahabbalo
and line 15 la similar to 6p. I# 6*1*
Puna pa ram yada homi Mithilayam pumttame*
Linea 1 9 - 2 6  seem to be a later addition* They give comments rial 
matter* linea 20 and 21 are irregular in metre* line 29 shows•  ^ "V:V .*
the influenee of Bu XXI* 9:
Tesam pacchimako raja jkrindamo nama khattiyo*
Lines 36, 88 and 94 are similar to Bu XX. 5:
Caturasi jfcisahassani sambuddham anupabbajum*
v‘. , ■ , •;* 1 • t .... * t ’ V v ) \ y ' :  ■ • ' • . \ r  y  * V V  -•*-
and lin* 97 to ip. III. 6.3:
Kiooba laddham piyam putta* abhljata* jutindh&ram 
lines 118 and 119 are the same as the Oaths of J.95 or Digha 
Hikaya XVI.6.10.
Line 127 does not seem to be grammatically correct. The first 
part may have been influenced by J.547 0*640:
Pita mam anumodeyya itopattam aak&g gbaram 
Line 142 is similar to Bu XXII .4:
pakkante cSrikam ratthe lokajetthe narasabhe
Chapter IV.
Lines 1 and 2 are not regular in metre, and line 2 consists 
only of epithets* This couplet may have been introduced later* 
lines 5 - 9  form a list and may have been Inserted later. Lines 
10 and 18 seem to have been Introduced to form sentences with the
3.//
preceding lines* line 11 seems to hare been added to oonneot 
these lines with what follows* Without line 11 the oouplet is 
incomplete* Line 12 partly repeats line 11* Lines 14 and Id are 
not in their proper places* Lines 16 - 22 may also be a later 
addition. Similarly lines 23 - 26 can be removed without any 
interference^ with the account* Line 2* is an independent sentence* 
Lines 30 and 31 should have come at the beginning* lines 32 and 
33 as well as 35 and 36 are probably comments rial matter* Perhaps 
line 34 was later introduced, as lines 35 and 36 fora a oouplet 
without it. Lines 37 and 36 are again not quite in their appropriate 
place* Similarly lines 39 and 40 should have come earlier* Lines 
4 1 - 4 3  fora one sentenoe* lines 4 8 - 5 1  also form one sentence* 
Perhaps lines 49 and 50}which consist mainly of epithets were 
inserted later* Thus it is clear that this account is a compilation* 
Lines 5 - 1 0  and 1 6 - 1 8  may have been Influenced by Bu I* 59 - 62:
Mahlkassapo pi ea thero........... .
Dhiutagune agganikkhitto thomito satthuvannlto 
Dibbacakkhunam yo aggo Anuruddho mak&igpLni
Vinaye ag^inikkhiito Upali satthuvannlto 
Sukhamanipuga tthapa ^ ividdho kathlkan&xg pavaro gpuji 
Isamantaniya put to Punno nama ti wissuto*
Lines 19 and 20 consist only of epithets and are similar to 
Bu 11*204.
*Cattari aataaahassani ohalabhinna mahiddhika
and to Bu 11*6:
Lakkbanoe ltlhaaa oa aadhamme paramingato •
Linea 21 and 31 are aixnilar to Bu V.2:
Dhammaaankhasamayuttaai navanga* Jiniaanam.
and to Bu 111*23:-
Suttantam vinayam capi navangam aatthuaaaanam*
Perhaps lines 23 azid 24 have-been influenced by Digha XVI *4 *8:
Sammukha me tarn avuao bhagavato sutaip
Samaukha patiggahitam, a yam dhammo a yam vinayo
Idam aatthuaaaanam*• •
Line 42 is similar to J #546 G. 122:
Upaaanamhl katahatthe valave^dhe aamagate, 
and line 46 to J*546 G*222:
Evam sabban^aampannam sabbakamsamiddhinam
• k •
Perhapm the neuter form of samgaham la the result of the influence
of aampannam.
Lines 64 and 65 partly repeat lines 62 and 63* Similarly linea 
70 and 71 partly repeat linea 68 and 69# Line 70 is similar to Bu 1*46: 
Khlnisav&nam vlmalanam khanena aannipatayi.
Lines 74 and 75 again partly repeat lines 68 and 69* Lines 82 • 85
are probably an interpolation,as no such details are given about the
other teachers*
• “r * ’ } > ^  ■ S , • \ •* : . , « *v.
The prostfi^Msage after line 98, apparently taken from
2J3
Cullavaggpi XII, is perhaps Intended as oommentarl&l matter*
Line 101 is an Independent sentence and was perhaps introduced 
later* lines 108 - 106 give a list of persons, and do not form a 
sentence* Perhaps they are a later interpolation* In the Smp (p*34) 
the difficulty is got over by the addition of another line* The 
passage nine as follows:*
Yehi therehi samgita samgiti tesu vissuta 
SabbakamI ca Salho ca Revato KhuJjasobhito 
Yaso ca Sanasambhuto ete saddhiviharika*•
Thera Anandattherassa Sitthapubba tathagatam
«■ if am «k
Sumano Vasabha garni ca neyyC saddhiviha rika
Dve ime Anuradhassa ditthapubba tathigatam
• • •
Dutiyo pana samgito yehi therehi sam^aho
Sabbe pi pannabhara te katakicoa anasava*
Chapter V*
Lines 7,8 and 9 form one sentence* Perhaps line 9 is a later 
addition as it seems to consist of commentarlal matter* The
aecond half of line 18 is the same as that of line 10 of ch*iy and
line 13 is similar to Bu II* 193:
Tena vittharikam asi lokanathassa sasana^i.
These two lines seem to have been Inserted to connect up what 
follows* LLnes 14 * 84 are almost the same as lines 5 * 15 of 
ch.IV* Lines 85 and 86 are metrically bad* These two lines and
2»lvt
lines 27 and 28 seem to be & later addition* lines 29 - 31 are very
similar to linea 27 - 29 of chapter IT* Line 31 is probably a later
addition as it is an Independent line*
Lines 34, 36 and 38 are irregular in metre* line 43 is similar
to Sam Nik* VI* 1*5 *18 s
Khinasava arabanto bahu buddhaasa savaka
line 44 is similar to line 2 and lines 43 and 46 to 3 and 4* lines
43 and 46 Introduce the eight theras* Une 47 is the same as line
102 of ch*IV* lines 59 and 60 are simila?r to 5 and 6* Lines 71 and
72 are very similar to lines 27 and 28* Lines 92 and 93 are a
repetition of lines 8 and 81* line 93 is metrioally correct if the
word bhikkfcavo is omitted* Lines 97, 98 and 99 are also irregular*
lines 103 - 106 repeat lines 9 0 - 9 3 *  Line 102, like line 89 seems
to have been Inserted to introduce the passage* Line 114 is also
irregular in metre*
Lines 116 - 123 are a prophecy and are in the future tense*
lines 324 and 325 seem to be an interpolation, as the verb here is
not in the fixture tense* Line 118 is similar to J* 507 0*11
^ -
Brahmloka cavitvana devaputto mahiddhikoA
Line 131, which gives a list of names, does not conform to the metre, 
and giVos commentarial matter* lines 130 and 131 seem to be a later 
interpolation. The verb in line 130 is first person present, but 
the speaker is not mentioned* If this couplet is removed^the account
U i
la more continuous* Line 132 forma an independent sentenoe and line 
133 n&mea the speaker of the next couplet* These two linea may also 
be later additions* In line 137 something seems to be missing* The 
oouplet (lines 137 and 138) is badly constructed and is also not 
grammatical* The speaker is again not given* Line 138 is similar to 
J *538 0*43:
J
Avhayassu mam, bhaddan tef pabbaja mama rueaati*
Line 139 is grammatically wrong* Sambadhaya does not agree with 
gharavasa* Idne 140 is similar to Par* Dip p* 213 0*10*
Parivuta panikotihi pabbajim jlnasasane*
• • •
Line 142 is similar to line 31 of ch.IV. Line 144 partly repeats line 
141 and lines 143 <•» 145 fonn a badly constructed sentence* Perhaps 
line 144 is a later addition*
Lines 146 - 220 are a chronological list* Idne 146 is metrically 
right if tadi is omitted* Idne 147 may be a later addition, as 
without it the couplet would be complete* Lines 157 - 160 seem to be 
an interpolation. The lines may refer to any bhikkhu, but as they 
stand they describe ftlggava* The Mhvs tells something of Siggava, 
but not what is said here* Line 158 is similar to line 26 of ch*IV* 
Idne 160 is similar to Therag* 896:
Plndapatapatikkanto eko adutlyo muni 
and Thera g, 1081:
Sobhati pamsukulena siho va glrlgabbhare*
Lines 161 - 164 are almost the same as lines 58 - 61 of ch.IV• though
lit
the order la not the aame. linea 160 - 167 are almost the aame as 
linea 86 - 88 of eh.IV, hut here it la forty inatead of forty-fire 
years. Lines 168 and 169 are similar to IV. 93 - 94. U n e  169 le 
Irregular in metre, and this see me to be a later ehange aa IV. 94 la 
quite regular. Ilnea 171 - 173 repeat lines 146 - 148. Line 174 la 
also irregular. line 177 aeeaia to be an independent eentenee. 
lines 178 - 179 are almost the same as IV. 76 - 77. U n e  180 is 
similar to IV. 89. Ilnea 186 - 187 are a repetition of linea 149 - 
180. lines 190 - 191 are almost the same aa IV. 72 - 73, and lines 
192 - 193 as IV. 78 - 79. Idnea 194 - 195 are alto almost the aame
i • 1 ♦
aa IV. 9 1 - 9 2 .  Ilnea 188 - 199 almost repeat linea 103 - 184. Ilnea 
207 is irregular in metre. lines 208 - 209 repeat IV. 80 - 81. Line 
220 ia similar to Par. Dip.p.09 0.10>
Saaanam Jotayltvana aoUadditvi kutitthiye 
Veneyye vinayltvana nlbbuto so saaZvako.
Ilnea 222 - 231 are a repetition of linea 192 - 101. line 221 was
*.k ‘ v j?   ^ •' ’ *^L V - V > ‘ \V;** " ; •;V.V ’ ; '*  \ 'Jr v .  > 0  *  !* ,'c 5 v * . ^  ;  ' • V ’ • ' • * '•>*” ”5? vf* V* ’'h J’.3
probably introduced to eonneet up the passage.
Chapter VI.
Ilnea 1 - 2  appear to be a couplet from a chronological list.
It is not olear what saso in line 6 means. Lines 8, 11 and 14 seem to 
be a sort of refrain. Probably linea 6 - 7, 9 - 10, 12 - 13, formed 
a list of objects, and t y  11 and 14 were added later to each of
the couplets respectively. Some parts of the aeoount In Smp.p.42 are 
very similar in language to Dpvs lines 3,9, 10,17,20,23 and 25* Line
25 is Irregular in metre.Perhaps the words undurehi visodhita were
*
later added.Lines 29-30 seem to be a memorial vwrss.Ths story in its
i'*\ Afe}\e»\c) %*\ t
expanded fonn is given in Smp p.43.Line 31 is an Indefinite line and 
is similar to lu XIV. 1:
P
Durasado asamasamo j01ys.ds.ssl mahayaso 
The other line (32) seems to have no connection with this. lines 33- 
35 fonn one sentence.Perhaps line 32 is a later addition as this 
detail is omitted in the Smp.After line 37 something is omitted, or 
lines 38 and 39 are an interpolation.Lines 42-45 also do not seem to 
be quite appropriate here.Iine 38 is similar to O p j n ,  4. 5:
8p pi mam anusikkhanto pabbaj Jam samaroeayi.
Line 41 is similar to Dhmp 0.368:
Mettaviharl yo bhikkhu, pasanno fcuddhasasanc. 
and line 44 to Op 1.1.1s
Btthantare yam earltam sabbam tarn bodhlpaoanam.
Line 49 partly repeats line 47, and linea 51 - 52 are similar in 
substance to linea 3 - 4 .  Line 53 is an Independent line and is 
meaningless here. Line 54 seems to go better with line 61. lines 
55 - 60 f o m  a list and were probably introduced later aa 
eommentarial matter. line 60.is similar to Therlgatha 184:
I to bahiddhl pisandl ditthlyo upanissltl.
Line 68 is grammatically wrong as the form desanam is impossible here.
lines 67 - 69 form one sentence* Probably line 67 was introduced for 
the sake of linking up with what follows* line 72 f o m  an 
Independent sentence* It is grammatically wrongf and seems to be an 
interpolation* line 76 is Irregular in metre, and is similar to 
Smp p.45, lines 4 - 6 :  slhapanjare thlto addasa Nigrodbam samaneram 
raJaAga-nena ^ lo chan tarn dantam gut tarn satindriyam IriyiQpathasampannam 
line 90 is similar to Par* Dip* V* p*50 0*2:
Panthamhi samanam disvi santaclttam samahitam• • • •
lines 77 - 84 and 86 - 87 consist only of epithets* Some of these 
lines, if not all, may be later additions* U n e  87 partly repots 
line 76, and is not granxnatloally correct* U n e  88 belongs to a 
different metre and seems to hare been introduced for the purpose of 
linking up what follows* Lines 89 and 90 and 93 - 95 are irregular 
in metre* In line 94 nayehi is grammatically incorrect* It probably 
stands for anehi or has been influenced by forms like desehi*
Asantayi in line 102 may also be the result of the influence of other 
aowist forms* Nisldayi in line 99 is impossible as an imperative*
It may be due to a mistake in copying or, as Franke suggests, it may 
be the result of a vague remembrance of J* 545 0*236:
So Pwnnako Kurunam k&ttuse$$ham
Nisidayl paccato asanasmin*
Line 100 seems to be incomplete* From line 104 the phrase disva
raja tarunam kumarakam should be omitted* Then the metre is regular.
Idne 106 also seems to be incomplete* lines 109 - 110 and 117 - 118
are clearly interpolations. They are also in a different metre.
lines 109 - 110 are the same as Bhmp. 0.21 or J.520 0.1., and
lines 117 - 118 are the same as Sam. Nik VI. 1.5*18 • The metre.
changes again with line 123, and this and line 124 seem to have 
been Introduced to link up the two ballads. lXitassa in line 123 
is not correct as more than one is referred to in line 121. There 
is repetition in line 124. It is perhaps due to the fact that the 
second half of the line has been influenced by J .545 0.190: 
HLttamaoee ca suhajje putt&dare ca bandhave.
Line 126 is similar to J. 539.0.9 :
So aham vaya mis sand yathftsattia yathabalam 
Line 131 is an independent line* In line 132 with! sammajjantu te 
does not seem to be granmatloally correct and may have been 
influenced by Par. I&p.V. p. 14 0*3*
mm Sto
Vithisamajjanam katva kadalipunnakaddhaje*
The line is also metrically weak. Lines 138 - 140 form one sentence, 
line 138 may have been later introduced. It is similar to J.362 0.4: 
Khattiya brahmaqa, ressa, sudda oandalapukkasa.
Lines 141 and 142 are irregular in metre. In line 141 sabban ca 
talawaearam is in the Accusative but should be in the nominative. 
Perhaps the error is due to the direct borrowihg of the phrase 
from J .545 0.61;where the Accusative is correct:
Qabbafi ca talavaoaram manimhi passa nimmitam.
Line 145 is metrically irregular, and this line and line 146 seem
ato be badly constructed. Lines 147, 148 and 150 are metrically
e^. •
wrong • Lines 151 - 153 do not eeem to needed here. They f o m  one 
sentence and interrupt the commands that are given. Or lines 
151 - 153 may be connecting another passage which partly repeat 
lines 145 * 150* Idne 156 is an independent sentence and is hardly 
appropriate here. Lines 157 - 159 f o m  one sentence. Idne 162 is 
gramatioally irregular, and line 163 is similar to Par. Dip.
p • 10 6*2:
Pasannacitta sumana vedajati katanjali.
Idne 164 is also an Independent sentence, and line 165 is not quite
appropriate here. Lines 168 - 170 form one sentence. Again lines
175 - 177 fora one sentence. Lines 175 - 177 repeat the subject
matter of lines 168 - 170. Idne 181 consists of comments rial matter,
and lines 180 and 182 fora a good couplet. A^iin lines 184 - 189
seem to be coranentarial matter. Perhaps line 183 and 191 originally
formed a couplet. If so, line 192 must also be a later addition.
Lines 193 - 194 may have been influenced by Bu. 1.81:
Madanimmadanaa sokanudam samara0 pa rimocanam
Sabbadukkhakkhayam mag#un sakkaccam patipaj jatha.
Idne 195 may have been introduced to link up what follows.
Lines 195 - 197 fora one sentence. Lines 201 - 203 are similar in
language to Smp p.48: Baja dhamme pasiditva ekamekam dhamnakkhandham. .
ekekavibarena pujessami'ti, eteadivasam a m  cbanravutiko-J±jtt».nam 
▼iaaajjetrni amaoce anapesi. Line 203 la metrically irregular.
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Chapter VI does not seem to be a very satisfactory account*
It most probably did not form a part of the PorffnA* The account 
Is obviously a compilation of various ballads*
Chapter VII *
Lines 1 - 0  form one sentence* The second line Is Irregular 
In metre, and was probably added later* Lines 9 - 1 0  seem to be 
comments rial matter, and they are similar to VI* 133* Lines 1 2 - 1 4  
f o m  one sentence* Line 14 may be a later addition* there is no 
reference to it in the Smp or Mhvs* lines 22 - 25 are obviously an 
interpolation as the verb In these lines is In the 3rd* person*
Line 29 consists only of epithets^and Is similar to J.544 G*113s
panditam sutasampannam so mam atthe nivesayi.
Perhaps lines 29 - 30 are a later addition, and they hardly give 
any extra information* Lines 36 - 36 f o m  one sentence,and lines.
39 - 41 f o m  another* Lines 36 an* 39 begin with the usual autvana 
introduced to connect questions and answers* Lines 44 - 46 f o m  
one sentence* line 51 is badly constructed* Line 54 is similar to 
J* 270. 0.2:
BEhana samma anuftaffto attham dhamnart ca kevalan*
Lines 59 and 60 are grammatically weak* lines 63 - 66 look like 
memorial verses* lino 67 is an independent line and seems to be
\
badly constructed* These five lines may be an interpolation* line 
66 is similar to J* 541 0*11: .
Etc c^ L an£e ca raj a no khattiyi brahma na bahu*
Line 71 gives a list of names* It may be commontarial matter*
Line 73 seems to be an independent sentence* Lines 86 - 88 form
one sentence* Line 86 occurs in another connection in Smp* p.62.
Lines 86 - 87 form a list,and line 88, which partly repeats line 85,
may have been introduced to f o m  the sentence* Lines 84 - 88 may 
be a later addltlon^as they partly repeat what has been said 
earlier* Line 93 is similar to II* 117* Lines 99 - 100 are 
metrically irregular and may be a later addition* U n e  101 is 
similar to VI* 117* Lines 102 - 104 are similar to V* 2 - 4* Line 
111 is an independent sentence and may have been introduced later 
as commentarlal matter* Line 114 also forms an independent sentence* 
Lines 116 - 118 are similar to V# 4 - 6*
Chapter VIII*
Idnes 1 - 3  f o m  one sentence, and lines 4 - 6  f o m  another*
Line 5 is similar to Bu XXI. 2:
Dhanxnacakkam pa vat teal anukampaya paninam 
Line 8 is more regular in Smp p*66*
Oantva Kasrniragandharaij isl majjhantiko tada
-  - -  « 
ftxttham nagam pasadetva mocesi band ha na bahu*
Line 10 is also different in Smp:
Codetva Devadutehi mocesi bandhana bahu
Instead of lines 1 1 - 1 2  Smp (p*67) has:
-  k
Oantvana Rakkhitattero Vanavasi^ mahiddhiko
Antallkkha thito tattha doses i Anamataggiyam.
and in plaoe of lines 1 3 - 1 4 :
A pa ran tain vigjihltva Yonako Dhaaoa rakkhi to.
AggUdchandhnpamon' ettha pasadesi Jane bahn.
Bat the prose passage is more similar: Yonakadhamna-rakkhitatthero
pi Aparantakam gantva aggikkhandhupamasuttantakatbaya Apa ran take
pasadotva. Line 14 in Dpvs VIII is metrically irregular. Again
instead of lines 15 - 16 the Smp has s
Maharattham isi gantva so Mahadhamnaxakkhito • •
J&takam kathayitvana pasCdesi mahajanam.
Zhe. prose passage again is closer: X. Maharattham gantva 
Xahaniradakassapajatakakathaya Maharatthake pasadetva.
Lines 17 - 18 are similar to the lines in the Smp:
Yonakaratthaa tada gantva so Ha harakkhito isi «• . •
KJlakarsmasuttens. tc^&s&d6fli^ Y»na*&.
The Smp (p.68), like the Mhvs^gives the name of only one thera that 
went to Hlmav&nt:
Gantvana. M blJ Jhimatthero Himavantam p&sad&yi 
Yakkhaseruua pakasento Dhammaoakkapavattanam.
The Dpvs devotes three lines to this Mission alone, and line 80 is 
irregular in metre. Perhaps these three lines are a changed form# 
Instead of lines 22 - 23 the Smp has:
Snvaygahhuml^ gantvana Sonuttara mahiddhika 
Pisaoe niddhamitvana Brahmajalam adesayum
Chapter IX,
Lines 1 - 2  may have been introduced later as an 
introduction* Lines 15-8 appear to he memorial verses. Line 
3 is similar to J.454 0.5:
Santi anne pi s as aka aranne van ago car a 
and line 5 is similar to J.546 0. 129:
Tea am khandhesu sohhantl kumara carudassana 
Line 8 perhaps was influenced by Bu 7.3:
Mapesl nagaram sattha dhammapuravaruttamam.
The style of lines 9 and 10 is different. Instead of being terse 
it partly repeats line 8, and in itself there is repetition by the 
use of words rattha and maharaj jajp. Since the next two lines are 
of the same style as lines 3 - 8 it is possible that this couplet 
(9 - 10) was introduced later to mark the geographical position 
of Sihapura. Line 12 is similar to J.544 0.68:
Yijaya oa Sunamo ca senapatl Alatako.
Die phrase karot* vllopakammam is found in Gftiata Jataka (454).
Line 15 is the same as the lines in J.545 0.185, J.538 0.68 and 
J.482 0.15. Line 19 is similar to J.545 0.190:
Hittamaoce oa suhajje putt adore ca bandhave.
Lines 19 - 20 hay have been added later. The verb in this couplet 
is in the third person^while in the previous verse it is in the 
second person. Lines 21 - 22 should follow lines 23 - 24 as they 
interrupt the words of the king. Lines 34 - 35 may be commentarial
matter later added* Lines 37 and 38 are a badly constructed couplet* 
Line 38 has no connection with line 37* Kakkhalam pharusam is
another phrase common to Ghata Jataka* Lines 39*40 are obviously an
rW
interpolation* Lines 41-43 form one sentence* It is possible line 41
A
is a later addition and that lines 2-3 originally followed line 12* 
Line 44 is an independent sentence* Line 47 is similar to J* 54^* 4*
Idam vatvana Maghava devaraja Sujampati*
Line 49 probably shows the influence of 6£* I* 9* 42:
Sakkassa vaoanaf sutva Vissukammo mahiddhiko 
and J* 544* 0* 127;
Sattami oa gati deva: devaputto mahiddhiko*
Lines 41-50 seems to be an interpolation as they interrupt the story* 
Lines 51-52 is not a continuation from line 38* According to line 
28 Vijaya and his followers were in Suppara, and according to line 
43 they had reached Ceylon* Lines 51-52 therefore^ may be a later 
addition* Line 52 is similar to J* 466* 0* 8:
Tap eva navam abhiruyha sabbe*
Lines 53-55 form a sentence* Line 53 is grammatically incorrect, and 
pilavanta Vva s agar am, a repetition of the phrase in line 29, is 
meaningless* This too is perhaps a later addition* Line 62 is 
irregular in metre* Lines 64 and 65 seemfi to be an interpolation, by 
themselves they are meaningless* Line 66 is similar to J* 545 G* 64: 
Samajja cv ettha vattantl Skinna naranKribhl*
Lines 69 and 73 are metrically Irregular, and line 73 la similar to 
J. 539 G. 30:
Kadiiuup Ml th 11 am phi tarn suYibhattantarapanam.
Lines 72-74 form one sentence, and line 74 consists only of epithets 
It Is possible that lines 62-74 did not form a part of the original 
story.
Line 87 Is a repetition of 78, but the other lines of the
couplets differ. Lines 77 and 78 are Independent sentences. Lines 86
and 41 and 84 are similar to Bu XXV. 1:
Konagamanassa aparena sambuddho dvipaduttamo
*
Kassapo naaa namena dhmmaraj a pabhaAkaro.
Lines 79-87 firm a chronological list. Line 85 Is metrically 
Irregular and forms an Independent sentence. Lines 88-91 may be a 
later addition.
Chapter X.
This chapter seems to oonslst only of memorial rerses. Lines 2 
and 3 are irregular In metre. The phrase Jambudipa cdhagata in line 
2 Is common In the $pys. Lines 5 and 6 form a list of names. Line 15
seems to haye been Influenced by J, 538 Gt. 35 or 60:
Vlsatlm c veya rassani tahlm raj Jam akarayim.
* Chapter XI.
Lines 1-15 are In the same style as oh. X. Lines 3-5 repeat *ha1 
Is said In lines 1-2. Perhaps lines 1-2 a later addition. Line 5
X V ?
Is irregular in metre like oh* X* 3* Line 9 also is metrically had* 
Lines 13-14 form a list of names* Lines 16-29 form a chronological 
list* Line 17 is metrically right if tad& is omitted* Line 23 is 
meaningless^and it is an independent line* perhaps it is an 
interpolation* Lines 24-26 are metrically Irregular* Lines 27-29 
form one sentence* Line 28 may hare been added later as eommentarial 
matter* She Smp (p*74) quotes four lines from the Dprs* The first 
two are the same as lines 30-31 , but the next two lines:
Niladi yadisam puppham pupphayatthimhi tadisam 
Saku^a sakunayatthimhi sarupen'eya santhiti. 
are not found in the Dpvs text* Lines 32-33 consists almost entirely 
of epithets* and many hare been added later* In the Smp p*74^is the 
phrase nllapXtaXohltavadatakalavannanl* Lines 34-35 are closer to 
the two lines omitted in the Dprs text* Lines 43-44 are incomplete 
by themselves* Lines 45-48 are metrically quite irregular* and line 
45 may have been influenced by Sutta Hipata 0* 690* in which the 
phrase pasamnacltto giram abbhudlrayl occurs* Lines 43-44 are 
incomplete by themselves* Line 49 merely gives a list of persons and 
is similar to J* 532 0* 57:
Matapita ca bhata oa bhaginl SatftJb^andhayS*
Line 50 is an independent line* Perhaps lines 43-50 are a later 
addition* Line 54 is similar to J* 502 0* 11:
Rfcja me so dijo mltto sakha papasamo ca me*
Line 55 is almost the same as line 48 and is metrically irregular*
Lines 57-59 form one sentence* Lines 60-51 are clearly an interpo^a* 
tion* Line 60 is only a list of names, and both lines are metrically 
impossible* Line 65 is also metrically wrong and with 66 may haw# 
been added later* Lines 62-64 form one sentence* Lines 62 and 63 
giro a list and line 63, which is similar to line 61, may hare been 
added to form a sentence* Line 72 is similar to J* 495 0* 21: 
Harltalcam anal air ay ambajambuvibhitakam*
Line 75 is an independent sentence* Lines 76 - 78 form one 
sentence* The phrase Asokadhammena pesitam in line 77 occurs 
again in line 79, Line 81 is an independent sentence; tt partly 
repeats line 80. Lines 82 - 83 are a badly consetmcted umliama 
couplet and they seem to have no connection with the preceding 
verses. It is not said where Mahinda spent the three months or 
why he is called the seventh.
Chapter XI is not a satisfactory compilation. The list 
of kings at the beginning, the wonderful things that happened 
at the coronation of Itoranampiya Tissa, and the list of things 
Asoka sent probably existed at firstj the rest may have been 
added gradually. This chapter also does not seem to have formed 
a part of the Porana, the contents of which are mentioned at 
the beginning of the Dpvs.
Chapter XII*
Lines 1 - 1 3  more or less repeat the contents of H . 67-74t
though the passage is fuller in detail. Lines 1-8 fonn a list
and line 9 seems to have been introduced to make a sentence*
lines 1 and 10 are almost the same as J.538 0.72s
Valavl^janim unhlsa* khaggam chattam ca panda ram
and Bhmp 0.190:
Yo ca Buddhaft ca dhammaa ca saranaf gato.
The Smp quotes lines 1 - 1 3  from, the Dprs hut has. vatamsaqj for 1
* _
gaftgodakam, su^kahata® for sukamZhatam, and saddhXsaranam upeiihi 
for saranam upehi satthuno. Lines 14 and 19 form a very had 
couplet. It is grammatically incorrect, te repeats the phrases 
Asokadhammo mahayaso and pahesi Devlnampiyassa. This couplet seems 
to have heen Introduced to explain the preceding couplets. Line 7 
is similar to XXX.72, and line 20 to VXX.28. Lines 22 - 23 are 
similar to J.545. 0.173:
Vanditvm sirasa pide katvS ca nam padakkhin&m
0 -  m m  ^Vidhuro av^oa rajanam paggahetvana anjalim.
line 24 is in the style of the Bu. Line 26 seems to he an inter*
po la tion, as the next line refers to ime panes mahatherm.
Chalahhinni mahiddhiko is a phrase common in the Bu and.it is
repeated in line 27. The Smp (p.70) quotes from the Pozmna lines
24 - 27# hut they are followed hy the two lines:
Bhanduko sattamo tesam ditthasaoco upasako .. . . .  w
Iti ote mahlnlgji mantayimsu rahogata.
a y°
Lines 30 - 32 foxm one sentenoefand 32 seems to be meaningless here* 
Lines 30 ~ 31 and 33 - 34 follow eaoh other better without line 32 *
Line 35 is almost the same as Cp 1*6*8:
, Mama sa&kappam anSaya Sakko devanam issaro *
Line 37 is similar to Bu 1*67:
Kilo deva mahavlra upajja matu~kucchiyam5 j B
and 38 is similar to VIII*5*
Line 39. partly repeats line 38 and is similar to Therlgjatha
306:
Sabbadukkhappahanaya dhammam desesl paninam 
and line 40 is similar to Bu XXVII.16:
So pi buddho karuniko satte wlocesi bandhana
Line 41 is an Independent sentence* Line 42 is badly constructed
l&s
and renders little meaning unlike line 46* Lines 45 - 47 form one 
sentence. Perhaps line 44 is a later addition as its meaning is 
not complete* Line 49 is similar to VZ.193* Line 50 is an independent 
sentence and^repeats partly line 48.
Line 51 is similar to J*545 0*161:.
Kfclanx& aamayarSfSu oa sa rajavas&tlm wase.
Lines 53 and 54 form a list y probably they are an interpolation*
Line 58 is similar to Bu 1.49:
Sadi£ tl to patisutva nlpaka samvutindriyi 
This may be a later addition;as the next two lines form & couplet by 
themselves*
Line 62 is similar to Bu 11*60:
Uaaieake nuf tbatvana Idas vaean&ai abrarl
«At
and lines 61 and 62 4^ an introductory couplet for the prose 
account of the story of the coming of Mahinda*. This prose account is 
quite different from that given by the Snqp* Only the first sentenoe ' 
is similar: Sammasambuddhena ca tumhe vyakata: ana gate Mahindo 
nama Tambapannidipam p&s&dessati* The last six lines of the third 
paragraph are in the style of later lit era ture? where the use of . 
compounds is common* The phrase tantakulakajata gulagunathikajata 
muftjababbajabhnta ocours in Ang*Hik*?ol*XI*p*213*
lines 63 « 65 are almost a repetition of lines 40 - 50. Lines 
66 - 71 are given in the Smp as taken from the Porana* Instead of
ramme in line 66 the Smp has rajagprtie, but this is abviously an
error* For the second line the Smp hasf
Kalo ca gamanassa'tl ga coha mi dipam uttamam 
and this is a better constructed sentence* In line 71 Ifissaka is 
omitted and thus the metre is corrected* Line 66 map have been 
inflaenoed by Par Dip*V*p*40 0*6* lines 72 - 73 are a repetition of
lines 24 «* 25 and line 74 of line 54* line 76 is similar to lines
, . - ♦ •
69 - 69 and lines 77 - 78 are almost the same as lines 7 0 - 7 1 *  It 
is significant that line 74 is different from line 26* According to 
line 76 only Mahinda flies* lines 81 - 83 form one sentence* Line 
84 is Irregular in metre and seems to be oon^ entarial matter that 
has been added later* It is similar to J.423 0*6:
OlmhanftM pacchime mass vatap ieohanti paqflita
line 85 is a mere repetition* line 92 seems to contradict line 91*
In the Smp p*73 the passage r i m  thus: Mahindatthero xajamqj
avidure agacchantaip disva, mamam yeva raja passatu* Lines 94 - 95 and
98 are clearly M  intexpolations j they may be commentarial matter*
Line 96 is similar to J*529 0*8*
Kapano rata yam bhikklju raundo saijghatiparuto •
lines 99 • 100 are quoted in Smp p*74f and lines 101 - 102 in p«76*
Op*
Line 101 is similar to*I*10*l5:
Pho|etva rejagate g&tte eka man tarn upavasi •
' <
Lines 103 - 104 repeat the subjeot matter of lines 101 - 102* The
false Accusative in line 107 may be, as Franke suggests, the result of
the influence of ?*530 0*1:
Disva nlslnnaai ralanam brahma da t tarn rathesabham.
• • •
Lines 108 - 109 are a repetition of VI* 116 - 117* They are quoted
also in Smp p*67. Line 115 is similar to Bu 1*18*
Wamassamana nipatanti tutthahattha pamodita*
Lines 117 - 118 seem to be an interpolation as line 119 dught to
follow line 116* This couplet has many epithets* Line 122 is similar
*i • ,•: • ’ » s * ,, * N \ * ■ *
to line 116* Lines 123 - 126 form one sentence^and it is grammatically 
wrong* Perhaps this is an Interpolation's Smp also makes no reference 
to these incidents* Line 127 is grammatically incorrect and something 
is missing befdre line 126* Line 128 is similar to line 121, Lines 
128 - 130 form one sentence* Line 130 is similar to Bu 11*39S
TL 33
Orohitvana gagana ma raise puechl tavade. 
and line 133 to J #534 0*4X^
Khftlu saftnamano raja amacoe ajjhabbSsatha.
Line 135 consists of a list of persons* Lines 139 -142 consist 
merely of descriptive epithets, and seem to be an interpolation*
The fonn nisiditu* in line 148 may be due to the influence of 
paveditum in line 147. L"nee 151 - 152 are irregular in metre. They, 
like line 148, lay down a rile. The aentenoe uocasayanamahasayanam 
na kappati in Smp p.79 is similar to line 151. Perhaps lines 151 - 
152 are a later interpolation. Line 153 la similar to Cp II. 1.4s
Tlassa tan wacanam sutvm raja pi tutthamanaso 
♦ • • •
and line 156 to J.534 0*40:
So luddo hamsakacena rajadvaram upag^mi.
Line 159 is an independent sentence and partly repeats line 158*
It is probably an interpolation. Lines 162 - 164 fonn a sentence; and 
lines 165 • 167 fonn another. Line 167 partly repeats line 165• 
Perhaps line 165 is a later addition* Line 170 is a repetition of 
line 113 and line 172 is similar to Bu 111*4:
Kotisatasahassanam pathamabhisamayo ahu*
Chapter XIII*
The speakers of lines 5-6 and 7 - 8  are not given* Line 17 is 
an independent aentenoe* Lines 17 - 18 are similar to Bu XII*5 - 6: 
Havutikotisahassanam dutiyibhisamayo ahu 
Puna pa ram amltayaso catu sac cast pakasayi.
X3H
J*
Lines 19 -» 20 and 21 - 22 are badly formed couplets# line 23 is J 
similar to line 11# This and lines 24* 25 and 26 are Independent 
sentences* Line 25 partly repeats line 24* and line 26 Is similar 
to I#63* Linos 27 - 29 form one sentence* and line 30 is an 
independent sentence* Perhaps line 30 was introduced to connect 
what follows* The sentence in Smp p#81 is similar to lines 28 • 30* 
Therassa Uandanavan© agatagatahi kulitthihi kulasunbahi 
kulakumarlhi saddhim Bammodamanass1 eva sayanhasamayo jato*
The speakers pf the next three statements are not given* Lines 
33 - 35 form one sentence* and line 33 consists only of epithets# 
The word accasannan is used in Smp in describing the Mahameghavana • 
Lin® 36 - 37 are also similar to a sentence in Smp p*81s- 
Btam Mahamegbavanam nana uyyanam m a m  pitu santakam nagarato 
natiduran niooasannam gim&nagamana aanpannam ettha the to vas&m 
kappentu. The description of the Mahamegha Park and the 
presentation of it is similar to that of Veluvana presented by
SIS SIS'
Bimbisara (Mahavagga I#22 15 - 18): "Atha kho bhagava yena ranno
•  e  mm
Magadhassa S/iniyassa Blmbisarassa nivesanam ten1 upasamkaml 
upasamkanitva parmatte asane nisldi saddhim bhikkhusamghena* Atha 
kho raja Magadho Seniyo Bimbisaro buddhaparmikham bhikkhnsamgjmm 
pagltena khadaniyena bhojaniyena sahattha santappetva sampavaretva 
bha^L van tarn bhuttavim onitapattapanim ekamantam nisidi# Kkamantam 
nislnnassa kho rafiRo Ifegadhassa Seniyassa Bimbisarassa etad shosl: 
kattha nu kho bhagava vibareyya* yam assa gamato n f eva avldure
na accasann® ^managamanaSsanqsannay atthikanam-atthlkanaa 
maruiBsanaja abhlMcamanlyam diva appaldLnnam rattlm appa®addam 
appanlgghosam vljanavatara jmnuaaarahaaayyaKam patiaalianasa- 
ruppan tl. Atha kho ramx> iSgpdhaaaa Saniyaaaa BLmblaarassa 
etad ahosl: ldam Kho amhEkam Veluvana* uyyanam ganmto n' eva . 
avidure m  aoeaaann® gananagaoagnaaampannaa atthikanam-atthikanam 
manussanam abhlkkamanlya* diva appalclnnam, rattla appaaadday 
appa nl gghosam vljanavatam manuaaarahaaayyakam pa f iaa 1 la na aa ruppam. 
7am mnaham Veluvanaif uyyanam huddhapamukhaasa bhlkkhnaamghaaaa 
dadeyyan tl. Atha Kho raja l£gadho Senlyo RLmblaaro aovannamayam 
bhlnkffram gahetva bhagava to enojeal otShagi bhant® VeJuvanaij 
uyyanam buddbapamkhassa bhlKkbusamghaaea dammltl. Patlgpaheal 
bhagava aramam. Atha Kho bhagava rajanam Magadham Senlyam 
Mmbisaram dhanmiya kathuya aandasaetva aamadapetva aamuttejetva 
aampahamsetva utthayaaaria pakkaml • Atha Kho bha^Lvi. eta and.if 
nldane dhamnlKatham katva bhlkkhu amantaal > a m  Jana ml bhlkkhav®
mm mm
araraan tl* *
lines 40 - 45 consist only of epithets and may be later 
additions* line 48 seems to be a connecting line^and lino 40 
is not quite regular metrioally* The speaker of lines 56 - 57 is 
not given* Lines 58 - 59 seem to have been influenced by 
Cp• I* 8•10s
Tassahaip vaoanam sutva hattho sa^viggamanaao 
Khtanjali vedajato idam vaoanam atrravi. 
and Cp III* 3*3:
Anjalim paggahetvana ldam vaoanam abravi.
Iihe 60 is clearly an interpolation* The form dadantam in line 
66 is granmatioally incorrect* lines 67 - 68 fora a bad couplet*
This couplet most probably ia an intexpolation* Line 69 repeats 
line 67* Line 71 is an Independent line,and £% is similar to 
Bu XIII .121
Like aeehariyaf disva abbbutajp lomahamsanam 
line 72 is also an Independent aentenoe* lines 73 - 74 also form a 
bad couplet?and viharam is granmatioally wrong* line 75 also seems 
to have been influenced by Bu XIII*12, and the next line of the 
couplet is grammatically weak* One verb is in the past tense and the 
other is in the present tense* Line 77 consists of many epithet* ^ 
and line 78 is grammatically weak, unlike line 96* line 82 is weak 
both metrically and grammatically. Line 83 is also full of epithets^ 
and line 84 is badly constructed* Line 88 is similar to line 79*
Line 91 is an independent sentence* Sabbe kankha is grammatically 
incorrect* Viharehi probably stands for vitarehi* Line 96 is almost 
a repetition of line 88* Perhaps line 100 has been Inserted to make 
up the couplet* lines 102 - 103 are a weak couplet* In line 104, which 
forms an Independent sentence, the form patl$$hlssa^ is granmatioally
-
impossible* line 105 is similar to line 58 and lines 106 - 107 to
lines 95 - 96. Lines 109 - 110 are similar to lines 81 - 82y 
and 75 - 76. In line 110 Jtaratthita is grammatically Impossible* 
Perhaps It Is the result of the influence of J.547 0.784:
Celukkhepo avattitha agate dhanadayake.
Similarly*?ine 112 tava chanhYasanuga is grammatically Impossible 
and may be due to the Influence of J.534 0.80:
Puttarupayasicpeta tavacchandavasinuga.
Line 116 Is similar to line 107. Line 118 repeats line 98. Line 
124 seems to be a connecting U n h a n d  lines 125 - 126 are similar 
to lines 106 - 107 and lines 28- 29 to lines 109 - 110. Line 131 
is grammatically incorrect. Byakarohi is singular and vitaratha 
is plural.
Chapter XIV.
Line 1 is similar to XZII.124. Lines 5 and 6 ate similar to 
lines 109 - 110* Lines 9 - 1 2  form one sentence. Lines 13 - 14 are 
similar to XIII. 81 - 82. Lines 15 - 17 form one sentence. Line 15
may be a later addition. Line 18 is an Independent sentenoe. Line 21
Is similar to J. 545 0. 17:
Tato so Yaruno nago nlkkhamltra niresani.
and to line XIII. 9, and line 22 to XIII. 21. Lines 19 - 23 form
one sentence. Line 24 Is an independent sentence, and is similar 
to XIII. 26. Lines 27 - 33 are almost a repetition of lines 15 - 
21. It Is significant that In line 15 the word Tissarama does not
occur. Line 36 Is an Independent sentence and is metrically bad. 
Line 37 is almost a Repetition of line 25, and line 38 Is similar 
to J. 541 0.26:
Is ana vutthahitvana paraukho ratham iruhi.
Line 39 Is an independent sentence. Line 40 is also an independent 
sentence and may hare been added later to name the speaker of 
the following couolet. It has the peculiar Accusative tormj 
theranaa. Line 42 is very badly constructed. The speaker of line 
43 Is not named. Line 44 Is grammatically incorrect. Line 45 Is 
metrically irregplar. Lines 45 - 48 seem to be commentarial matter 
Line 49 is an independent sentence. Line 50 is similar to J.546 
0.140:
Tlnno hiyyo raja gaAgam samaoco saparijjano.
Line 54 is an Independent sentence anf lines 57 - 63 form one
sentanfe. Lines 57 - 61 are found In an interpolation In the
IChvs Text (p.331) drawn from the simakatha (X 1 p.257 and
Mahabodhiramsa 0.134) Line 64 is similar to line 59. Lines .
70 - 71 are similar to XIII. 118 - 119, and slmaramo Is 
grammatically wrong. It is also strange that line 69 should reoor 
the first earthquake. Llfte 72 is metrically irregular. Lines 
74 - 76 form one sentence and the construction of the sentence i 
▼ery bad. Lines 77 - 78 are similar to XII. 121 - 122. Line 80 
is clearly an interpolation, and line 79 seems to have been 
introduced to make up the couplet. Lines 82 - 90 are almost the
tsame as XIV. 27 - 31. Line 81 may hare been a later addition, 
lines 91 - 93 form one sentence. Lines 91 - 92 give a list and 
line 93 seems to hare been added to form a sentence. Lines 91 - 
93 are also metrically irregular. Again lines 94 - 96 form one
v
sentence and 97 - 99 another. Lines 102 - 106 are almost the 
same as lines 83 - 87, Hence lineB 100 - 101 and 107 may hare been 
added later. Line 109 is similar to line 38 and line 110 to 
XIII. 21. Line 111 is similar to J.455 a.8:
Kuhuttajp assasityana agama yena pabbato, 
and line 118 to J.547 0.256:
Tatthanahatva pivitva oa ass&aetra saputtake. 
Lines 116 - 118 form one sentence and they interrupt the account. 
Line 1X2 is similar to XII. 117^ and line 125 to Ehmp 0.286:
Idha vassam vassissami, idha hemanta^gimhisu.
The speakeisof lines 125 - 132 are not given. Line 126 is 
grammatically wrong. Lines 137 - 138 form a list. Line 139, which 
is similar to line 122, is irregular in metre, and may hare been 
to form a sentence with lines 137 - 138. Lines 140 - 141 are 
similar to Theragatha 835:
Hayam pi pabbajissama varapannassa santike 
and Dftieragatha 836:
Brahmao ar iyan carissama bhagava tava s ant ike
v<*- °
Lino 142 seems to be a connecting line* Line 143 has the pecuhar 
Accusative form. Perhaps they were later introduced to name the 
speaker. Lines 144 and 145 are a badly formed couplet. Lines 
137 - 145 seem to be an interpolation. Lines 146 - 147 are a 
repetition of lines 77 - 78* and line 148 of line 45, Line 149 
is similar to line 136, Lines 148 ~ 149 are also a badly formed 
couplet. Perhaps they came to be added as commentarial matter. 
Lines 152 - 156 form one sentence. Line 157 is not grammatically 
correct. Lines 159 - 161 form one sentence. Line 163 is metrically 
irregular.
Chapter XT.
In line 4 the Accusative form dip an am pccurs. The speakers of 
these and succeeding lines are not ghren. Line 5 is similar to 
J#547 0.36:
Ann &p an an oa yo dajja vattha^senasanani oa.
Lines 7 and 8 are grammatically wrongp and in line 9 annatam is 
also incorrect. Lines 11 and 12 are metrically irregular. Lines 
12 and 13 are similar to the statement in Smp p.84: Asokam 
dhammaraj anam upasamkamitva mama vaoanena evam vadehi: sahayo te 
maharaja Lfvanampiya Tisso Buddhasasane pasanno thupam patittha- 
petukamo. Lines 15 and 16 contain only epithets and with lines 17 
form one sentence. Line 16 is similar to Bu II. 154:
Yathapd pabbato selo acalo suppatitthito
V41
Line 18 is similar to line 12?and lines 20 - 21 are a repetition
of lines 13 - 14, but here kahati is correct. Line 22 is
similar to Bu II. 43:
faMtha thatya viointesim tuttho samyiggaaijiaso.
Line 24 is similar to line 15. Lines 27 - 29 are almost a
repetition of lifces 19 - 21, and line3 30 - 31 are similar to
lines 22 - 23. It is significant that Mahinda does not ask
Sumana to go to Kosiya. Line 34 consists mainly of epithets,
and line 35 is metrically irregular. Lines 38 - 40 are a little
different from the lines quoted in Smp p.85:
Punnamayam mahaviro catum&siniya idha
Agantya deyalokamha hatthikumhhe patitthito.. •
Line 41 is an independent sentence. Line 42 is grammatically 
incorrect and may have been influenced by Cp I 9.14:
Akampi tattha pathavi SineruyanavatamamakE 
Line 47 is an independent sentence. Lines 48 - 52 form one 
sentence. Line 49 is metrically irregular.Line 50 is grammatically 
wrong and there is mepetition in line 51. Line 53 is not 
grammatical. Lines 55 and56 are anothwr badly formed couplet.
Line 59 is metrically weak and lines 59 - 60 consist of a list of 
articles. Line 62 is grammatically incorrect. Perhaps lines 
59 - 66 are a later addition. Lines 67 and 68 may haye been 
influenced by Bu XXIII. 10:
Sopl ma$ muni ryakdsi Kakusandho vinayako 
and XXIII. 7:
SCL
Cattalisahassanam tada asi samagamo•
Lines 69 - 72 form one sentence. Perhaps lines 71 - 72 are a 
later addition. Line 73 is almost a repetition of line 68. Lines 
75 - 76 are a memorial Terse. Line 78 consists only of epithets, 
and lines 7f - 78 seem to he a later addition. Lines 81 and 84 are 
independent lines. Line 88 may hare been influenced By Bu XXIV. 8: 
Tamsabhikkhu~sahassanam tada asi samagamo.
Line 89 is metrically irregular. This and the next line are in­
dependent sentences. Lines 91 - 94 are almost a repetition of 
lines 71 - 74. Line 93 is a repetition of line 88. Lines 95 - 96 
are a memorial Terse. Lines 97 - 98 are formed couplet.
In line 97 the meaning of the word yonaka is not clear* In 
Sutta-Hipaka 0.936 the phrase macche appodakeyathi occurs and in 
0.777 is the phrase macohe Ta appo4ake khinasote* In line 99 the 
word deTo is hardly appropriate. Line 103 is a repetition of line 
83 and is an independent sentence. Line 104 is similar to line 82. 
Line 106 is an independent sentence. Line 107 *ay haTe been 
influenced by Bu XXV. 38:
Brahmun<L yacito santo Kassapo lokanayako. 
and line 108 by XXV. 9:
Visatibhik^isahassanajp jbdta/tada asi samagamo.
Line 111 may haTe been influenced by Bu 11.60:
Llpamkaro lokaTidu ahu tin am paflggaho.. •
Line 112 is metrically irregular. Lines 113 - 114 are almost a
repetition of lines 91 - 92, line 118 is similar to Bu XVII,1:
Hiharltva tamam sab‘bam suriyo abbhuggato yathi. 
lines 119 - 120 are a memorial Terse* lines 121 - 122 are similar 
to lines 101 - 102, lines 125 - 126 are a repetition of lines 
82 - 83, lines 127 - 128 are similar to lines 105 - 106 or lines 
85 - 86, line 131 is similar to Bu 1,72:
Bhagava csitamhi samaye lokajettho narasabho, 
lines 135 - 136 are a badly formed couplet. In line 137 the word 
aham is meaninglesn. Perhaps it is the result of the influence 
of Bu XXVI, 17:
Ah am Ootamo sambuddho saranam s abb ap an in am 
lines 137 and 138 are a memorial verse. The speaker of the 
prophecy contained in lines 141 - 146 is not mentioned, lines 
143 - 144 are not in the same style as lines 101 - 102 or lines 
121 - 122, line 143 is similar to J.547 0,343:
a
TassS. vidure pokkharanl bhuraibhage manorame.
lines 145 - 146 are independent sentehoes. line 147 may have been
influenced by Sam.Uik.I.5.9 0,7:.
Buddhe pasanna dhammcca samghe ca tibbagarava. 
The word* of the queen referred to in line 149 are not given, 
line 150 is a repetition of line 147, line 151 is similar to 
line 148. lines 152 - 154 form one sentence^ and the speaker of
the lines is not given, line 152 is not quite accurate as the 
the bhikkhus alone could not confer the pabbajja on a bhikkhuni. 
lines 155 - 157 give a list, lines 159 - 160 consist of epithets 
only, line 161 seems to have been added to form a sentence.
Perhaps lines 128 - 161 are a later addition, line 162 does not 
seem to be grammatically correct^ and line 163 is metrically 
• irregylar. After $his something is missing, or line 164 is
meaningless, lines 164 - 166 form one sentence, lines 167 » 170 
also form one sentence and the sentence is badly constructed. Line 
169 is similar to Par,lip p.26 0,11:
ItthijsaUDaAgOMapaimi athijiti Jutiaflhri.
These four lines are an interpolation, line 175 is badly con­
structed. line 178 is similar to line 176. line 179 is an 
independent sentence and seems to be meaninglevs, line 180 is 
not grammatically correct and line 181 is similar to J.538 0,120:
Hitva sampaddavi raja pabbajjaya purrakkhato.
Line 185 is similar to line 179 and seems also to be meaningless, 
lines 186 - 187 are not grammatically correct, line 190 is a 
repetition of line 181,
Chapter XVI. 
line 4 is similar to J.547 0.444:
j*#
Anuppatto braharannam, tarn me akkihi pucchito.
Line 5 partly repeats line 1, lines 1 1 - 1 2  are a badly formed
couplet. The meaning is also not clear. Lines 9 - 1 2  seem to be 
an interpolation. Line 11 is similar to Cp II. 71:
MataAgo nama kamena silava susamahito.
Lines 15 - 17 form one sentence, lines 15 - 16 give a list atfd line 
17 helps to form the sentence, lines 20 - 21 are the same as 
Bu 1.19. line 22 is similar to Bu 1,18:
Namassamana nipatanti tutthahattha pamodita.
Line 23 is similar to J.541 0,158:
Tattha deva tavatimsa sab "be Indapurohita.
e ■ - w *• • • ■4 -1...
line 24 is similar to Bu II, 72:
Ukkutthi sadda vattanti appothenti hasanti oa.
♦ • •
lines 25 - 26 may have been influenced by the ligha Hikaya XX, 9: 
Purimam disam Qiatarattho dakkhnena Virulhako
, , • • A* I
Pacchimena Vipupakkho Kuvero uttatam disam
Cattaro te maharaja aam anta caturodisa.
Lines 22, 24, 29 and 32 are similar. Line 32 is an independent
sentence. Line 33 may have been influenced by Bu 11,51:
Campakam salalam nip am nagapunnagaketakam.. . . • •
lines 39 - 42 give a list of flowers?and line 43 helps to form the 
sentence, line 45 is very similar to line 29. line 49 is a 
repetition of line 36. lin€S 52 - 54 are a repetition of lines 89 - 
31, line 57 is similar to J.545 0,118:
lA\ k
Tattha naeoanti gayanti av^ihayanti varava ram 
and line 58 is similar to J *545 8.65 s
Passa malle samaj jasmirn po^hente digunam bhujam.
Line 60 is not grammatically correct. Line 61 is similar 
to J .589 0.4 ♦
UJuvamai mahffaill kilobhSsa manorama.
Lines 64 - 65 are not grammatically correct, and the couplet 
is also badly formed. Line 65 is similar to J.547 0.579:
Bbunja khuddesl samyuttam saha puttehi khattiya.
There is nowhere else a reference to the sons of Deranamplya 
Tissa. Lines 63 - 66 form one sentence. Lines 67 and 68 are an 
independent sentence, and line 68 is also not grammatical* Both 
these may be later additions. Line 71 is an Independent sentence. 
Lines 72 - 73 are badly constructed and seem to be an interpol­
ation* Idnm 71 - 78 are not quite satisfactory. Perhaps this 
part as well as the following lines are a later addition* lines 
80 and 82 are similar to Bu XXV* 24:
Anasava santa oitta rltaraga samahita 
line 85 is an independent sentence.
Chapter XVII*
«
Line 2 is similar to J*427 0*3:
»  t
Sagarena parikkhitam cakkaqi va parimaijtjalam
Lines 5 - 7  are a memorial verae* Line * is an independent
sentence and is similar to Par •Dip. V. p#151 0.1051
Tam a ham kittayiss&mi sunetha mama bhasato.
Lines 26 - 28 are incomplete* The meaning of dlpam in line 6 is 
also not clear* Line 56 is an independent sentence* Lino 59 repeats
the subject matter of line 58* Line 60 is clearly an interpolation*
Line 61 is also an independent sentence* Lines 62 - 64 fozro one 
sentence* line 71 is similar to J *545 0*119:
Udentam arunuggamhi Upakarlm upagarni.
Lines 71 - 74 form one sentence* lines 71 • 72 are merely 
descriptions* line 83 is an independent sentence* The speaker of 
lines 84 - 85 is not given. line 86 is an independent sentence*
The speaker of lines 89 - 95 is also not given. Lines 92 - 93 
consist mainly of epithets. line 118 is not grammatical. The 
phrase sa^nuddam. aepabbataqi is correct in J .536 0*53:
Baja la pathavim sabbam sasamuddam sapabbatam. 
line 124 may have been influencod.by Sam.Bik. XI* 2.8f 0*7:
Cat taro ca maharaja Tidasa oa y&saseino* 
and line 126 is similar to J.523 0*43:
Thvatimsi ca ye deva Tid&sanaxT ca Vasavo.
Line 133 is similar to XVI. 58, line 147 to XV. 143, and line 
148 to Bu IX. 197J
Yada oa devabha vanamhi buddho dhammam adesayi.
'Uf't
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Lines 148 and 191 are metrically irregular, lines 155 a 158 are 
almost a repetition of XI. 12 - 15. line 161 is a repetition of 
VI. 44. lines 159 - 161 form one sentence. lines 162 - 165 are 
similar to VI 1 — 4, and line 168 to XIII. 58. line 171 is 
metrically Irregular. lines 172 - 180 are a repetition of XII. 
1 - 9 .  Line 182 Is metrically irregular. According to line 187
a m
DevanampiyaTissa is the builder of^^tehacetiya. In line 189 the 
word Tiasaramam is perhaps a copyist’s error* Line 200 is 
metrically irregular* Line 208 is borrowed from Cp I* 9*25# and 
the speaker of lines 208 - 209 is not given* Perhaps these two 
lines are a later interpolation* Line 210 is similar to Op 11*6*10:
Raja sutvana vacanam us sum tassa vikappayi.
Line 218 is almost a repetition of line 212* line 224 is an 
independent sentence and is badly oonstiiuoted* Line 225 is also 
an independent sentence and is not quite appropriate here*
